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Risk and risk perception are important concepts for strategic planning and management of an organisation. Risk management (RM) refers to systematic collection and analysis of data to determine the potentially adverse effects of an organisation’s strategic objectives (risk), and the development of mitigation strategies to counteract organisational uncertainties.
Such uncertainties are increasing with the rapid development and expansion of the higher education sector (HE). Globalisation, increased competition for funding, advances in information and communication technology, increased social expectations, and many additional challenges have made the educational and research process more complex.
This research aims to: 1) assess the level of staff awareness/participation on risk management among the 14 Ministry of Health Educational Institutions (MOHEIs); 2) identify, evaluate MOHEIs’ risks as perceived by MOHEIs staff, and 3) develop a risk management plan with recommendations, to improve the management of risk in MOHEIs. 
The RM endeavour is part of the new public management (NPM) reform of HE and it adds value to HEIs and their stakeholders. Both aim to: 1) improve the competitive advantage through a better understanding of risk in the operational environment, and 2) improve efficiency and effective use of resources. Diversifying funding sources, privatisation of some services (thereby sharing/transferring risk to other partners) and decentralisation of some authority to the lower organisation level will empower staff to identify risks at local level and assist in developing mitigation strategies that meet their departments’ or units’ needs.
The literature review reveals many risk management standards/frameworks, which use similar processes, that include six main steps (1) Defining Context, (2) Event Identification, (3) Risk Assessment, (4) Risk response, (5) Risk Communication and, (5) Evaluation and Monitoring. In the present work I have adapted the first three of these steps through a mixed action research approach. 
Three data gathering methods were employed to collect qualitative and quantitative data: 1) content analysis of local, national and international published documents, 2) focus group discussions with eight senior managers and academic staff from various institutions and disciplines, and 3) two-round Delphi survey with participation of 158 MOHEIs staff. 
The research revealed 20 risks, of which seven risks have been rated as MOHEIs top priority risks. These include: (1) breakdown of equipment/applications; (2) inadequate infrastructure; (3) breach of IT or data security; (4) low student satisfaction; (5) insufficient funding: (6) slow procurement processes; and, (7) rising cost of employment. A risk management plan was thus developed to mitigate these seven risks through 21 treatment strategies, 69 operational activities, and 46 key risk indicators. 
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Whilst higher education (HE) decision makers provide the business strategies for this era, it is vital to appreciate and have an ongoing evaluation of the powerful market drives that are responsible for fluctuating the business environment and society of higher education institutions. The HE leaders must develop strategies and tools that are necessary to overcome societal, political and economic challenges.
Major research universities specifically, and most colleges and universities generally, are being challenged to safeguard their mission and underlying core competencies of teaching, research and service. Traditional management structures and educational programmes are no longer protected from market forces. Higher education managers and leaders are being challenged to develop, maintain and apply skills heretofore thought appropriate only in the ‘for-profit sector’ of the economy. 
Risk management is globally known as a key operational activity within both the private and public sectors (Vinnari & Skaerbaek, 2014). Implementation of risk management should be considered as a means to improve the operational activities of any organisation (Ariff et al., 2014; Kimball, 2000). However, risk management in the Oman higher education sector in general and the Ministry of Health Educational Institutes (MOHEIs) in particular has not yet been recognised as an important aspect of the development stage. The focus remained on capacity building towards higher education institutions (HEI), which I believe involves both risks and opportunities. 
Shakespeare (2003) argued that business, industry and higher education organisations share the same level of risk. Globalisation and the level of complexity involved in higher education such as open access to higher education, satellite branches and internal marking, increases the risk factors in comparison to previous decades. This demands that higher education providers take the necessary steps to identify and manage the risk factors
The concept of risk management has evolved over time. Initially, the risk management was concerned purely with insurance purchasing and insurance administration (Nocco et al., 2006). However, with the expansion of business, and the evolution of technology which lead to open markets, organisations became more sophisticated, and recognised that the dealing with each type of risk on an individual basis was ineffective. This drove risk managers to move toward a more holistic and systematic approach that is known as “enterprise risk management” (ERM). ERM “is a continuing process that aligns with strategy and changes as the institution’s activities and objectives evolve” (Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges and The National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007, p.3).
The Institute of Risk Management (IRM), The Association of Insurance and Risk Managers (AIRMIC) and ALARM The National Forum for Risk Management in the Public Sector, (2002) emphasise the need to develop a standard or policy document on a risk management process that meets institutional capacity and culture. This is to ensure clarity of:
•	definitions on the terminology related to the risk management
•	understanding of risk management processes 
•	objectives for risk management and 
•	risk architecture
In the UK, the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) stated that institutions should ensure that “there is an on-going process for identifying, evaluating and managing risks” (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2005, p.34). In the same document, HEFCE defines risk as “the threat or possibility that an action or event will adversely or beneficially affect an organisation’s ability to achieve its objectives” (p.5).
The Australian Universities Quality Agency (AUQA) (2009, p.93) adopted the Australian/New Zealand Risk Management Standard (AS/NZS ISO 31000: 2009) and it defines risk as “a feature (including actions, events or situations) of an organisation or its environment that may have an adverse effect on the organisation, including on the achievement of objectives”. 
Quality audit activity, AUQA (2009) has developed a framework that defines and identifies academic risks and applies this framework to all higher education institutions as part of audit activity. Furthermore, the Australian Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agency (2012) has adopted a ‘risk based regulatory approach’ which means that the reaccreditation of a university should be based on ‘a realistic risk assessment’. 
The Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (OAAA) -Formally known as Oman Accreditation Council- is the only organisational body responsible for accrediting and auditing higher education institutions in Oman. However, setting standards and guidelines on risk management is not part of its role (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2004). Even though the quality audits of Oman HEIs started in 2008 and risk management is one of the requirements, most higher education institutions fail to demonstrate a systematic approach to risk management (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2014a). This is due to the fact that no professional body has been established to develop national standards and requirements in risk management within higher education system.
This study provides academics in MOHEIs the opportunity to express their concerns and/or worries regarding the learning environment, infrastructure, governance and high student intake.  Being the dean of one such institution, I have observed and heard many deans and academics critiquing how the institutions are governed, funded, have unclear bylaws, non-transparent recruitment and promotion policies and how these have negatively affected the students’ performance and staff satisfaction.
All these issues mentioned have motivated me to undertake this study, through which I hope to improve the working environment by making research based suggestions for change and improvement, while at the same time contributing to knowledge on risk management among the staff of MOHEIs in particular and to higher education in general. 
1.2	The focus of the research
The aim of this study is to identify and evaluate risks and propose a risk management (RM) plan within Oman’s Ministry of Health Educational Institutes (MOHEIs). 
The research will first discuss the debate in risk definition and the various risk management frameworks/standards. Secondly, it will identify potential risks, mechanisms of assessing risks and finally provide solutions to mitigate the risks within MOHEIs. 
In order to achieve the research aim, I developed and adapted tools for each of the following steps of risk management: (1) defining context; (2) risk identification; (3) risk assessment and; (4) risk treatment. These four steps are part of all published risk management frameworks/standards. 
Although Enterprise Risk Management frameworks/standards are available internationally and some are more recognised than others, the literature review highlighted the need for customisation in order to ensure successful implementation and gain the ownership of the risk management process within an organisation. The literature also highlights that the organisation size, the level of awareness and implementation of risk management within the organisation and, the organisation governance and organisational structure have to be considered before starting the development of risk management frameworks/standards for profit or non-profit organisations (Hopkin, 2010; International Standards Organisation, 2010; Davey et al., 2008; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2005; International Standards Organisation, 2009a)
In recognising that MOHEIs are non-profit organisations, small in size and intake, geographically distributed and centrally governed, there is a need to identify the potential risks, specific to MOHEIs. Office of Management (2011); Shakespeare (2003); and Shimpi (1999) stated that risks likelihood and impact need to be assessed. MOHEIs’ staff – at all levels – should possess these information in relation to their organisations and their practices. Strategies to reduce the risks need to be developed and MOHEI’s staff should be participated in the establishment of the MOHEI’s risk management plan.
It is beyond the scope of this research to calculate the total cost of risks due to the fact that the MOHEIs are at the development stage of improving learning resources, improving programmes and building staff capacity in teaching and learning, research and quality assurance. Presenting sophisticated calculations at this stage might de-motivate staff participation in the future. The published literature in higher education risk assessment and on many universities websites reveal that risk cost is not part of risk assessment (Davey et al., 2008; Garvey 2008; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2005; Australian Capital Territory Insurance Authority, 2004).

1.3	The research questions
In order to identify and evaluate risks and propose a risk management (RM) plan within Oman’s Ministry of Health Educational Institutes (MOHEIs), questions to be addressed in this research project are:
	Do MOHEIs senior management and academic staff perceive themselves as knowledgeable and skilled to manage MOHEIs risks?
	What risks do senior management and academic staff perceive within MOHEIs?
	Are there particular risks that are specific to some institutions and not to others? 
	What measures can be implemented to reduce those risks?
To answer the above questions, an action research approach was selected with various tools that elicit knowledge, skills and perception of staff from all seniority levels, experience and geographic areas. The research outcomes are context specific from the sense of types of risks and risk management strategies. 
1.4	The research objectives 
The research aims to achieve the following objectives: 
1.	Assess the level of awareness of/participation in risk management among MOHEIs staff;
2.	Identify, assess and evaluate MOHEIs’ risks as perceived by MOHEIs senior management and academic staff;
3.	Develop a risk management plan - for the identified MOHEIs risks - that includes risk mitigation strategies;
4.	To use the findings to make recommendations on the improvement of management of risk in MOEHIs.
1.5	Significance of the study
Doyle and Dolan (2002) have identified that organisational risks require a framework or standard that describes the variety and dynamic nature of uncertainties with the emphases on the ongoing flexible objective measurement.
The Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, and The National Association of College and University Business Officers, )2007) and PricewaterhouseCoopers, )2004) stated that implementing risk management in an organisation will have the following benefits: 
	Better utilisation of resources and time management 
	Enhanced planning and problem solving skills
	Increased understanding of how risk can be managed
	Building staff capacity – at all levels – to identify potential events 
	Valuing stakeholders as part of the planning and decision making process
Understanding how to assess, and evaluate risk in an organisation is fundamental to improve practice (Wright, Dixon, & Tompkins, 2003). The OAAA requires Oman’s higher education institutions to have a risk management manual (Carroll et al., 2008), (although this manual) which needs to be developed based on the specific organisation’s needs (International Standards Organisation, 2010; Kimball, 2000). Many staff within the MOHEIs have expressed their concerns regarding the need for training and upgrading of skills to deal effectively with the developing, conducting and evaluating of risk management (Directorate of Continuing Professional Development, 2011). 
Consultation with the staff from all institutes throughout the country, ensured high regional representation, and elicited the required information on the potential risks and management strategies specific to the MOHEIs’ context. 
MOHEIs are in the preparation phase for quality audit that requires MOHEIs to demonstrate how risk management strategies are embedded in their operation. In recognising that a risk management framework/standard cannot be a copy and paste model, I have been charged to conduct a risk assessment, and accordingly develop a risk management plan that recognises the risk culture and resources within the institutions.
In my discussion with MOHEIs senior management, they acknowledge that the initiation of risk management is a learning process and therefore the research method needs to take into consideration that the MOHEIs staff are unskilled in this endeavour. Hence, this research can be classified as an action research approach in that the research participants (MOHEIs staff and I) learn through the process of identification and evaluation of risks and collaboratively develop the mitigation strategies to improve the working environment. While this study deals specifically with MOHEIs, it is expected that it may be applicable to several other institutions with similar function, including Oman’s Higher Colleges of Technology and Colleges of Applied Sciences as they share the same environmental and geographical conditions.  
1.6	Contextual information
The research context includes all Ministry of Health Educational Institutes (MOHEIs) in Oman. These are 14 institutes (including a Foundation Centre), distributed geographically around the country as shown in Figure 1 (Quality assurance section, 2012. p.2). The institutes offer General Diplomas in Nursing and Nursing Specialities, Medical Laboratory Sciences, Medical Imaging, Physiotherapy, Dental Surgery Assisting, Assistant Pharmacist, and Medical Record Technician. Two institutes run BSc programmes in affiliation with foreign universities (Quality Assurance Section, 2012; Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013).

Figure 1: Oman map showing health regions and institutes location
All MOHEIs are governed by the Ministry of Health (MOH), under the Minister and every plan is executed through the Undersecretary for Planning Affairs, with direct accountability to the Director General of Education and Training (formally retitled in 2015 to Director General of Human Resource Development (DGHRD)) the organography depicted in Figure 2. At the MOH level, the institutes are governed by two governing bodies: the Higher Council​[1]​ (HC) and the Technical Committee​[2]​ (TC). The internal management of an institute is the responsibility of the respective Dean and the Institute Council. However, the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE) is responsible for setting institutional and programme standards (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). More detail on MOHEIs is described in Chapter II. 

Figure 2: Organisational (governance) structure of MOHEIs​[3]​
1.7	The research strategy adopted
The research strategy adopted here is based on quantitative and qualitative data collection within an action research approach. I have developed this research with the objective of triangulating the data collection (documentary review, focus groups, and Delphi technique) and triangulating the data sources (local, national and overseas documents, a heterogeneous research sample in the Delphi and focus group). 
This thesis aims to improve the MOHEIs’ organisational practice and build staff capacity in risk management; therefore this research is an action research approach with staff participation in the identification of risks and the development of risk management strategies. Through the research process it was anticipated that the participants would gain knowledge and skills in risk management.
Figure 3 demonstrates the research strategies flow chart, which outlines the consequences of actions performed during the period of this research project. As illustrated in the figure, the research was divided into three phases, representing; the identification, assessment and evaluation of risks. The research approach was flexible and the steps were modified as the research progressed thus avoiding being too prescriptive from the outset. More details on the research strategies adopted are given in ‎Chapter 7.

Figure 3: Risk management action research strategies
1.8	Thesis structure 
This research thesis consists of nine chapters as outlined in Figure 4. ‎Chapter 1 is the introduction, which includes the research focus, questions and objectives. It also includes the significance of the study, information on the research context and the research strategies. ‎Chapter 2 describes briefly the higher education system in Oman with the focus on MOHEIs’ governance, management and functional areas. As the research tackles the management of risk in the context of higher education it was important to discuss the challenges in higher education in this chapter. The new trends in managing higher education institutions which reflect on the research context are discussed in ‎‎Chapter 3 . 
The concept of ‘risk management’ (RM) has been broken down into two chapters. Risk and risk perception from a socio-cultural perspective have been discussed in ‎‎Chapter 4 . This is followed by ‎‎Chapter 5  on RM frameworks/standards, which covers the definition of risk management, risk drivers, benefits of risk management, comparisons of RM frameworks/standards, RM process, risk appetite and risk tolerance.   
The research methodology is discussed in ‎Chapter 6, which includes my research philosophy and professional education and experience, and research approaches. Action research approach and justification of the selected data collection methods are included in this chapter. ‎Chapter 7 describes and discusses the research strategy in detail. Data analysis and discussion of the results and research conclusion are discussed in ‎Chapter 8 and ‎Chapter 9 respectively. 

Figure 4: The thesis structure
The theses structure is divided into four large sections as demonstrated in figure 4. First section focuses on reviewing the existing knowledge and identifies the research approach. The second section develops knowledge through research methodology and strategies. The third section discusses the new knowledge developed and its contribution to knowledge identified. The last section comprises supporting materials that include references and appendices.  
1.9	Summary
This chapter has provided an introduction to the current study including the background and focus of the research. The research questions, objectives and significance have been described. The contextual information and research strategy are presented. Finally, the structure and content of the remainder of the thesis has been presented.


Chapter 2	HIGHER EDUCATION in OMAN 
2.1	Introduction 
Education and health are the two top priorities of any national strategy (Krache, 2012). In Oman, education (basic and higher education) is an engine for social and economic development, a tool to create knowledge, and a means for innovation (The Research Council, 2013). 
This chapter provides insight into the development of Oman’s public and private higher education (HE) in general and MOHEIs in particular. The chapter begins with an overview of the development of Omani higher education, followed by a section on private higher education in Oman, a description of MOHEIs’ structure and operation, and a section on the challenges for HE in Oman.
2.2	Development of public Higher education in Oman  
Higher education is recognised everywhere by individuals and governments as a necessity in a world of rapid changes in communication and interconnectedness, technologies, and developing and globalising economies (Donn & Al-Manthri, 2010; Knight, 2009; Portnoi, Rust, & Bagley, 2010). For governments, a population of highly educated people can guarantee sustainable development in the economy and contribute to national security. For the individual, a good quality of life is promised, maintained, and improved with higher education. If the role of higher education and its importance for both nations and individuals is accepted, higher education organisations need to develop strategies that meet the country’s expectations and national objectives. Higher education institutions (HEIs) should also understand the internal and external risks relating to this role to utilise the available opportunities and use resources effectively. 
Oman is a developing country with oil and natural gas production accounting for 51% of the gross domestic product (GDP). Oman’s GDP was worth $80.57 billion in 2013, $20,130 per capita (Trading Economics, 2015). The government of Oman is currently investing in its people, enhancing their knowledge and skills (Al-Balushi, 2008; Ameen et al., 2010; Donn & Al-Manthri, 2010) so that they will be able to live comfortable lives. Great attention has been given to education in general and higher education in particular (Al-Shmeli, 2009). 
Before 1970, Oman did not have a formal schooling system; there were only three schools in the Sultanate, which only catered to rich, high-status people and men, not women. There was religious education where young children attended Quranic​[4]​group classes. When His Majesty Sultan Qaboos became the ruler of Oman in 1970, a modern schooling system was initiated to educate all Omani people and lift them from darkness (Al-Abri, 2011). The new leadership of Oman has seen education as a priority, with the aim of building a developed nation and a ‘strong dynamic state’ (Ministry of Education, 2011). 
The system has developed very rapidly and witnessed major changes during the last four decades following the beginning of the Omani renaissance in 1970. Currently, there are 1,040 schools around the Sultanate and 522,520 students, compared with 16 schools and 6,941 students in 1970 (Ministry of Education, 2011).
As His Majesty Sultan Qaboos constantly states in his speeches, the government has recognised the role of higher education in the development of modern Oman since the renaissance in 1970. His Majesty asserts,
We aim to extend education throughout the Sultanate so that everyone may have the chance to study according to his abilities. We are also working on a plan to eradicate illiteracy and we are focusing our attention particularly on vocational and higher education so that we can meet the country’s needs for trained Omani manpower (Ministry of Information, 2010, p. 47).
Forming and training man is a laborious process. Yet, it is a necessary process. We shall, for our part, spare no effort to provide opportunities for the training of Omanis at all levels of education, particularly higher education (Ministry of Information, 2010, p. 261).
As Oman is a developing country, before the mid-1980s, there were no higher education institutions in the Sultanate. This changed rapidly, and today, there are 29 public HEIs distributed around the country, as shown in Table 1(National Centre for Statistics & Information, 2014; Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
Higher education institution	Number	Governing body	Location	No of students
Sultan Qaboos University	1	University Board of trustees	Muscat (capital of Oman)	13000
Colleges of Technology 	7	Ministry of Manpower	Distributed around the country	31000
Colleges of Applied  Sciences	6	Ministry of Higher Education	Distributed around the country	6000
Ministry of Health Educational Sciences	13	Ministry of Health	Distributed around the country	2250
College of Banking and Financial Studies	1	Central Bank of Oman	Muscat	1000
Institutes of Shariah Sciences	1	Diwan of Royal court	Muscat	1000
Table 1: Oman public HEIs
The table above indicates that the public higher education system in Oman is very diverse in that various bodies govern the HEIs. The institutions vary in size and resources and range from very small institutions of 30 students admitted annually with minimum resources to large institutions that admit 1,200 students and are well resourced. All the students in these institutions are admitted centrally through the Higher Education Admission Centre.
Public expenditure on higher education has undergone a significant increase in recent years. The public expenditure on HE in 2011 was OMR 47.6 million (1.38% of the GDP) compared to OMR 30 million in 2007 (Ministry of Higher Education, 2011). This increase in public expenditure coincides with the increase in student enrolment from 14,148 in 2009/2010 to 16,856 (Higher Education Admission Centre, 2010; 2011). As a result of protests by Omani people (as part of the so-called ‘Arab spring’) requesting an increase in admission in higher education institutions, the number skyrocketed to 30,000 in the 2012/2013 academic year, an increase of 50% compared with the previous year (Higher Education Admission Centre, 2012), with a gross enrolment rate of 68%. 
This unplanned increase in the number of students admitted to institutions has created many difficulties and potential risks, some of which are listed below: 
	Insufficient infrastructure, budget, and staffing to accommodate the increase.
	The quality of admitted students has raised the question of whether institutions have maintained their admission standards or lowered them because of public pressure.
	Shortages of field/clinical training opportunities caused by the increased number of students within the institutions and competing with other organisations for the same number of placements.
The above risks can lead to other risks, such as
o	Graduating of incompetent students 
o	Increased staff and student dissatisfaction 
Consequently, the increase in student admissions will result in the production of more HE graduates than there are available jobs in Oman, forcing Omani graduates to seek employment outside Oman. This can create a risk that the graduates may find that they are not adequately prepared or qualified to compete in the international labour market (Al-Barwania et al., 2009). It can also result in the brain drain of qualified graduates. Although it is beyond the scope of this study to discuss or debate the importance of brain drain, it may have economic and social implications in Oman in the future. An additional consequence of rapidly increasing student numbers is the increasing the pressure that Oman HEIs already experience to improve the quality of their programmes and the competition for limited funding sources.
As acknowledged by international organisations, the higher education system in Oman, in terms of its infrastructure, policies, and programmes, is immature in its development and is competing with other more developed systems in the Arab Gulf Countries (Al-Shmeli, 2009). Omanis (students and parents) see higher education as their right, and it is also seen by the government as an engine for the development of human resources, and through this, development of the country as a whole (Donn & Al-Manthri, 2010).
Oman’s government recognises the high cost of higher education and the limited capacity and quality of public higher education in Oman. Nevertheless, the government continues to enhance the public higher education infrastructure and recognises the important role of private higher education to absorb the large number of secondary school graduates (Issan, nd).
2.3	Development of private higher education in Oman
In the 1990s, all GCC countries endorsed the trend of private higher education as a solution to the limited capacity of public HEIs, fluctuating public funding, and the need to improve the quality of education, conduct research, and meet social needs (Al-Lamki, 2006). 
In Oman, public higher education is very limited in capacity and can only accommodate 38% of total secondary school graduates, as shown in Table 2 (National Centre for Statistics & Information, 2014). Hence, Oman’s government recognises the important role of private higher education to admit most secondary school graduates.





Table 2: Secondary school graduates and enrolments in HEIs
In 2003 in his annual royal speech, His Majesty highlighted the role of private higher education in developing skills and increasing the number of Omani graduates throughout the country:
… we also commend the private sector’s contributions to education and training programmes and to developing manpower skills and producing qualified Omani personnel. In particular, we support this sector’s moves to establish colleges and universities in different parts of the Sultanate in order to provide the widest possible opportunities for higher education within the country (Ministry of Information, 2010, p. 462).
Prior to this, Royal Decree 41/99 on the private university/HEIs system was issued in 1999 as a framework to establish private universities/HEIs (Official Gazette, 1999). The decree was operationalised by ministerial decisions 36/99 and 34/2000 to provide guidelines and conditions for establishing private universities and HEIs (Ministry of Higher Education, 2011).
It is obvious from the two regulatory documents that Oman’s government set criteria, conditions, and guidelines to help in the establishment of quality HEIs that are competitive and can graduate competent students who can serve the community needs. As of 2014, there were seven private universities and 20 private colleges (National Centre for Statistics & Information, 2014), which enrol 40% of total secondary school graduates. 
Oman’s private HEIs are owned by individuals or private establishments, and they are managed through market principles (profitability, competition, and challenges in funding). They rely entirely on tuition fees procured through governmental scholarships or students’ families. The government recognised that such funding sources are not sufficient to establish well-structured HEIs (Al Harthy, 2011; Al-lamki, 2006). Hence, to support the private HEs financially, Royal Decree 67/2000 was issued to regulate the mechanisms of government support, which include a grant of 50% of capital contributions to a maximum amount of three million Omani rial​[5]​, land grant support, and tax exemptions. In addition, a royal grant of 17 million Omani rial has been awarded by His Majesty to help in developing the infrastructure of these HEIs (Al Harthy, 2011; Al-lamki, 2006).
The aforementioned number of private HEIs might give an indication of the number of students enrolled and the number of graduates, but the quality of the programmes and competence of the graduates are of major importance. Hence, to maintain the high quality and recognition of academic programmes, the Oman government has developed the following strategies: (1) the private HEIs’ bylaws demand that HEIs be academically affiliated with international universities; (2) MOHE conducts regular inspections and provides administrative and academic support to HEIs; and (3) HEIs submit an annual report that indicates their strategies, operational plan, and achievement of the organisation’s objectives. The report should reflect the input of the affiliated university (Directorate General of Private Universities and Colleges, 2011). 
In addition, the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (OAAA) conducted a quality audit of all HEIs, including private HEIs, with the aim to support these institutions in improving their academic standards and institutional management (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2014b). This quality audit phase was viewed by OAAA and HEIs as a learning phase and as stage one in the process of the academic and institutional accreditation that is planned to start in 2016 (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2014b).
In addition to the internal scholarship of private HEIs, the government continues sponsoring students to study abroad. The combined capacity of public and private HEIs and scholarship grants create a total of 30,146 higher education study opportunities (83% of total secondary school graduates) (National Centre for Statistics & Information, 2014).
2.4	Governance of the higher education system in Oman
Like all developing and most developed countries, much of the higher education system in Oman is owned, governed, and controlled by the state, but as explained above, there has been a recent growth in private higher educational institutions. In Oman, it is the state that creates programmes and policies for all state institutions. In other words, higher education in Oman is a government-regulated sector. That is, the Omani government is the chief policy player in the higher education system. The notion of ‘state centrism’ is very applicable to the governance of higher education in Oman. The government is in charge of funding, governing, regulating, planning, evaluating, and supervising all state higher educational institutions (Al-Shmeli, 2009). This is the ‘state control model’ described by Neave and van Vught (1994), where the state creates, regulates, and finances the higher education system. The United Nations Development Programme’s Arab Human Development Report (2003) critically comments that higher education systems in Arab nations lack autonomy. 
Here, Neave and van Vught (1994) make it clear that “the state very often also is the overarching and highly powerful regulator of the system” (p.9). The private institutions are still under the supervision of the Omani government in ‘the state supervising model’, in which the Omani government has less influence and is limited to supervision only (Neave & van Vught, 1994).
Figure 5 shows how the governance system of higher education is distributed between the jurisdictions of different ministries and other authorities. The top level, which the Education Council established in 2012 through Royal Decree No. 48/2012, was entrusted with the function of overseeing the system, formulating strategies, policies and objectives for the education system, reviewing the challenges confronting HE, recommending solutions, and considering applications for establishing new HEIs (Official Gazette, 2012). The council is headed by the Minister of the Diwan of the Royal Court, with 15 members representing ministries, public and private HEIs, the private sector, and scholars. At the base are the institutions that actually provide higher education.

Figure 5: The governance architecture of Oman’s higher education
However, the performance of the Council could be further improved if the membership were expanded to include the Ministry of Health, which is responsible for nursing and allied health higher education and employment, as shown in Figure 2: Organisational (governance) structure of MOHEIs. The MOHEIs’ structure and governance is described in the following subsection. 


2.5	Challenges with governance architecture 
In regard to this architecture, Al-Harthy (2011) and Al-Lamki (2006) similarly show concern about the governance of the system. Al-Lamki (2006) argues that the issue of multiple governing bodies in the Omani higher education system has created duplication of financial and administrative resources. This has created a lack of autonomy in higher education institutions, delays in the approval of budgets, programmes, availability of up-to-date resources, employment, and promotions (Al-Harthy, 2011). 
While it may appear in Figure 5 that the governance architecture is well organised, in reality, it is not. Indeed, it is not clear which body is responsible for policy-making because there are multiple governing bodies and institutional variations. 
As previously mentioned regarding the state-centric character of governance, the Omani government, through its agencies illustrated in Figure 5, has responsibility for steering the higher education system. It is responsible for enrolment policies and quotas, funding, student financial assistance, budgets, expansion policies, and so on. Decisions about all these issues are taken at the national government level, as is the case in almost all developing countries. Neave and Van Vught (1994) state that decisions about higher education policies (expansion, budget, enrolment, cost, and so on) in most developing nations are ‘in the hands of government’ and are typically done at the governmental level. 
This is clear in Omani higher education, where the Omani governance regulation encompasses approving almost all operational and management activities of HEIs. This has created huge challenges for HEIs in determining their budgets, developing strategies, and improving the quality of practice (Al-Habsi & Carroll, 2007).
At the institutional level, this governance structure drives the senior management to operate in an administrative mode that is entangled in bureaucracy to approve any process such as annual budgeting, curriculum review, or purchasing of equipment. Accordingly, this creates frustration and uncertainty in relation to infrastructure development, updating of curricula, quality and training of staff, and student satisfaction (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
In fact, the existence of the aforementioned multiple governance bodies contradict Royal Decree No. 36/2000, Article 11, which states that “the Ministry of Higher Education shall follow up coordination and integrating between higher education institutions with respect to fields of specialisation and degrees awarded by each of them” (Official Gazette, 2000, p.18).
Hence, it is recommended that the Ministry of Higher Education be the supervisory body for all HEIs in Oman. Implementing this decree will create a national higher education vision and unify the policies on the financial resources, quality, and accessibility of higher education. 
2.6	Insight into MOHEIs 
MOHEIs provide the research context and are managed and operated similarly to the other Oman HEIs; nevertheless, it is worth presenting in more detail some areas that are relevant to the study area. 
2.6.1	Governance of MOHEIs
As stated in chapter one, the MOHEIs are governed by the Ministry of Health under the supervision of the Minister and the Undersecretary for Planning Affairs with direct accountability to the Director General of Human Resource Development (DGHRD) and headed by the Deans of the respective institutes (see Figure 2: Organisational (governance) structure of MOHEIs).
The institutes are governed by the two governing bodies-the Higher Council (HC) and the Technical Committee (TC). The internal management of the institutes is the responsibility of the deans and the Institute Council (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). The function of each body is stated clearly in the bylaws. However, in reality, the Higher Council and Technical Committee have not taken up most of their academic oversight roles. The self-assessment report​[6]​ indicates that the meetings of the Higher Council and Technical Committee are limited and identifies the need to meet more often to advance the plans of the institutes (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). The OAAA panel observations confirmed this recommendation and expresses “uncertainty and concern about the Higher Council’s and the Technical Committee’s roles and responsibilities, the meaningfulness and value of their deliberations, and the timeliness and effectiveness of the information coming from these governing bodies” (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013, p.16).
2.6.2	Management
The institute is managed by the Dean and the Institute Council, as indicated in Bylaw 167/2008. The institutes’ highest executive is the dean, who has overall responsibility for the institute. In my experience as dean since 2010, there is no formal process for deans to discuss their decisions with a higher governing authority within the MOH. Additionally, many of the deans are inexperienced, with no training in leadership and management. My observation has also been reported by the OAAA panel:
The Panel found that the performance of Deans is rarely, if ever, discussed with them formally by the DGHRD and that the Deans only informally discuss the issues they face in their roles with the other Deans across the MOHEIs. There is no formal or consistent approach to improving the leadership and management skills of the Deans of the MOHEIs (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013. p.17). 
2.6.3	Strategic Plan
Strategic management is employed by HEIs as an enabler approach to build “loyalty, commitment, understanding, and ownership of the strategy and are more likely to produce successful students” (Kettunen and Kantola, 2007, p.67).
The MOHEIs’ current strategic plan is aligned with the MOH’s 8th Five-year Plan 2011-2015, Vision 11-Human Resources Domain 34-Health Educational Institutions. Vision 11 emphasises preparing an adequate number of qualified allied health and nursing staff. The goals of the Strategic Plan 2011-2015 (Ministry of Health, 2011, p.309, 310) are as follows:
1.	Improve and implement quality assurance schemes in health educational institutions;
2.	Improve academic programmes to conform with the national frames, standards and trends of higher education and professional practice;
3.	Improve the infrastructure of educational institutions, to meet the demands of higher education;
4.	Continue developing the capabilities and skills of the teaching and the administrative staff so as to retain quality staff;
5.	Enhance the capabilities of staff and students on the approaches to and methodology of scientific research;
6.	Promote academic and student relationships with other universities and colleges nationally and internationally. 
2.6.4	Financial Management
The MOH has a yearly budget allocated by the Ministry of Finance as per projected needs. Some institutes have allocated budgets, and some share budgets with the Directorate of Education and Training (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). From my experience in a deanship position, my colleagues (deans) and I have faced tremendous difficulties in managing the institutes’ finances because of the involvement of many parties at the DGHRD, Directorate of Finance, auditing section, and other administrative departments. 
For example, the process of purchasing and delivery of items from the original request date can be lengthy, and a considerable amount of time is spent by deans and administrators in following up with the MOH finance and procurement departments. This has resulted in shortages and the use of outdated teaching and learning materials and equipment. These concerns were observed by the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (2013) audit panel: “…this level of delay is bringing many of the individual Institutes to a point where they can no longer teach effectively” (p.21).
2.6.5	Student Entry Standards
Student entry criteria vary across the MOHEIs according to whether the health profession programmes provide diploma or post-diploma qualifications. The criteria for entry for each programme are set by the MOH authority, while the specific criteria for the basic programmes are set by the Technical Committee and are outlined in the Higher Education Admission Centre (HEAC) student booklet.
For diploma programmes such as nursing and health sciences programmes of the IHS, OAPI, and OHIMI​[7]​, the student entry process is centralized through the HEAC based on higher secondary school results. Students are given a choice of study and recruited into the programmes according to their eligibility in accordance with the criteria set by the MOH. The entry criteria for all basic programmes include Omani national status, age 17-25 years, higher secondary aggregate marks of at least 65%, and classes taken biology, physics, chemistry, mathematics, and English. 
Admission to various programmes requires the student to complete the Foundation Programme successfully, and the students have an opportunity to change their main programme after completion of the Foundation Programme if they meet the requisite criteria.
The selection system for the post-diploma programs is different from those of the diploma programs under the MOHEIs’ bylaws. The entry criteria are set based on the human resource requirements of Oman’s health care system. All students take an English proficiency test, and on passing the test, they enter an Advanced Study Skills course, which is a prerequisite to all post-basic programmes.
2.6.6	Research 
The MOHEIs do not offer higher-level degrees, at the master's or doctoral level, where a substantial part of the course work is comprised of research. However, both basic and post-basic students are taught basic research skills to enable them to understand how knowledge is generated through research and how, in the health professions, knowledge is applied to practice based on critically evaluated evidence. 
The MOH 8th Five-year Strategic Plan 2011-2015 clearly states the importance of preparing nurses and allied health professionals who are competent to practice to evidence-based standards and are capable of participating in research. The strategy also emphasises the need “to enhance the capabilities and skills of the teaching staff and students on approach and methodology of scientific research” (Ministry of Health, 2008, p.18).
In my view, this is not achievable in the absence of a research policy and with a lack of infrastructure, e-library, or staff capability in research. The OAAA audit panel suggested that the MOHEIs are in an initial phase of development in research planning and developing policies and procedures to support staff research. The panel also stated that the MOHEIs do not have a research-supportive environment (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013).
2.6.7	Student Finances
The Ministry of Health provides free full internal scholarships and financial support for all its students, which include free transportation, uniforms, and all course books. An annual special allowance is also paid to students whose families are on social welfare. Until August 2011, under MOH Hostel Regulations, those who lived more than 60 km away from the campus were granted OMR 45.00 (~£72) a month as well as accommodation and transportation facilities. Policy no. 53/2011 increased the student allowance to OMR 90 (~£144) monthly for students living over 50 km away from their institute and OMR 45 for those living less than 50 km from the institute and those living in campus accommodations (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
Although this financial aid was intended to improve student satisfaction and consequently improve their academic performance, many senior managers and teaching faculty perceive that these services have a negative impact on students’ performance (personal communication). The faculty believe that many students have become remiss in their attitude toward their studies (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
2.6.8	Staff Recruitment
The main human resources responsibility of the Ministry of Health is managing the recruitment of staff. Policies related to staff recruitment and selection are implemented by the Directorate of Administrative Affairs and aligned with the Ministry of Civil Service’s rules and regulations. Furthermore, specific institutes have very little control over the selection of their future teaching and administrative staff.
Each institute sends its requirements to the Directorate General of Education and Training, which forwards the request to the Directorate of Personnel at MOH, who advertises the post. If an Omani is not available for a particular post, the Ministry is entitled to recruit from abroad. However, the recruitment period is time consuming because of communication issues between the Ministry of Civil Service and MOH, which has often resulted in the loss of highly qualified candidates. The MOHEIs have little control over recruitment (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). The Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (2013) recommends that MOHEIs be fully involved in the recruitment process.  
This study has given the opportunity to various MOHEIs academics to express their worries and concerns about the learning environment, infrastructure, governance, and student intake. As the dean of one such institution, I have observed and heard many deans and academics criticising how the institutions are governed and funded, the unclear bylaws and non-transparent recruitment and promotion policies, and how these factors have negatively affected the students’ performance and staff satisfaction.
All the aforementioned issues motivated me to undertake this study, through which I hope to improve the work environment by making research-based recommendations for change and improvement while contributing to knowledge of risk management among the staff of MOHEIs in particular and to higher education in general. 
2.7	Challenges for HE in Oman 
Following the description of the development and governance of Oman’s higher education system, the aim of this section is to discuss the challenges in higher education, reflect on Oman’s higher education system, and acknowledge the significant risks that have to be managed. The higher-education sector is faced with many challenges that are beyond the scope of the present study. However, I have included those that are relevant to Oman in general and MOHEIs in particular. 
2.7.1	Financing HE
Oman’s public expenditure in higher education is roughly 47.6 million/1.38% of GDP (Ministry of Education, 2012). As stated in chapter II of this thesis, Oman’s HE system depends heavily on public funding, which fluctuates depending on oil revenue. This lack of stability in funding HE and the demand to increase student enrolment could result in the development of low-cost programmes, which might not reflect the community needs or produce graduates with unrecognized qualifications and thus be unemployable (The Task Force on Higher Education and Society, 2000).
The mechanism of funding allocation in public HEIs has undergone extensive review and changes in many developed countries. The universities in these countries are funded based on lump-sum or block grants. However, some governments are budgeting on the basis of delivery of outputs, performance contracting systems, and tuition fees (Ehsan & Naz, 2003). The rationale for this trend is to reduce the burden on the public purse and taxpayers (Henard & Mitterle, 2006). 
The shift from itemised to lump-sum budgets signifies the change in governance from the government specifying how money is utilised to permitting institutions to plan and manage their finances within the given national framework of expenditure (Eurydice, 2000). MOHEIs in Oman still retains the system of itemised annual budgeting through the Ministry of Health; however, a change to block grants is being considered (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
Many HEIs are now competing for funding for research as a valuable source of income. In fact, one of the ranking criteria of HEIs is the amount of funds allocated/granted for research (Shattock, 2003). Oman has recognised the need to conduct a national study to support the development of the country through the establishment of the Research Council (TRC). TRC has reformed its system and developed strategies and research priorities that are geared toward the social and economic growth of the country (Anon, 2005). 
Tuition fees are another controversial funding issue in HE. The debate is on whether students should be charged for their education and at which educational stage. Although tuition fees are encouraged and controlled in many countries, it is not an option in some countries (Ehsan & Naz, 2003). Additionally, public HEIs are encouraged to run self-funded programmes at the post-graduate level or through private sector sponsorships (Al-Shmeli, 2009).
In Oman, a dual system is available in the form of private and public HEIs. All public HEIs are fully funded by the government (students receive incentives such as free accommodations, transportation, and monthly allowances), and subsidies are granted for private HEIs through scholarships, land grants, and tax exemptions. 
The justification for such a trend in funding by the Omani government is (1) that higher education has a high social and economic impact and HE would therefore be under-funded without government funds; (2) to ensure open education to students of all socio-economic classes; and (3) to maintain high-quality education (Al-Lamki, 2006). 
Although these reasons justify the high public funding granted to higher education, Oman is a developing country, with more than 67% of the population being under the age of 25 (Kuwait Financial Centre, 2012), and the challenge is to maintain the necessary level of public funding whilst widening the participation policy for all Omanis. Entitlement to free HE will change with the globalisation process, increased cost of higher education, and risk of a reduction in oil and gas production, which is currently around 50% of Oman’s gross domestic product (Central Bank of Oman, 2014). 
MOHEIs face financial risks associated with delays in budget approval and issues with itemised budgets, which lead to inadequate infrastructures, out-of-date teaching and learning resources and disruption of the day-to-day work as a result of the frequent breakdown of equipment and breaches of ICT security (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
2.7.2	Information and Communication Technologies 
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are a diverse set of computer programmes or technological tools for creating, communicating, accessing, storing, and processing information (Samuel, 2014).
ICT is a powerful tool that opens new educational opportunities, such as e-learning, computer-aided learning, and distance learning. The introduction of ICT in HE has improved (1) access to and equity in HE; (2) quality learning, teaching, and assessment; (3) mode of programme delivery; and (4) research capability (Mondal & Meta, 2012; West, 1999). However, this can only be achieved with a high investment in technology; otherwise, it may become a significant barrier to HEIs’ ability to compete in the changing market (Hanna, 2003).
In Oman and many developing countries, ICTs pose challenges in the acquisition of the appropriate technological tools and the high running costs involved; also, there are a limited number of vendors and consequently a delay in maintenance. In Oman, the integration of ICTs into teaching and learning is still in its infancy. Although ICT offers a whole range of benefits, Mondal and Meta (2012) state that there are also potential risks of using ICT in education that are relevant to MOHEIs and are outlined below:
	It creates a learning barrier to students with low ICT skills. This is a major issue in Oman and particularly for MOHEIs because of the lack of appropriate infrastructure and IT support and the culture of ‘spoon feeding’ education.
	The move to virtual learning neglects the value of face-to-face communication, which is a vital skill in the medical field. However, virtual learning could be an asset, as it could improve communication through computer-aided learning (CAL) software that allows students to practice prior to clinical posting, but CAL should not be the only tool used to learn attitude and communication skills.
	Many teachers are skilled in their particular field but do not have the necessary ICT skills required to develop online course material. This might result in overburdening staff with additional tasks, which might lead to staff/student dissatisfaction and failure to meet deadlines.
	The possibility of plagiarism is high among students and staff, which would affect the reputation of the HEI and could have serious legal consequences. 
	The high cost of hardware, software, and maintenance may prove restrictive for small MOHEIs; however, collaborating with other HEIs to purchase and maintain a system could reduce costs.
2.7.3	Globalisation
Globalisation is the process of integrating the economies, technology, knowledge, people, and values of various countries around the world (Qiang, 2003). In higher education, globalisation opens new opportunities and challenges. HEIs compete for financial resources and of programme quality and of graduates’ competency that extend beyond the country’s borders (King, 2011; Altbach et al., 2009), compelling HEIs to reform their management, curricula, method of programme delivery, assessment tools, and research strategies. 
Because of the competitive environment in higher education driven by globalisation and the technological revolution, the Oman government has been obliged to internationalise HE in the sense of integrating an international/intercultural/global outlook into HEIs’ functional activities, such as curricula, research, assessment, and staff and student exchange (Ryan, 2004; Knight & de Wit, 1997). The government now demands that existing private HEIs affiliate and collaborate with well-recognised overseas universities (Henard et al., 2012). The government also encourages overseas universities to open branches or establish new HEIs in Oman to create more HE opportunities for Omanis.
However, HEIs operate within social and cultural contexts that need to ensure that local community needs are met. In Oman, HEIs offer some compulsory courses that are of national importance and laid down as HE requirements, such as the history of Oman and studies related to Islamic issues. From the discipline perspective, no one curriculum can fit every country (Maylor & Read, 2007). 
In fact, in medical education, one will find various curricula within a single country; for example, in the UK, the Scottish medical curriculum differs from the English medical curriculum. Within the USA, where different curricula are delivered in different states, it could be a challenge for a university that has satellite branches to deliver a uniform curriculum to every branch. Without customisation to meet local needs, students could graduate with gaps in their skills in areas such as communication and cultural and community needs. 
Because of the limited capacity of HEIs in Oman and the intense social pressure to widen participation in HE, the government of Oman uses the internationalisation of HE as a way to increase student enrolment in HEIs (Al Shmeli, 2009). However, permitting well-established HEIs to venture into the education system on a private basis in Oman can be a challenge. For instance, these HEIs could be more experienced in attracting funding than developing Omani HEIs, which could be at risk of receiving inadequate funding or not receiving any public funding. Students can also choose to attend these well-recognised universities, leaving local HEIs with low enrolment and consequently high operating cost.
However, globalisation also brings opportunities for the Omani education system in general and private HEIs in particular. The entry of well-established overseas HEIs can be a motive for Omani HEIs to improve their infrastructure and the quality of their programmes to enable them to compete for students and funding. Local HEIs can sign memoranda of understanding (collaboration or corporation) with overseas HEIs in research, training, and staff and student exchange.
Overseas HEIs could utilise their experience and public relationship ability to enable them to attract international research funding. Work undertaken in a collaborative manner among HEIs can improve Oman’s higher education system and consequently knowledge production and innovation in Oman. To take advantage these opportunities, there is a need for all HE stakeholders to think and act strategically (Altbach et al., 2009).
2.7.4	Curriculum Development
According to Stefani (2009), curriculum is a documented learning process that is planned by an HEI and used as a guide for students and faculty. The curriculum is developed through a dynamic cycle of several stages of planning, developing, deploying, evaluating, and improving. It is implemented in consultation with programme stakeholders to meet professional and societal needs (Parker, 2003). Because of globalisation and the fast development of technology, curriculum development is a burning issue (Bridges, 2000). 
At MOHEIs, the curriculum review process has been a regular feature since the 1980s (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). The process has faced many challenges, some of which are external and others specific to the individual institution. The external challenges include (1) the impact of globalisation; (2) the fast-changing field of medical knowledge and technology; (3) radical transformation in the clinical field; (4) the shortage of clinical placements; and (5) professional, academic, and social expectations (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
Internally, the process has been challenged by (1) the absence of a national competency profile (national profession standards); (2) the availability of several curriculum review and approval processes; (3) the low level of English language skills amongst students (as the medium of instruction is English), (4) the need to maintain the quality of teaching (because of the need for adequate numbers of qualified and experienced faculty to implement the curriculum); (6) limited resources; (7) a lack of leadership and mentoring support from inexperienced teachers; and (8) a lack of organised systems and standardised tools for measuring quality (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
The aforementioned challenges can create many risks (drawbacks), such as (1) outdated curricula that do not match the fast development of professional and market needs (including those of the medical field); (2) incompetent graduates who might face difficulty finding appropriate job opportunities and the resulting consequences; and (3) staff and student dissatisfaction, which has a negative impact on the reputation of the institution and raises legal issues.  
2.7.5	Stakeholder Engagement 
Stakeholders’​[8]​ engagement within HEIs is determined by the number of programmes and disciplines being offered (Henard et al., 2012). The degree of a stakeholder’s involvement within an organisation differs from one programme to another. In Oman, OAAA emphasises that HEIs should identify their stakeholders and demonstrate their involvement in the management of the organisation (Carroll et al., 2008).
The process of engaging stakeholders in the HE environment is complex and needs to be developed, especially in developing countries where HEIs have no experience in identifying and approaching stakeholders and therefore may struggle to recognise the opportunities of a stakeholder’s engagement. Conversely, stakeholders are not involved in HE at par with other industries. Hence, they normally do not approach HEIs on their own accord (Klofsten, 2013). 
Gibb et al., (2013) suggests careful management of the stakeholder engagement process to utilise their potential fully. Although MOHEIs have no written policy on stakeholders’ engagement, many institutions have identified their stakeholders and benefit from their involvement. For example, academic staff, students, hospital senior management, and professional associations’ representatives have actively participated in curriculum development committees. During annual meetings, clinical supervisors and academic staff share their views on academic and clinical issues to develop an improvement plan conjointly. Student councils also play a critical role in the feedback loop within the MOHEIs (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
The selection of appropriate and qualified stakeholders is of paramount importance, as failure in this may lead to disruption in the functioning of an organisation (Benvenuto, 2005). For example, a stakeholder’s lack of knowledge and experience in professional standards or the curriculum development process may lead to the endorsement of an unacceptable standard that ultimately may result in gaps in learning outcomes.
2.7.6	Changes in Knowledge Production
During the 21st century, knowledge production has changed dramatically to become more applicable, socially oriented, disciplinary integrated, and subject to social accountabilities (Nowotny et al., 2003). This new approach to knowledge production, which has been labelled ‘Mode 2’, has strengthened the collaboration between HEIs, industry (including the medical field), and research bodies to exploit scientific developments that meet the community needs (Gibbons, 2004; Hessels & van Lente, 2008). However, it consequently created new challenges and opportunities (Etzkowitz et al., 2012).  
Under Mode 2, the researchers are not limited to working within their own organisation but can network, establish multi-institutional and trans-disciplinary teams to solve particular problems, and produce knowledge that can be exchanged (Nowotny et al., 2003; Gibbons et al., 1994). In the field of medicine, O’Sullivan et al. (2010) conclude that collaborative research should be problem oriented to gain new knowledge. They emphasise the need for interpersonal interaction and interdisciplinary communication. In fact, large companies such as IBM® and Microsoft®, in collaboration with researchers—from HEIs or independent researchers—conduct research in their work practices that open opportunities to expand their services and compete with other companies (Huff, 2000). 
The vast development of information and communication technology, its effects in creating a borderless world, and the trend of establishing research groups funded by the private sector, governments, and research bodies pose a risk that HEIs will lose their leadership role in the generation and dissemination of knowledge and consequently their role in the future development of society (Brennan et al., 2008). This could force HEIs to move to market-driven knowledge production, innovation, and adoption of management oriented approach (Kapur & Crowley, 2008).
In Oman, HEIs are still seen as the only source of knowledge, and it will take time for them to transform from centres of knowledge to centres of innovation and creation. This is because (a) Oman is in the process of developing national higher education bylaws, which will set the scene for all HEIs (Al-Roya​[9]​, 2013) and (b) Oman’s economy is small, and it has a few large companies that can take the lead in knowledge production or sponsor research and innovation. 
The risk associated with these limitations is that Oman’s HE system may lag behind many other countries, especially the countries of the Arab Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) in building knowledge, research, and innovation. This might result in the failure to compete with the GCC countries in recruiting well-qualified expatriate lecturers​[10]​, limited publications, and research and eventually may result in low academic accreditation.
2.7.7	Widening Participation
Widening participation in higher education requires equal opportunity to access HE among all social groups and ensuring that they are fairly represented (Brennan et al., 2008). This was an issue in Oman, and His Majesty has made it very clear that there should be no discrimination in accessing education against any group or ethnicity, gender, geographic area, or social class in Oman. This trend moved the higher education system from selectivity to massification and to being more accountable to public needs and international evaluation (Marginson, 2011).  
In Oman, 91.4% of those who had completed their secondary education entered HE in the 2014/2015 academic year (Almaktumi, 2014), in comparison to 50% in the UK (Adams, 2013). The Omani government has allocated certain quotas for male and female students and reserved scholarships specifically for low-income families, students with disabilities, and those from rural areas. This was a rational decision because, (1) prior to 1970, girls were excluded from schooling (Philips, 1989). The government issued a Royal Decree—Oman’s Basic Law of the State—that promotes women’s participation in the development of the country by ensuring equal opportunities in education and employment (Official Gazette, 1996) and (2) families living in the Muscat governorate were well educated (in comparison to those living in rural areas) and hence had greater opportunities for better education for their children than rural families (Atchoarena & Gasperini, 2003). In addition, a majority of the wealthier people located in the capital area could afford to pay for private education for their children. 
MOHEIs have developed strategies to meet the criterion of widening participation through (1) student intake based on merit, whilst taking into consideration the set gender and geographic quotas; (2) the establishment of community nursing institutes in all regions around the country; and (3) the provision of financial aid, such as living allowances, airline tickets, and free accommodations to rural students (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
Unfortunately, these strategies have created the risks of insufficient funds and poor infrastructure in some institutions, and these can have a negative effect on the quality of teaching and learning. These risks have associated risks, such as staff and student dissatisfaction, recruitment of incompetent staff to fill the needs of regional institutes​[11]​, and an inadequate number of academic staff (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
2.7.8	Social Mobility
Worldwide, over 2.5 million students are studying, and this number is expected to rise to seven million by 2020 (Altbach et al., 2009). This creates (a) a huge challenge for HE to ensure equal opportunity for all. Although students and scholars are taking advantage of the new range of opportunities offered by the globalised HE environment, there is a risk of a further skew because of the distribution of the world’s wealth and talent. 
In addition to the globalisation factor, social mobility is a challenge in Oman because most of the HEIs, the country’s job opportunities, and social entertainment are located in the capital of Muscat (National Centre for Statistics and Information, 2013). Therefore, graduates often prefer to work in the capital area. This has motivated the government to open community colleges and encourage the development of industrial areas in the main cities in rural areas. The government also supports the establishment of private universities, and this has resulted in the opening of five universities distributed around the country.
This trend has opened opportunities for students to study in their own region and live with their families. The local society has benefited from this trend by meeting local market needs (American Association of Community Colleges, 2014; Donokov, 2007).
2.8	Summary 
This chapter has provided insight into the development of higher education in Oman, followed by a description of MOHEIs’ organisational structure and management, the limitations of the operational system, and the challenges for HE in Oman. 
Completely new systems of primary, secondary, and higher education have been developed since the onset of the Omani renaissance in 1970. The aim of such development was to ensure sustainable development in the economy, contribute to national security, and improve the residents’ quality of life.  
This chapter shows that the governance and management structure of Oman HE in general and MOHEIs in particular has created uncertainties regarding the availability of the required infrastructure, resource allocation mechanisms, and budget management and raised questions regarding the standards of educational programmes and competency of graduates. 
The above challenges can be seen as threats to and/or opportunities for the development and functioning of HEIs. This might result in the development of an institutional mission that aims to be all-inclusive, which might put at risk the achievement of the organisation’s objectives. In light of these changes, many HEIs have reformed their management system and now incorporate the principles of new public management (NPM) to improve organisation effectiveness and efficiency (Altbach et al., 2009). The next chapter will discuss the NPM and how it has sought to bring the principles of the private sector into the public sector. 


Chapter 3	NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT REFORM IN HIGHER EDUCATION
3.1	Introduction 
The challenges listed in the previous chapter call on HE to be responsive and accountable to economic and social needs and to value their knowledge-oriented societies (Paradeise et al., 2009b; Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, 2003; Goodin, 2003). HEIs are also expected to demonstrate their excellence in the governance and management of their operations, work collaboratively with their internal and external stakeholders, and work strategically to achieve their objectives (Amini et al., 2009; Deem et al., 2007). 
The literature revealed a consensus in identifying a deficiency in the public administration model to respond effectively and efficiently to these challenges. This deficiency has led to reform of the management of the public sector, including HE, to what is known as new public management (NPM) during the 1980s and 1990s in OECD countries (Ohemeng, 2014; Ewoh, 2014; Rahman et al., 2013; Sarker, 2006; Hughes, 2003). This chapter discusses the application of NPM principles to HE in general and MOHEIs in particular. 
3.2	Definition of New Public Management
NPM originated from combining two different concepts: (1) the New Institutional Economics, which includes public choice theory, transaction cost economics, and principal-agent theory (Table 3 provides definitions of these terms), with emphasis on the notion of competition, customer choice, transparency, and incentive and (2) management theory, which focuses on measuring performance through the development of performance indicators and standards (King, 2011; Hood, 1991). 
Principles of Institutional economics 	Definition 
Public Choice	A political theory that explains the process of developing and implementing public policies using the rational choice approach and economic models. It ‘views individuals as pursuing utility maximization subject to the institutional and budget constraints that confront them’ (Hill, 1999. p1).
Transactions costs	Comparative costs of the benefit gained from what is being exchanged to the cost of adapting and monitoring contracts (Williamson, 2008; North, 1990).
Agency theory 	Agency theory explains the governmental reform that aims to create autonomous or semi-autonomous public organisations which separate the policy-making function from the implementation function. In simple terms, it is separation of provider and end user (Yamamoto, 2003).
Table 3: Principles of institutional economics 
In line with this, Batley and Larbi (2004) believe that NPM emphasises two main areas. The first is managerial improvement and restructuring by decentralised management and restructuring or downsizing the public sector (Minogue, 2001). This trend aimed to improve the quality and cost-effectiveness of public services and to enhance operational efficiency and the effective implementation of policy (Manning, 2001; Pollitt & Bouckaert, 2000). Minogue (2001) adds that these benefits can be measured through performance indicators and auditing. The second area is the enhancement of markets and competition through privatisation and contracting out services and the development of an entrepreneurial and customer-oriented culture (Pollitt, 2001; Chirstensen & Laegreid, 2001).
Samaretunge et al. (2008) concluded that NPM is a management ideology that aims to improve the quality of public services that are customer oriented through the implementation of economic principles such as outcome-based management; autonomy and decentralisation; performance indicators and standards; budget-based performance; competition; and rewarding high achievement of objectives. However, some critics consider that, in the context of higher education, the NPM reform has restructured universities as ‘workplaces’ rather than ‘communities of scholars’ (Deem & Johnson, 2000) 
3.3	Application of NPM Principles to HE
In higher education, the implementation of the NPM principles is debated. Senior management believes that an HEI must function and measure its performance using the same standards as the private sector and that HEIs have a role to play in the economic development and social growth of a country (Paradeise et al., 2009a). However, this trend must be accompanied with changes in the organisational structure, mission, values, and practice (Christensen et al., 2008). Conversely, some higher education scholars disagree, arguing that HEIs are the source of knowledge and that NPM reforms (such as strategies and performance management) are not applicable to the HE sector (Paradeise et al., 2009a). Despite such differences in views, there is no doubt that NPM is the new trend in the management of higher education and that HEIs cannot meet the new challenges in the globalised world without such reform.  
This section discusses the key principles of NPM that were implemented to some extent in Oman with reference to MOHEIs. These key principles are (1) outcome-based management; (2) diversification of funding; (3) privatisation/contracting of services; and (4) decentralisation and autonomy.
3.3.1	Outcome Based Management
The NPM focuses on the achievement of outcomes to estimate the efficiency​[12]​ of public services and compare it to the allocated public funds using key performance indicators to estimate the achievement of an organisation’s strategic objectives (Ferlie & Musselin, 2008). 
HEIs are no different from other areas of the public sector. They are accountable​[13]​ to government funding and professional bodies as well as society (the public and stakeholders). At the same time, they are expected to use their resources (human, assets, and financial) in an efficient and responsible​[14]​ way to achieve the desired outcomes (such as teaching and research) and contribute to the country’s economy (Paradeise et al., 2009a). To measure their efficiency, HEIs should develop key performance indicators and set or identify standards as benchmarks (Paradeise et al., 2009a). 
Quality assurance and auditing agencies have developed tools and guidelines to measure the progress made toward achieving the strategic objectives of HEIs. This trend of management is driven by public interest in how public organisations utilise public funds to achieve the desired outcomes (Holmes & Shand, 1995). 
At the national level, the Oman Education Council is the body responsible for the development of the national agenda of higher education (Official Gazette, 2012), and the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority has taken the lead in developing institutional and individual programme standards and inventing tools to monitor the implementation of these standards (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2004, 2008).  
The two bodies mandate that HEIs must establish a strategic plan with a clear vision, mission, and strategic objectives and consequently implement it through an effective plan with clear performance indicators and tools for regular monitoring and reporting. Strategic planning and management can be used to provide a perspective on the achievement of an organisation’s objectives (Bryson, 2004). 
In 2004, Oman introduced a quality audit as a preparation phase for institutional accreditation, with the objective to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of HEIs (Carroll, 2006b). However, most HEIs are uncertain as to the efficacy of this process and its impact on governmental funding. In addition, the HEIs have concerns regarding the publicising of the audit reports, particularly with respect to the effect that they may have on schools’ reputation in the view of the public, which could have a negative impact on student enrolment and staff and student retention. 
3.3.2	Diversification of Funding 
Globally, there has been a decline in public funding for HE. This requires HEIs to seek funding from multiple sources in addition to public funding, including research contracts, tuition fees, and collaboration with the private sector (Paradeise et al., 2009b). In addition, as indicated previously, with the NPM reform, HEIs are required to use public funding in an efficient and responsible way whilst still achieving the objectives of the organisation. They are strictly accountable for all funds received (Yamamoto, 2011).
In Oman, HEIs’ funding is often public; even for private HEIs, the government is the main source of funding. To this end, the 2013 budget for education was increased by 25% over the 2012 budget (Anon, 2014). There is, however, governmental and public pressure on HEIs to obtain funding from the private sector (Issan, n.d.). This generally makes HEIs more accountable because they are more dependent on the good will of the private sector.
The privatisation of higher education is one of the solutions to reduce the burden on the government’s budget. It is understandable that Oman’s public HE cannot be fully privatised, and it is not an option for the reasons stated above, but within public HEIs, some services can be contracted out or sponsored by the private sector. 
3.3.3	Privatization/Contracting of Services
Privatisation is the transfer of functions from public institutions (e.g., HEIs) to the private sector with the aim of improving efficiency and reducing the size of the institutions (Vigoda, 2003; Yusuf, 2000). In broader terms, Varghese (2004) suggests that privatisation involves applying market principles in the management of public HEIs. 
MOHEIs have contracted out some of their supporting services, such as transportation, accommodations, catering, cleaning, and laundry with the aim of improving quality and reducing cost (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). However, the self-assessment report reveals a lack of student satisfaction with these services, which could be a source of uncertainty regarding the quality of the services provided (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
However, MOHEIs face difficulties in tendering other services, such as the maintenance of IT, medical equipment, and teaching and learning materials. This is due to the fact that Oman is a small country and there are very few specialised companies in its geographical area. This has negatively affected the cost and quality of services offered, and there is a potential risk of outdated software and inappropriate equipment being supplied, which could lead to staff and student dissatisfaction, a serious breach of IT or data security, or a collapse of contracts. In addition to the fact that there are few contractors available, there is the added constraint in that the services that are on offer are often limited and expensive. These factors combined are at variance with the principles of NPM. Although contractors are selected through tendering, the confidentiality clause of the process and their limited numbers can result in a biased selection process (source of corruption).   
3.3.4	Decentralisation and Autonomy 
Decentralisation is defined as the “transfer [of] decision-making authority, responsibility, and tasks from higher to lower organisational levels or between organisations” (Hanson, 1998, p.112). In simple terms, decentralisation is an administrative management process of delegating power that provides HEIs with broad autonomy (Zaharia, 2011). Decentralisation aims to improve performance and is an efficient response to the community’s needs through the reduction of governance control, the delegation of responsibilities, and an increase of departments/units capacity (Wilmot, 2004; Friedman & Friedman, 1990). This means giving middle- and lower-level managers in an organisation more managerial authority and responsibilities, so the organisation has some degree of autonomy.
HEIs’ autonomy is the autonomy of institutions to plan their functions without direct interference from the government (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, 2003). Institutional autonomy is a key principle for high-performing institutions, and there is a connection among performance, innovation, and HEI autonomy (Santiago et al., 2008). However, the degree of implementation of autonomy differs from one country to another. In many developed countries, HEIs are in charge of initiating and developing academic programmes, research, and the recruitment of academic staff. Governments also regulate tuition fees and funding (Ehsan & Naz, 2003). In Oman, public HEIs are owned and governed by the government, and the HEIs’ assets, students’ enrolment, tuition fees, and staff employment are managed by a central authority (Al-Shmeli, 2009). 
Decentralisation and giving managers more power to manage departments could lead to concentrating decision-making in them with the risk of personal benefit being placed before the objectives of the organisation, leading to corruption and the misuse of funds (Hughes, 2012). To minimise this, government legislation has introduced new mechanisms for monitoring and controlling performance. An example of this is the introduction of quality audits and accreditation assessments, as well as external representatives on HEIs’ councils, which help ensure that HEIs are performing strategically in accordance with national standards (Brennan and Shah, 2000) and hence fulfil the government’s funding conditions (Bleiklie & Michelsen 2008; McKenzie, 2003). However, this trend (government legislation) can lead to less autonomic institutions and can result in a return to the administrative mode (process and procedure) by working toward the fulfilment of the government and funding bodies’ agenda and following their process and procedure (Gallagher, 2010). 
MOHEIs operate in the administrative mode and have high bureaucratisation, evidenced by the long process of developing and approving budgets or curriculum, which have reflected the uncertainty of infrastructure (insufficiency), curriculum quality and recognition, staff and student satisfaction, and organisation reputation (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). 
3.4	Summary
This chapter was divided into two sections; the first section discussed the NPM reform with a focus on HE, and the second section discussed the principles of NPM from the HE perspective with some reflection on the Omani context.
HEIs are facing many challenges, such as changes in knowledge production, globalisation, social engagement, and open access to HE (King, 2011; Brennan et al., 2004). These challenges motivate governments to reform HE management with a focus on entrepreneurial management, the setting of standards and performance measures, the use of output control, the decentralisation of HEIs, and encouragement of a competitive environment (King, 2011). In parallel, governments have introduced quality assessment tools to ensure that the institutions are performing in accordance with the national agenda and society needs (Amaral, 2008). 
It is clearly demonstrated that MOHEIs have implemented some principles of NPM. However, a lack of infrastructure and experience can prevent institutions from implementing all the principles of NPM (Mongkol, 2011). Manning (2001) and Turner (2002) believe that NPM can be perceived as a list of options from which governments can select the appropriate choices that meet their needs and context. 
Although promoters of NPM refer to the implementation of economic principles whilst retaining core public values within public organisations, the associated risks should not be overlooked (Samaratunge et al., 2008). Including the aforementioned challenges together with the diversification of funding and massification of higher education, the range of risks is considerable; hence, ongoing risk management is recommended (Luke et al., 2011). 
Risk should not be seen as an obstacle; in fact, it should be seen as a spur to achieve and enhance the objectives of the organisation. Risk management is endorsed as a way of implementing the advantages of NPM while avoiding threats (Brett et al., 2009). The next chapter discusses the concept of risk and is followed by a chapter on risk management frameworks in HEIs. 


Chapter 4	RISK AND RISK PERCEPTION
4.1	Introduction 
Risk and risk perception are important concepts for the strategic planning and management of an organisation. They need to be understood clearly prior to conducting a risk assessment activity (Botterill & Mazur, 2004).
The literature reveals that the term ‘risk’ can have different meanings to different people (Joffe, 2003; Renn, 1998). People’s view of risk is framed by their context, culture, and values (Morrow, 2009). Some researchers provide an open definition of risk, such as ‘anticipating future uncertain outcomes’ (Koleczko, 2012; Holton, 2004). In this definition, uncertainty has not been defined to yield outcomes, whether those outcomes are positive, negative, or both.
On the other hand, two popular dictionaries, The Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Walter et al., 2008, p.1233) and The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Oxford University, 2010, p.1323) define risk as “the possibility of something bad happening”. In this definition, the emphasis is on avoiding risk, but in the real world risk, cannot be avoided. Ideally, it should be minimised to an acceptable level as perceived by the people involved. 
The discrepancy in viewing risk implies that there are many theories that guide individuals’ perception of risk. This chapter discusses how risk is construed and explores the diverse theoretical approaches to risk and risk perception. 
4.2	Risk perception 
It is obvious from the above definitions that the perception of risk is influenced by people’s beliefs, judgments, and feelings, including social or cultural values and the person’s response toward hazards and their benefits (Bickerstaff et al., 2006). 
Jasanoff (1998) further argues that perceptions of scientific reality are framed by a scientist’s professional, organisational, political, and community factors. Risk perception is challenged by subjective and social rationalities that involve power, emotions, and values (Horlick-Jones, 2005). 
While scientists tend to be objective in risk assessment with no consideration of a citizen’s ability to understand it, the public (lay people) are subjective and often reject the science when it conflicts with their perception of ‘common sense’ (Sterman, 2008). 
Furthermore, Horlick (2005) notes the similarity of expert and lay constructions of risk interpretation, but they use different analysis and response mechanisms. Public perception of risk is influenced by the consensus of their social community. Similarly, experts’ identification of risk is imitated by the consensus of their colleagues. 
Scientists have developed mathematical methodologies that can be used to identify and manage risk with the notion that the risk is a function of the magnitude and probability of damage (McColl, 2000). Such quantification methods have enabled the development of a risk management field that trains risk managers/officers to address issues involving uncertainty. 
The financial and health sectors are full of examples of the use of mathematical models to define a wide range of risks. Financial experts make calculations about the cost of delaying the completion of a project, and medical physicians use radiation dose response trials to determine the safety dose limit. In contrast, social scientists with multi-dimensional concepts of risk view the quantitative construction of risk as too restricted. The social characteristics of risk cannot be adequately addressed using solely technical measures (Kasperson et al., 1988). Sociologists have suggested that risk is socially constructed and assessments of risk are derived from social and institutional assumptions and processes (Garvin, 2001; Slovic, 1999; Renn et al., 1992). 
What, then, are the elements that determine an individual’s judgement of risk, i.e., risk perception? The theories that frame an individual’s perception are the topics of the next subsection’s discussion.
4.3	Social and cultural concepts of risk
The literature offers a range of terminologies that have emerged from sociologists’ and cultural anthropologists’​[15]​ efforts to discuss the various theories on risk perception, which has created frustration (Zinn & Taylor-Gooby, 2006). However, sociologists and cultural anthropologists do have in common the notion that human perceptual views are conceptualised by social and cultural factors (e.g., family, friends, and colleagues) (Le, 2010).
The current research focuses on the four social science-based theoretical approaches to risk that have been reported frequently in the literature. These approaches are described as follows.
4.3.1	The Rational Choice Approach
The rational choice approach is the most influential theory explaining the concept of risk in economics and political studies (Jaeger et al., 2001). It is framed by the notion that individuals are capable of working in a strategic manner by connecting decisions with the results. 
Most risk perception theories are based on the rational actor paradigm (RAP) propositions, which refer to personal actions and their decisions. The rational actor paradigm perception is commonly used by economists because it is close to their understanding of risk and harmonious with most psychological paradigms of risk management (Renn et al., 1999). According to Renn (2008a), the most important propositions are as follows: 
	Logical separation of the processes and outcomes: in principle, organisations and stakeholders can differentiate between outcomes and processes that led to these outcomes.
	Enhancement of individual capability: an individual decides to take or reject risks according to his or her risk–benefit balance.
	Predictability of human actions: in recognition of individual values and knowledge, the rational actor theory is a combination of normative and descriptive models of how people decide on their actions.
Organisation decisions cannot be segregated from individual behaviour; therefore, an organisation’s decision reflects the cooperative decision-making or effects of individual decisions. According to Jaeger et al. (2001), organisations are composed of ‘virtual’ individuals who work in accordance with organisational policies and strategy and the fundamental rationale for choosing an effective and efficient process to achieve strategic objectives. 
Renn (2008a) supports earlier claims by Jaeger et al. and argues that the rational actor paradigm reports outcomes as personal views that individuals connect with various consequences of decisions. The uncertainties of these consequences are confined by the personal values or organisational preferences regarding the probability of these outcomes. Thus, risk management is always specific to the context of the individual or institution that takes the decision. For example, a risk management plan can be achieved by balancing the risks and benefits in situations where an organisation can gain additional benefits or accept the loss of an opportunity if it is within the organisation’s risk appetite (Rittenberg & Martens, 2012). 
4.3.2	Systems Theory
Systems theory explains risk as a social construct that is associated with the rationalities of societal subsystems (Renn, 2008a). According to systems theory, societies are structured as autonomous systems (e.g., economic and political entities) that have their own identity as viewed by the external world (Panitch, 2005). The complexity of systems and subsystems has been reduced through the development of specific communication modes (such as legal language, wealth, and authority) that confirm internal directive and stipulate the required interchange with external systems (Renn, 2008a). 
Luhmann (1990) highlights that the individual is restrained in a social system that offers structured meaning and individuality. This conceptualisation leads Luhmann to differentiate risk from danger. Social systems describe the external and internal threats to an organisation or people. In Luhmann’s terminology, uncertainty factors that are external to an organisation are called dangers, while internal factors are called risks. This discrepancy highlights the ongoing disagreement on where individuals realise the increased potential risks in the community (Renn, 2008a). In contrast, there are other signs of life improvement, such as life expectancy, that continue to improve in all countries. 
In summary, society is constructed of systems and subsystems that are interlinked. These systems and subsystems create interchangeable uncertainties such that a threat/danger to one society can be an opportunity to another and vice versa.
4.3.3	Critical Theory
Critical theory implicates the critics of social and scientific philosophies and the analysis of profiteering, disparity, unfairness, and power within societies. However, the notions of critical theory are not simply explanatory terms. For example, criticism of the political economy addresses not only theories and debates about capitalism but also capitalism itself and has an impact on the attempt to go beyond it. 
In this controversial concept, a crucial task of critique is to disclose conflicts within the factually certain social entirety developed by capitalism (Brenner, 2009). The changing of social principles has resulted in the lack of acceptable universal rationality. As a consequence, the critical theory evokes new social standards and values to be developed (Etzioni, 1991).
In the concept of risk management, decision-makers previously viewed the risks of individual units or departments separately (the system theory) and applied a rational choice approach to develop a risk management action plan without consultation with stakeholders (Renn, 2005). This approach does not help the staff to share their experiences and feelings; in fact, it builds barriers to the implementation of required changes. 
Critical theory provides solutions to such problems by developing tools that encourage open dialogue, where all stakeholders have the opportunity to present their views, argue their concerns, and solve disagreements, if they exist, through a reasonable and sensible approach. The mode of communication must be honest and transparent (Renn, 2005).  
4.3.4	Cultural Theory of Risk
Risks are culturally constructed not because people rely more on facts but because adequate facts are unavailable to make appropriate decisions (Adams, 1995). Cultural theorists view risks as social constructs (Morrow, 2009) that are framed by fundamental factors in society. Social uncertainties such as inequities and fairness cannot be assessed by scientific procedures; however, they are redeveloped from the values and beliefs of the various factors in society (Reen, 2008b). The form of these constructions represents the interests and values of each individual or community in its diverse risk grounds and the communal explanations of terms and cultural factors within society (Reen, 2008b). Risk management policies are developed from an endless struggle of all society players to present their perception of risk to the community scheme.
Within the cultural paradigm, values, perceptions, and conviction are too often combined; however, several sociologists and anthropologists have tried to differentiate this typical combination and propose what they call ‘cultural prototypes’ (Reen, 20o8a). They represent different social and cultural groups with clear opinions on risks and risk management strategies (Reen, 2008b). According to Thompson (1980), there are four common cultural prototypes: entrepreneurs, democrats (egalitarians), bureaucrats, and atomised individuals (Thompson, 1980). They differ in their level of coherence and acceptance of a formal hierarchy system and procedural rules. 
Entrepreneurial model institutions perceive risk as an opportunity to achieve their strategic objectives in a competitive market. They are considered to have a low degree of cohesion and hierarchy. They are not concerned with equity and request less extensive regulation of risk management endeavours (Aven & Renn, 2010).
In contrast, the democrat prototype stresses collaboration and egalitarianism rather than competition and freedom. Democrats believe in low hierarchy but high group coherence and equity (Reen, 2008b). With respect to risk management, they tend to place emphasis on the long-term consequences and are more likely to reject risks (Renn, 2008b). 
The third model, the bureaucrats, depends on detailed and documented risk management processes. Bureaucrats are both hierarchical and coherent in their team interactions. Organisations in this model must develop risk management policies and procedures, and risks are solved when a procedure is implemented (Renn, 2008b). 
The fourth type, the team of atomised personnel, considers the hierarchy without identifying their hierarchy group. These individuals trust only themselves and are unsure about risk matters; however, this is why they are high risk-takers in themselves but discard any outside-imposed risk (Renn, 2008b).
4.4	Operational definition of risk
Having reviewed the concepts of risk and risk perception from a social science perspective, I will now move to discuss an operational definition of risk that can be applied within an organisation seeking to implement risk management.
Risk is defined as any issue that affects an organisation’s ability to meet its objectives (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2004; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2004; National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2000). This definition expresses risk in a comprehensive and systematic way, which links the risk to the organisations’ objective. This indicates that risk management should be part of the organisations’ strategic plan. However, the opportunity aspects of a given risk are ignored when risk is defined as an issue. PricewaterhouseCoopers’s (2005) definition of risk goes further in identifying risk-taking as opportunities that may lead to positive benefits.
Similarly, the Project Management Institute (2013, p. 336) emphasises both the opportunities and threats posed by an event and states that risk is “an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project objective”. Although this definition recognises both positive and negative aspects of risk, research on more than twenty universities’ websites revealed that their focus is mainly on the safety field, which is basically concerned with negative consequences. Hence, the prevention of harm is the main focus of managing the safety risk.
This exercise has raised some questions. If the positive aspects of a situation are not part of the definition of risk, are they ignored? Is a separate process needed to assess and manage these opportunities? Is it worth it to have two separate processes to manage the positive and negative aspects of an event? In contrast, if positive aspects are included, does this cause more confusion and reduce the effectiveness of risk management? Should the risk manager first plan for opportunity or harmful risk, or should the plan include the two?
According to Hulett et al. (2002), dealing with both types of risk together under risk management will minimise the cost of the risk management procedure, which will improve the organisational and personal commitment to finding and capturing opportunities. Therefore, the inclusion of opportunities within HEIs’ risk management manuals/standards requires careful consideration to ensure that this modification will not result in additional confusion or increase staff resistance to the implementation of risk management strategies. This is particularly important in my organisation, as staff are involved in so many tasks without previous experience in risk management that there is a possibility that risk management may be viewed as an additional burden and thus be rejected. 
I view risk as an unexpected or unplanned consequence of an event and therefore consider risk management as the possibility of turning risks into opportunities. In simple terms, risk is “a future event (or series of events) with a probability of occurrence and the potential for loss or impact on objectives that can be either positive or negative” (Six & Kowalski, 2005, p.124). 
The operational definition of risk in this research is ‘the measure of the likelihood of an event occurring multiplied by the measure of its impact’. The measures of likelihood and impact depend on the risk matrix (risk appetite) used in an organisation. The research participants evaluated the risks using a 0-3 rating scale (the measuring score). I have used this definition to make it simple and in line with the definition given by the OAAA, “the combination of the likelihood of something happening and the consequences of it happening” (Carroll, 2006a, p.4). 




This chapter has highlighted the major components of risk and the debate surrounding its definition. Psychosocial definitions of risk focus on adverse actions and how the human perception of risk can be affected by the information available on risk, values, beliefs, and social and cultural factors. Risk is a new concept to the MOHEI environment, and a majority of staff look at it from the psychosocial perspective rather than as an operational definition. For this reason, the current research was delimited to the negative aspects of risk as a learning phase. 
‘Risk perception’ refers to an individual’s assessment and evaluation of adverse events that they might be exposed to. Risk perception is an active process in a changing environment that is multidimensional and context sensitive (Ackermann, 2012). 
In my view, the public and scientists equally use available information to assess and evaluate risks. However, their processes of evaluation and interpretation differ. This influenced me to use multiple methods of data collection that accommodate the public views of risk (MOHEI staff) by eliciting the possible risks that arise from their day-to-day work. I have also used experts’ (senior management’s) views on possible risks and their prioritisation. I combined these elements with the scientific process of risk assessment and evaluation to produce quality results. 
The next chapter discusses the common risk management frameworks, with more attention being paid to the various approaches to risk assessment, which has influenced me in the formulation of the research methodology. 


Chapter 5	RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS/STANDARDS
5.1	Introduction 
Uncertainty about the challenges face by HE (e.g., globalisation, the acceleration of information and communication technologies, widening participation, meeting community needs, and competition for government funding) and the reform of HE management (e.g., outcome-based management, diversification of funding, privatisation and contracting, decentralisation, and institutional autonomy) have resulted in greater exposure to multi-dimensional risks and the need for a holistic approach to risk management (Ariff et al., 2014; National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007). This provides a great challenge for HEIs to operate strategically and to address the uncertainties and respond rapidly. Hence, selecting a practical risk management framework that is suitable for the changing environment and culture is crucial (National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007).
The previous chapter discussed the concept of risk from the sociocultural perspective and provided an operational definition of risk. This chapter explores the common risk management frameworks that are suitable for HE. I start with the meaning of ‘risk management framework’ and what drives an organisation to implement a risk management process. I then compare and contrast the various popular risk management frameworks and adapt a framework as the working framework for the research.  
5.2	What is risk management?
Risk management is a process of eliminating, minimising, and addressing risks, enhancing benefits, and avoidance of damage resulting from uncertainty in achieving organisational objectives (Anderson & Terp, 2006). It is obvious from this definition that the aim of risk management is to maximise the potential to achieve objectives. 
Looking at risk management from an enterprise prospect, PricewaterhouseCoopers (2004, p.2) defines risk management as
a process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and other personnel, applied in strategy setting and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential events that may affect the entity, and manage risk to be within its risk appetite, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of entity objectives.
This definition indicates that risk management is an enterprise endeavour that requires the involvement of all the organisation’s stakeholders to manage the potential risks. It also indicates the need to develop an organisation’s risk appetite to guide the risk assessment process. This is a process that mitigates the probability and consequences of risk (Partnerships, 2005). 
The process of risk management differs from one organisation to another, but they all have in common the steps of defining the organisation context; identifying, assessing, evaluating, and treating the risks (accept, transfer, treat, or reject); communicating the process and the outcome; and implementing ongoing monitoring. The details of this process are discussed in the ‘Risk Management Process’ subsection.
5.3	Risk drivers 
Before a risk management process can be discussed, the drivers of risk need to be identified and then evaluated. Identifying the risk drivers enables the mapping of multiple sources of risks and allows analysis of interrelationships and dependencies among root causes (Alberts & Dorofee, 2009). Broadly stated, the drivers of risk are the factors that introduce risk into an environment. 
I have discussed in the previous chapters the challenges in HE that drove the need to reform the management of higher education. These challenges and changes in management have created a new form of risk in the context of higher education. Stoneburner et al. (2002) and Kimball (2000) categorise risk drivers as strategic, operational, financial, and reputational. Under these categories, they list the following drivers.
5.3.1	Strategic Drivers
Strategic risks are risks that affect an organisation’s ability to attain its strategic objectives. The risks associated with each strategic objective need to be considered when developing strategic plans. Examples of theses drivers are as follows:
	New teaching and learning methodologies, including emerging technologies
	Limited governance support for the organisation’s strategies
	National higher education legislation
	Intellectual capital
	Demand for institutional expansion in intellectual resources and infrastructure 





Operational risks are risks that affect an ongoing management process. HEIs are reliant on day-to-day functions for achieving their strategic objectives. Hence, operational risks must be assessed and handled. Examples of theses drivers are as follows:
	Research and intellectual property
	Human resource management 
	Unionisation (e.g., graduate schools and faculty)
	Delegation of responsibilities (e.g., accountability and ownership)
	Powerful new technologies (e.g., security, Internet access, and electronic records)
	Managing contracts (e.g., construction and maintenance) 
5.3.3	Financial Drivers 
Financial risks are risks that may result in a loss of resources. These are concerned with how finance is effectively managed within the organisation and what external factors can affect it. Examples of theses drivers are as follows:
	Increased competition in the marketplace
	Loss of assets 
	Interest rates 
	Foreign exchange 
	Financial status, including liquidity 
5.3.4	Compliance Drivers
HEIs, like any other profit organisations, are subjected to national rules and regulations, and with globalisation, this has become extensive, as HEIs must comply with international rules and regulations to gain recognition. Furthermore, HEIs engage in partnership or collaboration with overseas universities that subject the institutions to their rules and regulations. Non-compliance can have significant strategic, operational, financial, and reputation impacts: 
	Conflicts of interest
	Fraud and plagiarism 
	Non-compliance with regulations and contractual arrangements 
5.3.5	Reputational Drivers 









5.4	Benefits of risk management
The Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges​[16]​, the National Association of College and University Business Officers​[17]​ )2007(, and PricewaterhouseCoopers )2004) state that implementing risk management in an organisation will have the benefits of (1) cost-effective management and efficient use of resources; (2) enhanced planning and problem-solving skills to maintain competitive advantages; (3) increased understanding of how risks can be managed and avoidance of financial and legal surprises; (4) building staff capacity—at all levels—to identify potential events and respond effectively; and (5) valuing stakeholders as part of the planning and decision-making process 
The above benefits indicate that risk management can be helpful for HEIs in identifying and managing risk areas and thus lead to the achievement of HEI objectives (Helsloot & Jong, 2006). It also improves the decision-making process, enhancing organisational performance (Saleem & Abideen, 2010). Further benefits are suggested by Protiviti (2012) as a tool to align organisational performance with risk assessment and management and enables the identification and reporting of organisations’ risk opportunities and challenges.
5.5	Comparison of the RM frameworks/standards 
The risk management documents that provide guidance and support for organisations mainly come in two forms: frameworks or standards. The risk management framework is a comprehensive overview, an outline (​http:​/​​/​www.businessdictionary.com​/​definition​/​outline.html​), or a structure of components or information related to the risk management approach to support achievement of the objectives of risk management (Mullai, 2006). What constitutes it may vary, and it may encompass policies, procedures, guidelines, manuals, tools to conduct risk assessment, and activities to help in understanding the risk management process.  
A standard is a document that provides specifications, guidelines, or requirements that can be followed to achieve the widely accepted, agreed-upon level of quality or performance (Crickette et al., 2011). In practice, standards are frequently used by auditors to verify whether an organisation is complying with these best practices. Nevertheless, the terms ‘framework’, ‘standards’, ‘policy’​[18]​, ‘procedure’​[19]​, and ‘approach’ are often used interchangeably (Mullai, 2006). For the purpose of this research, the term ‘framework’ is used unless stated otherwise. I use the term ‘framework’ to refer to a document that contains information on what, why, and how risk management is implemented in an organisation. 
There is recognition of the need to develop an effective risk management standard that provides a holistic approach to manage all forms of risks that an organisation may encounter (Ariff et al., 2014). However, managing risk practices in HE is not well developed in comparison to the commercial arena. Hence, to ensure successful risk management, it is important for an organisation to customise an approach that meets its needs (Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre, 2006).
In selecting a risk assessment process that is appropriate for the research context and culture, I discuss in this section three risk management framework/standards that have been commonly used by higher education organisations in the United States of America, the United Kingdom/Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and Oman. It is important to note that other standards are available in the literature, but I exclude them because of their focus on projects or industry rather than an organisation as a whole, and they have not been selected as a model of choice by any university as far as I could determine during my literature review. The three selected frameworks/standards offer guidance and direction and inspire organisations to customize them to meet their individual needs. 
5.5.1	COSO​[20]​  Enterprise Risk Management Framework
In 2004, the COSO conducted a study of market failures and developed a guide to mechanisms to avoid reoccurrences. The guide proposes an enterprise risk management framework that aims to standardise the terminology used in risk management practice with a holistic top-down risk management process that values the stakeholders’ input. The approach provides organisations with clear direction and guidance on the implementation of a risk management initiative (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2004).
Ramirez (2008) describes the COSO framework design as a three-dimensional matrix (Figure 6) with the right side of the matrix labelled as the entity level, division, business unit, and subsidiary, which indicates the level at which risk management is implemented in the organisation. Across the top of the matrix are the organisation objectives, including strategic, operations, reporting, and compliance. On the front face of the matrix are the eight steps of the risk management process, including “internal environment, event identification, risk assessment, risk response, control activities, information and communication, and monitoring” (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2004, p.5).
This model is globally accepted because of its holistic approach that analyses issues/events from all angles and accordingly break them down into smaller elements according to their sources and consequences. This helps to delegate the responsibility for risk management and monitoring effectiveness to a specific unit or department within the organisation (Ramirez, 2008). Depending on the degree of autonomy, the framework emphasises the responsibility of senior management to support and engage in the risk management process. 

Figure 6: COSO’s enterprise risk management​[21]​
Although this COSO framework is globally accepted, it has received some criticism regarding the steps of the risk management process. The process starts with the internal environment, neglecting external factors (Ramirez, 2008). This is a critical limitation of this model, especially with the new challenges mentioned in the earlier chapters. Organisations cannot be isolated from the external environment because of the existence of external competition, the need to recognise external stakeholders and their needs, and national and international regulations and legislation. 
The COSO model claims to manage risk as if it has only one impact, which in reality is not true (Mestchian et al., 2005). Risks are interrelated, and treating one risk can have an impact on other risks. Focussing on one risk at a time is an inefficient use of resources because of the duplication of effort.
Despite these limitations, many universities and colleges in Oman have cited the COSO framework in their quality audit manuals as the model of choice for their organisations without any customisation. The audit reports of these institutions state that they have a comprehensive risk management manual, but they have neither sufficient experience nor the resources to implement such a framework (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2014a). 
5.5.2	Australia/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS ISO 31000: 2009)
The Australia/New Zealand Standard (AS/NZS ISO 31000: 2009) standard was developed by a joint technical committee from Australia and New Zealand with representatives from public and private organisations, professional bodies, and the business sector. The earlier version of this standard (AS/NZS 4360 Joint Standards Australia/Standards New Zealand Committee, 2004) was first published in 1995 and amended in 2004. In 2009, the committee promoted the document to develop an international standard that can be customised by organisations to meet their local needs. In parallel, the ISO published ‘Guide 73:2009, Risk Management – Vocabulary’, which explains the terms and definitions used in ISO 31000, 2009 (International Standards Organisation, 2009a, 2009b). 
The two documents provide clear direction for developing and deploying a risk management process and attempt to consider both the positive and negative aspects of risk and the improvement and effectiveness of organisational goals. This standard can be used as a risk management model for public and private organisations, including HEIs (Lalonda & Boiral, 2012).
The aim of the AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 standard is to achieve a balanced opportunity to improve and minimise losses (International Standards Organisation, 2009a). It is an iterative process that helps in improving decision-making and performance. It emphasises the implementation of a systematic and structured management process that takes into consideration the source and impact of risk, the assessment of the probability of an event, risk appetite and tolerance, appropriate measures, and residual risk (Queensland Government, 2011). 
The definition of risk provided by this standard, the “effect of uncertainty on objectives” (International Standards Organisation, 2009b, p.1), goes beyond the term ‘event’ that has been used in the COSO framework. This reflects the shift from past preoccupations to the potential effect on objectives (Purdy, 2010), which emphasises the effect of risk management endeavours on organisational performance in a changing environment and with new challenges and opportunities. In this respect, Leitch (2010) believes that risk has been smartly defined in that it can be interpreted differently by different people, which can refer to risk in general, or an amount of risk. 
In contrast, the development of such a standard by a large number of professionals from different countries who speak different languages can be a challenge. Lalonda and Boiral (2012) believe that the definition of such a debatable and important term as ‘risk’, which is the core of the standard, should be written in terms that leave no room for ambiguity or misinterpretation. 
The structure of the ISO 31000, 2009 standard is based on three prongs: the principles, framework, and process:
	The eleven principles of ISO 31000 reflect to some extent the principles of new public management in that the risk management endeavour generates and protects organisational value. It is an essential part of organisational management and decision-making. The process is transparent, inclusive, systematic, structured, dynamic, descriptive, timely, and flexible in response to change, explicitly addressing uncertainty based on the available data, such as self-assessment reports, experience, incident reports, and stakeholder feedback. The risk management process needs to be customised to take into consideration the human and cultural factors with the aim of improving the organisational environment. In this regard, Lalonda and Boiral (2012) suggest viewing risk management as a practice-based approach that considers the strategies that managers use rather than what managers have. 




Figure 7: AS/NZS ISO 31000: 2009 risk management framework
	The risk management process (Figure 8) is similar to the COSO model in that ‘communication and consultation’ and ‘monitor/review’ have been incorporated as additional phases in the traditional risk assessment process: establishing the context, risk identification, risk analysis, risk evaluation, and risk treatment. The ‘establishing the context’ step focuses on developing the objectives, scope, and policy within which risks must be managed. ‘Communication and consultation’ involves two-way communication with stakeholders to ensure that their views are taken into consideration. The ‘monitor/review’ step is an ongoing activity throughout the process. 
Figure 8: AS/NZS ISO 31000: 2009 risk management process

Figure 8 demonstrates that risk management is a multidimensional, multidisciplinary, and iterative process of continual improvement that is part of the overall management process. In contrast to COSO, ISO 31000, 2009 recognises the external and internal context of the organisation.
Although the development of the standard has incorporated the experience of hundreds of risk management professionals around the world, some areas need improvement. For example, little explanation is provided on risk appetite and tolerance, which reflects confusion and the lack of consensus on the meaning of these terms among experts around the world (Lalonda & Boiral, 2012). 
The risk criteria provided in the standard need further elaboration to remove the ambiguity surrounding this concept. This should help in the development of risk treatment strategies and whether it is cost-beneficial to include low risk scenarios in the risk management plan (Purdy, 2010).
5.5.3	IRM, AIRMIC, & ALARM Risk Management Standard 
‘The Risk Management Standard’ is one of the United Kingdom’s risk management standards and guides, developed in 2002 by the Institute of Risk Management (IRM), the Association of Insurance and Risk Managers (AIRMIC), and the Public Risk Management Association (ALARM) and approved by the Federation of European Risk Management Association (FERMA, 2003) in 2003. 
The standard adopts the definition of risk provided by the British Standards Institute (2002, p.2): “the combination of probability of an event and its consequences”. It is a holistic view of risk (upside and downside) that includes all events and activities within an organisation and values stakeholders’ input (Ciocoiu & Dobrea, 2010). The standard recognises that the sources of risk could include internal and external factors. Hence, the standard develops a process (Figure 9) that starts with strategic objectives, followed by the identification of risk related to the objectives, evaluation, and treatment of risks. It emphasises the importance of evaluating and monitoring the effectiveness of risk mitigation activities by reporting the risk residual and linking it with the achievement of the organisation’s objectives.

The unique feature of this model is the integration of the audit process within risk management activities. The argument for this is that organisations are operating in a changing environment that has an impact on the organisations’ performance. Hence, there is a need for ongoing auditing to recognise the modification of the process [The Institute of Risk Management (IRM), The Association of Insurance and Risk Managers (AIRMIC) and ALARM, The National Forum for Risk Management in the Public Sector, 2002]. 
In contrast, several participants of the ERM Summit (National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007) believe that the internal audit process is an independent process and that integrating it with risk management will reduce the independence of the audit process in monitoring process efficiency and effectiveness. 
In Oman, the OAAA states that a quality audit is a process to evaluate “the effectiveness of an institution’s quality assurance and quality enhancement processes against its stated goals and objectives” (Carroll et al., 2008, p.10). Risk management is one of the quality assurance and enhancement tools used by a governing body to maximise the achievement of an organisation’s objectives. 
Recognising that it had been a long time since the publication of the standard, acknowledging the new global changes, and following the publication of the IS 31000, the IRM, AIRMIC, and ALARM (2010) published ‘A Structured Approach to Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and the Requirements of ISO 31000’ as a new  guide to implement enterprise risk management. The new guide uses the risk definition and management process provided by ISO 31000:2009. However, the new document is not intended to supersede the 2002 risk management standard, as the standard has been implemented by many organisations because it is available in 15 languages and free to download (AIRMIC, ALARM, & IRM, 2010).
In summary, the three framework/standards are similar in that they (1) propose a general, basic, and flexible process for risk management that can be customised for any type of organisation or activity; (2) recognise that risk management is an integrated function of organisation management; and (3) view risk as a positive or negative outcome. However, they vary in the degree of support provided to organisations, as evidenced by the second volume on risk management issued by COSO and ISO 3000:2009. Table 4 provides a comparison of the three documents. 
Common elements and issues addressed 	COSO: Enterprise RiskManagementIntegrated Framework	ISO 31000: Risk Management -Principles and Guidelines	IRM & AIRMIC & ALARM: A Risk Management Standard
Standard/ framework	Framework	Standard	Standard
Sponsoring Organisation	Committee ofSponsoringOrganisations (COSO)	Organisation for Standardization (ISO)	Federation of EuropeanRisk Management Associations (FERMA)
Date of publication 	2004	2009	2002 
Number of Pages	125 pages.A second volume of 105 pages detailed guide on application & Techniques	30 pages. A companion with a  volume of109Pages to provide a guide on Risk Management	16 pagesA newer guide published in 2010: ‘A Structured Approach to Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) and the Requirements of ISO 31000’
Definition of risk	Potential events that may affect the entity. Recognises upside and downside of risk,	Effect of uncertainty on objectives. Recognises upside and downside of risk,	The combination of ‘the probability of an event and its consequences’.Recognises upside and downside of risk,
Process 	Internal environment Objective setting Event evaluationRisk assessmentRisk responseActivities control Information and communicationMonitoring 	Establishing the contextRisk assessment:Risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluationRisk treatmentCommunication and consultationMonitoring and review	The organisation’sstrategic objectivesRisk assessment: risk assessment and risk evaluation Risk reporting DecisionRisk treatmentResidual risk reporting Monitoring Ongoing formal audit and modification
Applicable to 	Companies 	All industries andsectors	All organisations
Type of document 	Guidance document	Primary standard	Guidance document
Primary objective 	Organisational guide,Compliance andControl	Organisational guide	Organisational guide 
Language 	English 	English 	Published in Multiple languages (including Arabic)
Table 4 Risk management framework/standards comparison
5.6	Risk management process 
The risk management frameworks describe above—and many others—include from five to eight interconnected steps, which originated from the mechanism of managing an organisation and have become part of the management process. As the above figures demonstrate, these frameworks use similar processes but are described in various steps and mainly include the following steps.
5.6.1	Defining the Context
Defining the context includes defining the external and internal context. 
The external context includes defining the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats, stakeholders, and related policies of HEIs. The internal environment starts with an understanding of the organisation’s governance structure and strategic and operational plans, followed by the establishment of a manual on how risk is managed. This is a fundamental basis for identifying potential risks that might have an impact on achieving the objectives and the development of a contextualised risk management plan.
5.6.2	Event Identification
It is essential to identify the external and internal events that have an impact on the accomplishment of an organisation’s objectives. The events need to be sorted into negative consequences (risk) and positive impacts (opportunities) and linked back to the organisation’s management strategy.
An inventory of incidents that may affect the achievement of and HEI’s objectives needs to be developed considering both external and internal data sources. These risks should be categorised according to their positive (opportunity) or negative (threat) impact. Opportunities should flow into the operational strategy, whereas threats should be further assessed.
Risk identification is the process of identifying the risk within an organisation, and for accurate risk identification, proper tools must be used. Hence, the following approaches are commonly used to identify risks: 
	Questionnaires and checklists are methods for collecting data from organisational stakeholders to assist in identifying risks, but they should not be relied upon as the only tool, as the list of the identified risks will be limited to those identified in the questions or items that were asked and the responses given (Bell, 2005).
	Brainstorming is used mainly for generating a variety of new and creative ideas; it does not involve analysis. It is important that participants understand the importance of postponing judgments until after the brainstorming session is completed. Brainstorming can be structured, unstructured, or silent. However, a combination of the three is the best. 
Structured brainstorming will ensure that the participants are focused and systematic in their thinking, especially if the risk concept is new to the organisation. However, in a late stage, an unstructured silent mode can encourage creative thinking and limit facilitators’ and dominant participants’ bias (Bell, 2005).
To overcome this, data collection from more than one source and tool improves the accuracy of results. Therefore, I agree with the argument of the Australian Capital Territory Insurance Authority (2004) that an organisation’s risk should be analysed based on a combination of PESTLE and SWOT analysis.
	The Delphi technique is a structured or semi-structured approach used to gain a consensus from a panel of experts on debatable or new issues. Depending on the level of consensus aimed at, it can be done through a series of rounds using questionnaires, checklists, or focus groups. Feedback should be given to participants between rounds, and some can change their views based on the results or decide not to change their view (Keeney et al., 2001). More details on the Delphi technique are provided in ‎Chapter 6 in the Delphi survey subsection.
In contrast, risks (events) can be identified without having to introduce new evaluation tools. This can be done by reviewing the available data within the organisation, which could be in different forms and can easily be extracted from past incidents/failures, health and safety inspection, and staff and customer feedback. I have noted that the tools and techniques listed in the above standards/frameworks and those in the literature are mainly narrative and qualitative and that very few statistical or mathematical tools are available. 
5.6.3	Risk Assessment
Following the development of an event inventory, risk probability (likelihood) and the severity (impact) of occurrences need to be assessed. The National Research Council, USA (2010, p.94) note, “Rarely is there a single ‘right’ risk analysis tool, method or model to provide ‘correct’ analysis to support decision making”. To improve decisions on what is to be accomplished, the report encourages decision-makers to triangulate the assessment using qualitative and quantitative methods.
In my view, the most common and simplest method to assess the identified risks is to use the risk rating scales for likelihood (Table 5) and impact (Table 6). The risk score can be calculated using the risk matrix (Table 7), i.e., likelihood  impact = risk score. I have adapted these tables from the Office of Management (2011), Shakespeare (2003), and Shimpi (1999). Tables 2 and 3 are adapted from Garvey (2008), the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (2006), the Association of Insurance and Risk Managers and the National Forum for Risk Management in the Public Sector (2002), and Cassidy et al. (2001). This will create a visual representation of the risks within the organisation. The risk matrix provides a means of seeing the risks relative to one another. The three terms are defined as follows:
	Likelihood scale 
A likelihood scale signifies the probability of a risk occurring in an organisation for the specific event being evaluated (Alberts & Dorofee, 2009(. For demonstration purposes, the likelihood of a risk can be rated from, say, 1 to 3, with 1 being low and 3 being high (Table 5: Likelihood scale). 
Likelihood score	Probability 	Description 	Example  
1	1%-30%  	Low  	The event has been known to occur before at least once in five years 
2	31%-60%	Medium  	The event occurs occasionally, at least once or twice a year 
3	More than 60%	High 	The event occurs frequently; once every few weeks or  months 
Table 5: Likelihood scale
	Impact scale 
Risk impact refers to the expected losses or the consequences of the risk. Table 6 is an example of an impact scale that can be used in any organisation. The impact can affect an organisation’s strategies, operation, finance, assets (including personnel), and reputation.
Impact	Definition	Description (Adopted from Glasgow Caledonian University, 2011, p.3).
1	Low	Where the consequences will not be severe and any associated losses and or financial implications will be low. Negligible effect on delivery.
2	Medium	Will have a noticeable effect on the operation. May result in significant financial loss. Will cause a degree of disruption. Adverse publicity in regional press.
3	High	Will have a major effect on the operation. May result in major financial loss, major disruption. Adverse publicity in national press.
Table 6: impact scale
	Risk matrix
The risk matrix (Table 7) is the risk score obtained by combining the likelihood and impact of risk that gives a quick and clear view of the priority that is needed for each risk, which can then be used to decide on the allocation of resources to manage that particular risk. 
 
Table 7: Risk matrix

5.6.4	Risk Response
Risk Response is the process of turning the information about risk into actions. It is an assessment of whether to address, accept, transfer, or reject the risk based on risk scores (Haynes, 1989). According to the Homeland Security Risk Management Doctrine (2011), Garvey (2008), the British Standards Institute (2002), the National Association of College and University Business Officers (2007), the Federation of European Risk Management Associations (2003), and Davey et al. (2008), there are four strategies to manage risk:
a.	Accept (protect) risks with low probability and impact. In fact, in some situations, nothing can be done about risk, or the cost of managing it is higher than the benefit to be gained.
b.	Transfer (share) risks with low probability and high impact. Sharing the risk with a third party will reduce the risk impact on the organisation (e.g., insurance or hiring equipment). The reputational risk cannot be transferred to others even if the delivery of a service is contracted out (Joint Standards Australian/New Zealand Standards, 2004).  
c.	Treat (manage) risks with high probability and impact. This can be done by developing strategies to reduce the likelihood of risk or to limit the consequences of risk to an acceptable level. 
d.	Reject the risk: An institution may decide to terminate an activity when the risk is high and it becomes clear that the cost-benefit relationship is in jeopardy. 
The organisation does not need to starting from zero. Many treatment strategies might be in place, but they may require review or improvement. Nevertheless, to manage the risk management process more effectively, an operational plan (see ‎Appendix 8.2. Risk Management Plan) should be developed that includes the list of risks, the risk scores (likelihood × impact and score), what needs to be done (treatment/action), the resources required to address or manage the actions, who will doing (responsible person), and when it should be completed (target date). I created Table 8 as an example of a risk management plan that provides a roadmap for treatment strategies and monitoring of progress objectively, the allocation of the funding required to manage risks, and ensuring accountability (personal experience). 
Risk 	Risk score 	Treatment/ Action 	Resources required	Responsible person/ unit	Target date
e.g. Low staff retention	High	Increase staff promotion by 15% annually	Additional financial grades 	Director of human resources	End of each financial year 
		Improve working environment 	Staff satisfaction survey	Quality Assurance Section 	Annually 
			Improve student staff ratio	Head Academic Affair 	Next academic year
		Research sponsorship 	Study days	Head of research unit 	Annually 
			Sponsoring staff to attend conferences		
			Financial aids 	Director of finance 	
Table 8: Risk management plan
5.6.5	Risk Communication
Although many risk management manuals neglect the value of the risk communication step, Garvey (2008) argues that expert risk managers believe that effective communication (two-way communication) with stakeholders is the backbone of the risk management process. The rationale for the exchange of information is to improve the understanding and perception of risk, which has an impact on taking the appropriate risk management strategies (Cassidy et al., 2001). Such communication is an ongoing and integrated step in the risk management process (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2005; International Standards Organisation, 2010; International Standards Organisation, 2009a).
5.6.6	Evaluation and monitoring
Shakespeare (2003) considers evaluation and monitoring of the effectiveness of the risk management process to be of primary importance in achieving the intended objectives. He emphasises that, without this step, risk managers could enter a cycle of determining and treating the same risk with no mechanism to evaluate the outcome and consequences of the process. 
The five steps listed above focus on evaluating the achievement of strategic objectives. However, organisations should also be protected against unintended negative consequences created by managing or modifying the features of identified risks (Nocco et al., 2006). This is reflected in almost all standards and frameworks available in the literature, which highlights the importance of ongoing evaluation and monitoring, including the risk management process itself. 
The early figures (Figure 6, Figure 8, and Figure 9) depicting the risk management process illustrate that this process is not a basic sequential process. It is an integrated and reiterated process in which almost each part has an impact on the others. The International Standards Organisation (2010) and Kimball (2000) argue that not all organisations need to follow all six phases, as the process must be customised to their level of expertise. For small and mid-sized entities, it can be implemented more informally to reduce resistance to implementing the process caused by a lack of staff experience or their belief that it is an additional burden on the job (National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007). This can be overcome by building staff capability by conducting training sessions on risk management.  
For large organisations, a more sophisticated architecture needs to be developed with a clear profile of responsibilities. A risk management unit should be established, and the process should be part of the organisation’s strategic plan. In such organisations, risk management should not be separated from the total quality management process.  
5.7	Risk appetite
Risk appetite is “a broad-based description of the desired level of risk that an entity will take in pursuit of its mission” (Beasley et al., 2009, p.8). Risk appetite is further defined as the risk indicator level (risk performance indicator) that an organisation can handle effectively, efficiently, and confidently in achieving its objectives (Tavan, 2005).
The organisation’s context, risk management capacity/maturity, and stakeholders are factors that need to be considered when determining the risk appetite (Risk and Insurance Management Society, 2012). An effective risk management process is incomplete without describing an organisation’s risk appetite (Rittenberg and Martens, 2012).
The risk appetite statement should be made clearly within the organisation risk management manual or framework (Financial Stability Board, 2013). The organisation’s stakeholders need to familiarise themselves with the statement to identify the risk and develop the ability to manage it effectively (Risk and Insurance Management Society, 2012). 
The risk appetite statement should be developed as part of the development of the organisation strategic plan. The risk appetite needs to be determined for each strategic objective to identify the risk of that objective (Rittenberg & Martens, 2012). This does not mean that the organisation rejects risk; rather, it ensures better chances of achieving the objectives.
The risk appetite statement can be crafted as qualitative or quantitative and may be stated in terms of ranges rather than given as fixed figures (Beasley et al., 2009). For organisations with no previous experience in risk management, the management, in consultation with stakeholders, may consider areas low priority because of high risk or because the risk to benefit ratio is low, or it could include make precise statements such as ‘MOHEIs are not comfortable accepting less than 85% annual staff retention’. 
In summary, the risk appetite is a statement to determine the level of acceptable risk that the organisation might face in achieving its objectives. It should be developed in concurrence with the development of the strategic plan, and each objective can have different risk appetites. Therefore, there is no universal risk appetite that can be used by all organisations. The risk appetite is dynamic and should be reviewed when organisational objectives are reviewed. 
5.8	Risk Tolerance
Many organisations use ‘risk appetite’ and ‘risk tolerance’ interchangeably (Protiviti, 2012). Although the two terms are related, they are different concepts, where “risk tolerance represents the application of risk appetite to specific objectives” (Rittenberg and Martens, 2012, p.20) and risk tolerance is the level of risk or degree of variation that an organisation is willing to accept around an objective (Beasley et al., 2009).  
While risk appetite is a broad strategic statement, risk tolerance is tactical and an operationally measurable statement. In other words, risk appetite is at the level of strategic planning, while risk tolerance is at the level of the operational plan implemented by operational staff throughout the organisation. Risk tolerance is a quantitative statement that can be observed, and it is frequently expressed as minimum and maximum levels of risk that could be acceptable or unacceptable (Risk and Insurance Management Society, 2012).
In the example I used regarding risk appetite (‘MOHEIs are not comfortable accepting less than 85% annual staff retention’), the risk tolerance for this will be ‘MOHEIs require strategies to improve staff satisfaction so that the likelihood of annual staff turnover is no more than 15%’.
5.9	Summary
The considered literature on the concept of risk is limited to whether opportunities are part of the risk concept. However, in recent publications, there is agreement that risk is the probability of the occurrence of a future event that may have a positive or negative effect on organisational objectives. It is obvious that the risk management endeavour is in line with the development of the strategic plan to maximise the potential for achieving the objectives. During the development of the strategic objectives, the planners need to identify the risk drivers, which could be operational, strategic, compliance, financial, and reputational (Cassidy et al., 2001; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2008).
This chapter has briefly discussed three commonly used risk management frameworks/standards by higher education organisations in the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand. The similarities and consistency of the frameworks/standards highlight global recognition of the importance of conducting risk management in a systematic way. Despite variations in terminology among documents, the process has the following main steps: (1) defining an organisation’s internal and external contexts; (2) identifying the events that affect the achievement of the organisation’s objectives (negative and positive impacts); (3) assessing the probability and the severity of events; (4) deciding on treatment strategies (accept, transfer, address, or reject); and (5) communicating and (6)  monitoring the effectiveness and efficiency of the process and outcomes.
The risk management process will be incomplete without defining the risk appetite and risk tolerance. The risk appetite and risk tolerance are interrelated terms, where the risk appetite is a broad statement of acceptable risks used at the managerial level and risk tolerance refers to specific activities at the operational level that define the acceptable consequences of those risks.
The risk management endeavour is part of the HE management reform, and it adds value to HEIs and their stakeholders. Risk management aims are similar to those of NPM, which are to improve competitive advantage through better understanding of risks and the operational environment and the efficient and effective management and use of resources, which enable the organisation to achieve the desired outcomes.





Many researchers use the terms ‘research methodology’ and ‘research methods’ interchangeably to describe the research procedure; however, the two terms mean two different things. The methodology is a road map, while a method is the process or steps undertaken to reach a destination on the map (Jonker & Pennink, 2010). Accordingly, in this study, the methodology is an approach to answer the research questions utilising the methods selected to collect and analyse the data. Therefore, I look at the research methodology as the research framework capturing the research concept, sources and types of data, and data collection tools to produce quality research. 
The selection of a research methodology “reflects decisions about the priority being given to a range of dimensions of the research process” (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.40). In my research, the research methodology (action research) also has implications for the type of participants, statistical packages, and the consideration of ethical issues (Saunders et al., 2009). 
As I intended to identify the MOHEIs’ risks and develop a risk management plan to improve practice, I also felt that the following points needed to be considered:
	Improving the organisation’s practice through recognition of the organisation’s risks and a better understanding and implementation of risk management practice.
	Selecting research strategies that are justifiable with respect to the research aim and objectives with minimum time required from participants to improve the response rate.
	Completing the study within a constrained timescale.
The choice of methodology was quite deliberate. I became conscious that risk identification and management cannot be copied from other organisations and that staff members within the organisation must be involved in the process. I found myself asking questions such as the following:
	Are the staff of MOHEIs aware of risk management concepts? 
	How can staff learn about risk management through the research process?
	What are the best methods to identify risks?
	Who should be involved?
	What are the strategies to manage risks? 
The research uses an action research approach and three data collection methods to answer the research questions (Do MOHEIs’ senior management and academic staff perceive that they are knowledgeable and skilled enough to manage MOHEIs’ risks? What risks do senior management and academic staff perceive within MOHEIs? Are there particular risks that are specific to some institutions and not to others? What measures can be implemented to reduce those risks?) The findings will be presented through a descriptive model to illustrate the potential risks within MOHEIs and will also be accompanied by prescriptive suggestions regarding how the potential risks should be managed through development of an operational risk management plan (see ‎Appendix 8.2: Risk management plan).
Figure 10 outlines the action research processes, aimed to develop a risk management plan. The research was divided into three phases; the first phase of the research involved preliminary information gathering by means of a comprehensive literature review, document analysis, and focus group that allowed the development of a list of potential risks in the field of higher education. The aim of phase one was to understand the research context, learn from the other educational organisations what risks exist and how they manage those risks, and refine and contextualise the risks with respect to the research environment. 

Figure 10: Risk management action research approach and processes
Phase two introduced the risk checklist to the participants (MOHEI staff) through two-round Delphi surveys to identify the high-priority risks. Prior to their participation, I introduced the concept of risk management to all MOHEI staff through two mechanisms. First, I delivered a PowerPoint presentation covering the risk management concepts and research information, and second, I attached the research information sheet with the research questionnaire, which provided introductory information on the issue under study. In addition, the results of round one and two were disseminated to the participants.  
Phase three (focus group) discussed the results of phase two and developed a risk management plan. In a collaborative manner, the focus group members and I worked to accomplish this task. The MOH higher authority and all MOHEI staff were informed concerning the risk management plan.
The following subsections and chapter 7 discuss in detail the research philosophies, research approach, and strategies.  
6.1.1	Epistemological Underpinnings and the Researcher’s Positionality 
An individual researcher has beliefs about his/her research. The research philosophy is dependent on these beliefs and assumptions about the progress of knowledge that can influence the research approach and strategies (Saunders et al., 2009). In this section, I will present my background education and experience and discuss the quantitative, qualitative, and participatory paradigm with the aim of identifying the action research position within the research paradigm. A paradigm is a researcher’s conceptual understanding, beliefs, and values about the nature of research (Creswell, 2012). Researchers sometimes can be biased by their favourite paradigm such that they neglect the strengths and values of other paradigms.
6.1.2	The Researcher’s Professional Education and Experience
I was born in Oman and initially educated to the post-secondary diploma level in medical imaging at the Institute of Health Sciences (IHS) in Muscat. Following this, I worked in various hospitals and became an academic staff member at the IHS in 1996. I subsequently travelled to the UK to pursue further education, earning a BSc and then an MSc in medical imaging, followed by a master’s degree in medical education. During my academic life, I have progressed from clinical tutor to classroom tutor, senior tutor, head of programme (Medical Imaging), and finally dean of the IHS. I have gained considerable experience in teaching and learning strategies, curriculum development, leadership and management, and quality audit. I was one of the only two certified higher education quality auditors at the Ministry of Health.
I have been heavily involved in the development of Oman’s academic accreditation system and the establishment of Oman University (the first intake will be in 2018). Over the last three years, I have been involved in building the capacity of MOHEI staff in quality auditing and risk management as one part of the quality management system.  
My interest in the topic of risk management comes from a broader perspective than insurable risk and began with OAAA when we started to develop institutional standards and attended training courses in quality auditing. However, my real practice of risk management started with my appointment as the dean of the IHS in 2010, when I was heavily involved in the development of strategic and operational plans. 
I began this study because of both professional interest and my experience in the development of these plans. I started to ask myself what would happen if the strategic objectives were not achieved. What could the challenges be, and how could they be overcome? What are the available opportunities to develop the institute further? Developing an institutional risk management plan is a key component of my position at the IHS. 
6.2	Research approaches
This section briefly discusses quantitative and qualitative research approaches with the aim to combine the advantages of both quantitative and qualitative tools in this research study. 
6.2.1	Quantitative Research
Quantitative approaches are intended to explain a natural phenomenon by collecting numerical data that are analysed scientifically using mathematical/statistical tools (Aliaga & Gunderson, 2002). It is a deductive​[22]​ type of research that answers questions such as how many, how often, and how much and explores the relationships among variables. It is often used to better understand and specify relationships and impacts on areas about which there is a considerable amount of information (Kayrooz & Trevitt, 2005).
Questionnaires, surveys, and experiments are the common data collection tools used in quantitative research. The numerical data are revised and presented in graphs and tables that allow the data to be analysed and evaluated using statistical tools such as correlations, frequencies, or standard deviation with the aim to test existing theory (Daniel et al., 2005).
Quantitative research is unable to explain how or why the research variables correlate or exist and what their social impact is, so there is doubt regarding the reality of the phenomenon in real life (Gunter, 2011). It is obvious that there are many research areas, such as social and cultural phenomena, that require rich qualitative data rather than solid numerical data. 
6.2.2	Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is an explanatory, naturalistic approach to understand and evaluate phenomena of human or social impact in the form of descriptive narration (Myers, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2003). It is used when there is minimal prior knowledge on the research area or how research participants are affected by the issue or problem under study (Domegan & Fleming, 2007). Hence, it is an approach used to build theory regarding new phenomena or to study social issues that have not yet been addressed sufficiently (Myers, 2013). 
The qualitative research is characterised by its inductive​[23]​ flexible approach, researcher involvement as a participant with the research subjects, reflection of the research context with subjectivity, and the interpretative nature of the results (Creswell, 2012). The subjectivity and researcher involvement limit the results’ validity and reliability because of the possibility of researcher bias regarding the participants’ input and data interpretation and reporting (Gioia et al., 2012; Mahoney & Goetrz, 2006).
Qualitative research is context specific, which limits the generalisability of its results. It tends to be narrow in scope and requires a high degree of interpretation that might be time consuming and require high-level skills. The qualitative data collection tools include observation, fieldwork, questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, and written and non-written documents (Myers, 2013).
In the context of risk management, mixed approaches provide an accurate understanding of the organisation’s risk likelihood and impact and accordingly define risk responses. For example, a risk rating from 0-3 (no applicable, low, medium, and high) will enable the researcher to calculate the risk impact, which is the base for the qualitative tool (e.g., a focus group) to elaborate on the meaning of the impact and how risk can be managed. 
In the above example, the importance of selecting the appropriate data collection tool that matches the type of data required for risk management is crucial. Hence, using mixed approaches in research depends on the type of research and its framework (Bryman, 2006). 
In this research thesis, I wanted to go beyond passive description or understanding to a critical engagement with how to theorise risk management to meet organisational needs. My aim was to improve risk management practice within the research environment by improving the understanding of risk management by the staff and consequently enable the staff and researcher to develop a risk management plan that caters to the organisational situation and needs. Hence, I selected an action research approach with mixed methods. The remaining sections of this chapter describe the action research and justification of the selection, models, and tools used to collect the required data. 
6.3	Action research approach
The research methodology adopted in the study was underpinned by an action research approach, which was a collaborative endeavour between me—the researcher—and the participants within the research context. It is used as a mechanism for organisational improvement through the participants’ involvement in practice enhancement and professional development (Noffke & Stevenson, 1995). 
Action research is an approach that utilises various research designs seeking to inform and influence practice (Reason & Bradbury, 2008). It is focused on solving a specific problem of a research context with non-generalisable outcomes (Wahyuni, 2012). Action research is a recycling and flexible process of problem identification, collaborative involvement between researcher and participants, systematic data collection, reflection, analysis, action, and problem redefinition (Kemmis et al., 2014).
This collaboration aimed to generate practical solutions and to educate and empower participants by engaging them in the research process and subsequent development, implementation, and monitoring activities (Gillis & Jackson, 2002; Meyer, 2000). Table 9 summarises the characteristics of action research as listed by Ary et al. (2010).
Purpose	Formulate acceptable solutions to the research context.
	Pursues sustainable and effective solutions to common problems.
	Evaluate phenomena to improve practice.
	Research problem is the area that the organisation/community is looking for solution
Approach	Inductive reasoning
	Develops a study based on experience and valuing practitioner perceptions.
	Subjective or authoritative judgments of individuals are respected.
	Uses less rigorous, looser procedures and more typically has a shorter time frame.
Methods	Uses mainly qualitative approach 
	Uses data from a variety of sources to help understand environment or the effect of solutions.
	Procedures are open for modification throughout the research process 
	Sample selected from the context under study.
	Data analysis focuses on practical significance and reports raw data using descriptive statistics
Role of Researcher	The researcher often from the same organisation with the possibility to hire and external. 
	There is little distinction between the researcher and the subjects
Table 9: Characteristics of action research
In light of the aforementioned features of action research and in the absence of a unified risk management process within MOHEIs, I decided to use the action research as a systematic approach to a step-by-step investigation process to improve MOHEIs’ practice through a better understanding of the research context and the identification and management of risks. It was a learning process for me and the participants that involved sharing the newly generated knowledge or solutions. This is in line with Koshy’s (2005, p.1) definition of action research: “an enquiry, undertaken with rigour and understanding so as to constantly refine practice; the emerging evidence-based outcomes will then contribute to the researching practitioner’s continuing professional development”.
The collaborative feature of action research is the cornerstone for achieving the research objectives. I involved staff members of different institutions and levels of authority. The focus group members were involved in the research design, analysis, and interpretation of the results. The aim is that they will also lead the implementation and monitoring of the risk management plan.  
I conducted the risk management action research in collaboration with MOHEI staff at different levels using various sources of information collected from January 2013 to September 2013, with the hope of promoting a risk management culture and improving the MOHEIs’ working environment in the future. 
The study endeavours to address the strategic objectives of the MOHEIs in the Ministry of Health 8th Five-year Strategic Plan through the identification of potential risks and the proposal of appropriate risk management strategies that suit the MOHEIs’ environment and the availability of resources while improving the risk management culture.
6.4	Models of Action Research
The literature reveals many models for the action research process. These models look slightly different from each other but have many common elements. Sometimes, it is difficult to outline a clear distinction between the steps and the number of steps in action research. They may vary depending on the researcher’s values, beliefs, and experience. Consequently, there is no right or wrong procedure so long as the action research principles are maintained. Creswell (2012) argues that an action research process is flexible and dynamic, with no standard framework for how to proceed. A researcher may select the model that is most effective for his/her research context and appropriate to the research question.
Identifying a research topic or problem is the first step in any study, including action research. Action research models involve some evaluation of the research context, gathering and analysis of data, and developing and implementing an action plan. The evaluation of the action plan outcome serves as an initial point for the next cycle of the action research process (Mills, 2011). To illustrate the differences between models, Table 10 summarises the steps of a few action research models. 
	Lewin’s model (Koshy et al. 2011)	Nunan (2001)	Creswell (2012)	Stringer (2007), Johnson (2008) and Mertler (2011)
	Identify research problem 	Identify research problem	Deciding on the research approach 	Reflect: to identify research area or problem 
	Understand the research context	Identify, collect and review the baseline data to understand the nature of the problem	Identify research problem	Plan: develops an action plan
	Literature review	Formulate hypotheses 	Identify the required resources	Act: on implements the plan
	Collect relevant data	Develop and implement an action plan  	Identify the required data and decide on the data collection tools	Observe: analysis and evaluate the collected data
	Selection of the research methods	Assess the outcome of the intervention	Conduct the data collection	Reflects: on the impact of the research outcome
	Develop the action plan	Reporting the research outcomes	Analyse the data	Plan: A new plan of action is developed
	Data interpretation and evaluation	Monitor the situation	Develop a plan of action	Act: A new action is taken and data are collected
	--	--	Implement the plan and reflect	Observe: The new data are analysed, evaluated, and interpreted

Table 10: Action research models
In contrast, Mertler (2011), Johnson (2008), and Stringer (2007) look at action research from the look, think, and act perspective and propose a detailed spiral model with eight steps. This model is basically a process of four steps in a cycle that is similar to Lewin’s (1946) model, which is adapted by Mills (2011), while Gay and Airasian (2003) adapt a simple cyclical process involving the following steps:
	Identify the problem or concern to study;
	Collect data related to the chosen problem;
	Analyse and interpret the collected data; and
	Develop an action plan that reflects the application of the research result.
It is obvious from the above models that action research does not proceed in a linear but rather in a flexible cyclical process where the researcher and participants repeat some of the steps several times (Johnson, 2008). Action research is an action improvement plan that is an ongoing process with no end. The researcher may continue to go through the cycles of reflecting on the situation, planning actions, acting on a plan, reflecting on the plan, developing a new plan, and so on (Mertler & Charles, 2011).
In reviewing the risk management process and the above models of action research, it is safe to say that the risk management process can be optimally conducted through an action research process (see Table 11). Both processes have the following features: 
	The endeavour cannot be done without understanding the context.
	The organisation’s participants must be involved in the process.
	An action plan must be developed.
	Both activities aim to improve the organisation under investigation. 
	Reflect on the process outcome.  
	Cyclical and ongoing processes. 
Action research process	Risk management process of this research
Identify research problem	Identify research problem
Understand the research context	Understand the research context
Literature review	Literature review
Collect relevant data	Collect relevant data: documentary review, focus group and Delphi survey
Selection of the research methods	
Develop the action plan	Develop risk management operational plan with risk register
Data interpretation and evaluation	Disseminate the result and implement the plan
	Evaluate the risk management plan (this step is for future research as it will require repeating the whole process again)
Table 11: Comparison of the action research process and the risk management process
In light of the above and to achieve the research objectives, I adapted Lewin’s (1946) model. The risk management action research process will be described in detail in the next chapter (the research strategy chapter). By carrying out this model of action research, the MOHEIs’ leaders, participants, and I recognised the potential risks within MOHEIs and made informed decisions on risk management and the required resources. 
6.5	Justifying the selection of action research 
I decided to use action research because it has many benefits that are in line with this research objectives. Discussing risk management and risk perception from an educational perspective is not a straightforward issue, especially in the context where experience in risk management or in developing higher education organisational structures is not readily available. Therefore, conducting a risk management action research had the potential to enable the MOHEIs’ staff and the researcher to undertake the activities described below (Mertler, 2013; Mills, 2011; Johnson, 2008)
6.5.1	Focus on MOHEIs’ Environment
This research conducted within the MOHEIs’ environment and involving the MOHEIs’ staff can help to confer relevance and validity to the risk assessment findings. This action research approach in risk management will be very helpful for the staff in identifying and managing expected threats in their academic context. It also assures the stakeholders and the organisation governance that a risk management plan is being developed in consultancy with the key stakeholders to ensure the achievement of the organisation’s strategic objectives.
As I will explain later in the methodology chapter, I analysed the MOHEIs’ environment situation through a review of strategic and operational plans, the report of a risk management workshop (SWOT analysis), and the institutions’ self-assessment reports, aiming to make the research outcomes authoritative. In addition, key staff have been involved in assessing, prioritising, and proposing strategic activities to manage the potential risk using a Delphi technique survey and focus group activities. 
6.5.2	Building Staff Capacity
This action research is an approach that aims to build capacity that can be justified by various reasons. At most MOHEIs, staff do not usually engage in research and often see the research commitment as an overburdening exercise (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013). In addition, as the concept of risk management is relatively new to both the MOHEIs’ leaders and staff (Quality Assurance Section, 2012; Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013), attending a two-day workshop on risk management would not eventually help in achieving the required skills; here lies the importance of my proposed action research.  
Parsons and Brown (2001) argue that action research improves the problem-solving skills of staff, the teamwork culture, communication, and shared concerns, issues, experience, and good practice that build the body of knowledge about the organisation, in addition to increasing their confidence and professional self-esteem. 
Involving the staff in the development process of any policy and plan ensures that they feel that they are part of the process, and this in turn will increase their sense of ownership and empowerment (Mertler, 2013). Staff empowerment encourages staff to take risks and make changes to their practice whenever and wherever they believe it to be appropriate (Gillis & Jackson, 2002). 
In reflecting on the risk management process, the action research approach can influence staff thinking skills on the potential risks, improve efficacy, and enhance collaboration to implement the risk management plan, facilitating the required changes. At the organisational level, this helps in developing effective and efficient strategic plans, ensuring smooth operationalisation, and monitoring progress on an ongoing basis. 
6.5.3	Multi-professional Collaboration 
Although the academic staff of the MOHEIs are highly committed, they are overloaded with multiple duties that result in minimal time being given to inter-professional collaboration. The faculty are overburdened with teaching, assessment, and curriculum development with limited or no time for professional discussion with others (learning by sharing). In my experience, academic staff of MOHEIs are rarely seen in the staff room engaging in discussions with staff from other disciplines or departments within the institution, and many have no insight regarding organisational strategies or how other departments of the same institution are performing. 
This action research allowed faculty from different disciplines to work together with the management team to identify potential risks and develop risk management strategies. Through these discussions, academic staff, managers, and leaders developed stronger relationships and built better collaboration across departments, disciplines, and institutions (forming the MOHEIs). Indirectly, they shared their skills and learnt from the experience of others through discussion and consultation.
Risk is a concept that concerns all strategic and functional aspects of an organisation; therefore, the focus group members discussed all daily operational aspects of the MOHEIs’ environment. As the members were decision-makers from various institutions and professional backgrounds, it was an opportunity to work in a collaborative manner to solve common and specific issues. This collaboration is anticipated to continue beyond the research scope and period.
Under the same principle, the Delphi survey’s feedback had the potential to enlighten the participants on the issues of concern at the other institutions. It has also opened the way for further discussion/consultation between the institutes and/or with the researcher.
6.5.4	Reflecting on One’s Own Practice
As mentioned previously, academic staff are overloaded with responsibilities, and this is particularly true in MOHEI settings because they consist of small institutions, and all are trying to comply with higher education standards. This can result in one staff member being a member of more than one committee and performing various tasks (Quality Assurance Section, 2012), limiting the opportunities for MOHEI staff to evaluate their practice, which usually happens only through individual initiative. This action research was an opportunity for the participants to self-reflect on their own practice through a systematic process and focus on what the potential risks are and other issues and concerns within their practice.
6.5.5	Improved Communications
It can be seen that action research, through focus group discussion, builds teamwork skills and brings individuals together to share good practice. The members involved in the focus group are managers at various institutions and sections discussing the outcomes of documentary review to enlighten them on the potential risks and work collaboratively to contextualise, modify, and suggest further potential risks (DeMarrais (​http:​/​​/​www.routledge.com​/​books​/​search​/​author​/​kathleen_b._demarrais​/​" \o "search for all books by Kathleen B. deMarrais​) & Lapan (​http:​/​​/​www.routledge.com​/​books​/​search​/​author​/​stephen_d._lapan​/​" \o "search for all books by Stephen D. Lapan​), 2003).
Although the focus of this research is risk assessment, the reflection process enlightens the staff regarding the other areas of their practice and will encourage them to discuss the issues and concerns with their colleagues through the principle of learning by sharing. This teamwork endeavour will have an impact on the means of changing the MOHEIs for the better and will improve communication between staff vertically (staff of various levels of authority) and horizontally (staff of the same level of authority). 
6.6	Methods of data collection
Action research—as mentioned in section 6.3—is an approach, not a method. Many data collection tools have been reported in the action research literature. ‘Data’ is defined as various types of information that is systematically collected from an organisation and interpreted to provide evidence-based information to answer a research question or solve a particular problem (Lankshear & Knobel, 2004). 
The action researcher can use any type of data collection tools that will generate the required data (qualitative or quantitative) to answer the research questions and improve the organisational practice. However, the time, research context, validity and reliability of data, and cost are factors that need to be considered when selecting tools. 
The tools that have been used in action research include audio and video recordings, case studies, diaries or reflective journals, documentary/content analysis, field observations, interaction analysis, questionnaires, including the Delphi technique, and interviews, including focus groups.
The action research approach is not limited to these data collection tools, and it is beyond the scope of this study to discuss them in depth. However, collecting data through multiple sources provides a better understanding of the research context and improves the research quality (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007). 
Hence, the three tools utilised in this action research, the methods of content analysis (document analysis), focus group, and a Delphi survey, have helped to collect the required data. The data have been generated considering the geographical distribution of institutions, level of knowledge of risk management, and research objectives. 
Although the use of multiple methods in assessing organisational risks is important, one should also recognise that excessive emphasis on methods cannot be an end in itself. It is important to recognise how the researcher actually makes sense of the methods and what benefits can be drawn from their use. As proposed by Curtis and Carey (2012), the risk assessment processes should be customised to the organisation’s needs, time available, staff experience, and organisation’s size.  
The remaining sections in this chapter discuss the selected tools and justify their selection. The tools are discussed in accordance with the research phases, starting with documentary analysis (content analysis), followed by the focus group and then the Delphi technique. 
6.6.1	Document Analysis 
Document analysis, also known as content analysis, is defined by Leedy and Ormrod (2001, p.155) as “a detailed and systematic examination of the contents of a particular body of materials for the purpose of identifying patterns, themes, or biases”. A document is a ‘written text’ that describes practice, situation, social events, policy, and procedure (Mogalakwe, 2006). It is defined as “any written material other than a record that was not prepared specifically in response to some requests from the investigator” (Guba & Lincoln, 1992, p.228). It is written by individuals or groups and is directed for their practical needs. 
Documentary analysis is much more than eliciting facts from document sources. The researcher must be familiar with the source, purpose, and the context of the documents to analyse the documents accurately (Gill, 2010). Documents are not produced for the purpose of research but as a routine practice to guide practice or indirectly describe the community of the individuals who developed them (Payne & Payne, 2004). 
The use of document analysis refers to the process of obtaining information or answers about the research question through the analysis of the relevant documents (Bailey, 1994). Document analysis allows the researcher to enhance the understanding of the data. In the context of this research, with document analysis, it is possible to extract the potential risks (source of risk and the consequence of a risk or event with the possibility to create risks) and group them into fewer content related categories. Usually, the purpose of those categories is to build an image or conceptual map of the risks within a system (Cavanagh, 1997).
Although the main data collection tools used in this research are the focus group and Delphi survey, documentary analysis was initially used within the research context to identify potential risks from overseas and Oman’s higher education institutions (MOHEIs). The result of the documentary analysis will be presented in the form of a list of potential risks that will be refined, contextualised, assessed, and evaluated using the focus group and Delphi survey. 
The literature reports many advantages and disadvantages (Ahmed, 2010; Denscombe, 2007), so those that are applicable to this action research and the topic under study are selected and mentioned below. 
Advantages 
	It can inform the researcher about the research context, which is very important in an action research approach.
	In the case of this research, the documents were readily available. 
	The organisation’s strategic objectives and policies, which are often difficult to elicit from the participants, can be accessed through documents.
	The information collected can be used as a baseline for the later phases of the study. In other words, the data can be used to initiate the focus group discussion on the possible risks within MOHEIs and the first draft of the checklist.
Disadvantages
	Confidential or sensitive documents will not be given to the unknown researcher (trust is a factor). However, because this is risk management action research and the researcher is one of the organisation’s senior staff members, this limitation is not an issue. 
	In complex organisations or issues where the documents are huge, the data analysis could be difficult and time consuming. Therefore, clear protocols and criteria should be developed at an early stage of the research. The researcher should specify the size of the documents, the type of documents, and whether the documents are primary or secondary sources (or both). 
	The researcher’s personal values and beliefs might affect the types of documents collected. As stated in the section on epistemological underpinnings and the researcher’s positionality, the researcher’s values and beliefs are important and drive the selection of the research process. Nevertheless, I have justified the selection of the data collection tools and developed clear criteria for the selection of documents, participants, and focus group members.
In the context of this research, original documents developed for different purposes and by different people were used to cover all the aspects laid down by the MOHEIs. Documents such as quality audit and self-assessment reports were prepared by professional auditors using a quality audit framework. The two reports were done for MOHEIs, and they cover all the organisations’ aspects, such as governance and management, teaching and learning, and staff and student issues. 
The analysed documents serve as the basis for the next phases of the research, which is particularly important to enlighten the participants of the focus group and Delphi survey on the types of risks that higher education organisations face and the possible risk that MOHEIs might encounter according to the researcher’s interpretation of these documents. 
6.6.2	Focus Group 
Introduction 
A focus group is a confidential and purposeful group dialogue among people to elicit their view on a problem or specific issue (Wilkinson, 2004). The number of participants in a focus group ranges from six to twelve, and the group is led by a facilitator.
Liamputtong (2011) defines a focus group as a homogeneous, in-depth group interview to elicit information around a specific area. It is a carefully planned informal discussion designed to obtain each individual’s perception on a defined environment or issue. Focus groups are used in social science research to further understand quantitative data as part of a multi-method research strategy or as a single research method (Bloor et al., 2000; Barbour, 2007).
In this research, my aim in using the focus group is to contextualise the potential risks identified from the document analysis, refine the risk checklist, develop a risk management plan, and build staff capacity on risk management. 
Reasons for using focus groups
The literature reveals many reasons that researchers select focus groups as a data collection tool. The key advantage of using focus groups is the large amount of data collected on a specific topic from the group interaction in a short time. 
Selecting a research topic that will improve the participants’ environment can increase the participants’ sense of belonging and cohesiveness (Barbour, 2007). This is vitally important in action research, where the research process will require the participants to have several meetings that will yield important data and provide possible solutions (Duggleby, 2005).
I used a semi-structured discussion with a clear agenda that focused on the criteria to be followed and achieved within the agreed-upon time. Nevertheless, some discussions on organisational issues that fell outside of the meeting’s agenda were permitted for two reasons; first, it enriched the discussion and highlighted some potential risk areas. Second, it gave the members a comfortable environment to elaborate on the potential risks.
Purposefully selected focus group participants help discuss problems and concerns that assist the researcher in understanding how participants structure and organise their daily work (Hughes & DuMont, 1993). Focus group members, with their experience, power, and multi-professional backgrounds, will enrich the discussion of risk management and have the capability to identify the required resources for implementing the operational risk plan.
Group size 
The structure or design of the focus group is determined by the research question and design and usually lasts between one and two hours (Morgan, 2002). The number of participants in a focus group ranges from three to twelve (Onwuegbuzie et al., 2009; Johnson & Christensen, 2004; Langford et al., 2002). With a large group, the level of interaction and debate is high, and there will be a wide range of views. However, this might result in the failure to have an in-depth discussion, the members might not have an equal chance to express their views, and it could become difficult for the facilitator to manage. 
Because of the limited number of individuals that is in a suitable focus group for the given period and objective of the research, the participants had to be selected using predetermined characteristics. Finch and Lewis (2003) advocate having a homogeneous group in the sense that the group members share common characteristics that the researcher is interested in, such as working in similar jobs and having the same gender and social background. There is no clear rule that determines homogeneity; rather, it is based on the researcher’s judgment about the types of participants that will provide the required data.
For this research, I invited eight senior management staff (five deans, the head of the Quality Assurance Section, head of the Foundation Centre, and head of the Professional Development Committee). The group is homogenous in terms of power level and seniority to avoid dominant members and conflict of authority. However, the group is heterogeneous with respect to professional background (nursing, pharmacy, and allied health), gender (three women and five men), ethnicity (Omani and non-Omani from three different countries), and the geographical location of their institutes. This diversity should ensure that all risk aspects within MOHEIs are discussed.  
The decision on the size and type of participants depends on the objectives of the study, the number of individuals that fulfil the sample criteria, and the commitment and interest of the individuals selected to participate. As a rule of thumb, the group should be small enough that everyone can take part in the discussion yet large enough to provide diversity in perspective.
6.6.3	Delphi Survey 
Introduction 
The Delphi survey is a social research method that aims to achieve consensus on participants’​[24]​ views on the topic under study using structured or non-structured questionnaires (Douglas & Bonner, 2011). The participants are asked to respond to the same items more than once to confirm the responses. The participants have the right to retain their responses or modify them based on the feedback given (Skulmoski et al., 2007).
The method is based on the principle that potential risks can be identified accurately through the utilisation of individuals’ knowledge and experience (Cuhls, 2003). The Delphi method has been used in collecting information in areas where no or limited data are available (Gupta, and Clarke, 1996) and is commonly used in conjunction with other methods, such as content analysis, SWOT, and questionnaires (Eto, 2003). 
This method does not require that the participants meet face to face or have any type of direct or indirect communication. Therefore, each participant’s anonymity is fully or partially maintained with the aim to avoid negative influences such as group conflict and individual dominance (Landeta, 2006) or even professional conflict between participants.
Over time, the Delphi method gained the acceptance of social sciences researchers as a means of collecting expert opinions, although the method has been modified by researchers over the years to meet the research aims and context (Crisp et al., 1997; Gupta & Clarke, 1996; Rieger, 1986). 
Delphi is a research survey (Wang et al., 2003), procedure, technique (Snyder-Halpern, 2002), and method (Crisp et al., 1997). In this research, I refer to Delphi as a data collection method because it includes a detailed procedure of how the data were collected and technique used to assess the data.
The Delphi rounds
Three-round Delphi survey questionnaires are commonly conducted with participants (Jones et al., 1992). However, a two-round Delphi is adequate when the initial survey items are developed from the literature with the aim of rating the items and gaining an average opinion on a topic (Petry et al., 2007). A low response rate is a potential problem with the Delphi technique, and it is a challenge to maintain feedback in the later iterations (Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007b; Evans et al., 2004; Powell, 2003).
Consensus opinions are obtained through successive questionnaires, with feedback on the participants’ responses between rounds. The rationale of employing several rounds is to enable the participants to identify items that they may have overlooked or considered insignificant. Consequently, the opportunity exists for participants to change their opinions or adhere to their previous responses (McKenna, 1994).
The initial questionnaire (round one) is usually designed with open-ended questions to collect qualitative data, followed by a descriptive analysis of responses to search for themes or patterns to form the basis for successive surveys. The aim of the first-round survey is to collect unspecific and as much data as possible on the researched area. The subsequent rounds aim to organise the collected data and reach a consensus among participants on agreement or disagreement, utilising the given feedback on the early rounds in a form of data analysis.  
The literature shows significant evidence that the first round of Delphi tends toward a wide divergence of individual opinions, but after several iterations, there is a tendency for participants to converge opinion toward consensus, which is expected considering the use of the feedback-response loop (McKenna, 1994). 
The feedback will provide the participant with his/her response in the initial round as well as the responses of the other participants, and, based on this, he/she reconsiders his/her previous responses. As people tend to move toward the opinions of the majority, the feedback plays a major role in converging the participants’ opinions (Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007a).
Piloting the initial questionnaires is helpful in detecting ambiguities and enhancing the feasibility of administration, as well as working out any procedural problems (Jairath & Weinstein, 1994). In fact, piloting is vital in an area where no previous data are available and where the participants have no experience with the concept of research. It is also important for researchers with limited experience of the scope of their research and limited time to complete the study to take into consideration the multi-stage nature of Delphi (Skulmoski et al., 2007). 
Consensus
According to The Oxford Advanced Learning Dictionary, the linguistic interpretation of the term ‘consensus’ “is a generally accepted opinion or decision among a group of people” (Oxford University, 2010, p.319). However, the literature provides neither a clear operational quantifiable definition nor an indication as to when consensus has been achieved. Williams and Webb (1994) aim for 100% agreement, while others accept agreement as low as 55%. 
Those who accept 55% agreement realise that there are many factors that can affect the level of consensus, such as the area under study, the heterogeneity of the sample, and the questionnaire design of the study, so they are less specific. Some researchers believe that consensus is achieved when no more information can be gained (Beech, 1997) or when the majority agrees on the issues (Butterworth & Bishop, 1995).
I believe that the questionnaire design can hinder the achievement of a high level of consensus and that researchers should not set a high consensus level or use a participant majority agreement. Using a five-point Likert scale can limit the ability to achieve a high consensus, as participants can have difficulty quantifying the differences in the scale, such as in a Likert scale of 1-5 where 5 is excellent, 4 is very good, 3 is good, 2 is bad, and 1 is very bad. In this example, the participants may not be clear about the differences between ‘excellent’ and ‘very good’. In one round, they might rate the item as excellent, and in the following round, they might view it as very good. With a five-point Likert scale, there is a tendency to record the middle point when the participants are not sure about their answers. Jones et al. (1992) suggest that a four-point scale will solve this issue. 
Another issue with the questionnaire design that might hinder the ability to reach a high consensus is having to rate each item for two issues. For example, in this study, the participants have to rate the likelihood and impact level for each item. Although the researcher has limited the rating options to three in each scale, the respondents still have six options. To illustrate this matter clearly, I include a scenario: a respondent has rated a potential risk as having low likelihood and low impact in round one; he/she may continue to agree. He/she may also purposely or deliberately break the pattern, rating the potential risk as having low likelihood and high impact or vice versa. 
6.7	Summary
Reviewing the research philosophy was a fundamental aspect of the research process, as it enriched my research skills and enhanced my confidence in using the appropriate methodology. I selected the research approach based on my philosophical stance and the risk management framework commonly used by profit and non-profit organisations. The action research approach involved quantitative and qualitative data collection within a participatory approach. 
The benefits of an action research approach matched the risk management process and the objectives of my research. To accomplish the research objectives, taking the level of the risk management culture within MOHEIs into consideration, I have selected a document review, the focus group, and the Delphi technique as data collection tools. The triangulation of data collection improved the research quality and credibility. 




This chapter describes how the data were collected. As mentioned in the research methodology chapter, this study uses the principle of triangulation through the use of multiple sources of information and data collection tools. The data were collected through document review, a focus group discussion, and a Delphi survey. 
In this research, the data collection and recruitment of participants was not begun until approval from the University of Sheffield and Ministry of Health Ethical Review & Approval Committee, Oman were procured (see ‎Appendix 9.1).
The chapter is divided into three main sections that represent the research phases (Figure 11 outlines the research strategies). The first section describes the process of identifying and reviewing the selected documents, developing a list of potential risks, preparing and conducting the first two focus group discussions, and developing the Delphi checklist. The second section focuses on the methods of identifying the survey participants, piloting and administration of the survey, and data recording. The last section describes the third focus group meeting and how the risk register and risk management plan were developed and ends with a summary. 

Figure 11: Road map of the research strategies
I have followed Shenkir and Walker’s (2007) recommendations in designing the research methods. The research strategies ensure that  
	The process outcome reflected the organisations’ potential risks and the risk management plan is customised to the MOHEIs’ needs; 
	More than one tool and sources were used to collect the information to produce a more comprehensive list of risks;
	A focus group meeting with senior management of MOHEIs encouraged open and comfortable discussion on the potential events that might prevent the organisation from achieving its objectives;
	A Delphi survey was used where participants would not meet face to face or know each other (I anticipated that the risks were identified with no bias or fear);
	Many staff with diverse experience, cross functions. and institutions participated in the Delphi survey;
	The process prioritised a lengthy list of risks; and
	A risk management plan was developed to manage the critical risks.

7.1	Phase one: risk identification 
The purpose of this stage of planning was to understand the external and internal operating environment of MOHEIs (strategic and operational goals). The identification of risks is subjective and reliant on personal experience and judgement (Barry, 2007). For this reason, to improve the research quality, I used multiple sources—document review, focus group discussion, and Delphi survey—to identify the potential risks. O’Leary (2004) stated that past knowledge is the foundation of constructing new knowledge and that researchers should familiarise themselves with the existing knowledge to add to the body of literature.
7.1.1	Document Review 
This section reports risks for HEIs (international, national, and MOHEIs). Using the Google search engine, I looked at the identified keywords using a range of sources such as publications from HEIs, professional bodies, and agencies in various formats such as Portable Document Format (PDF), Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel worksheets, and HTML Web pages. I identified documents including policy, procedures, protocols, manuals or risk registers, and quality audit reports (see ‎Appendix 1). 
The Internet is a huge platform that provides so much information on risk and risk management that apt selection is difficult. Therefore, the data must be handled scientifically to ensure the accuracy, trustworthiness, representativeness, and meaning of documentary sources (Ahmed, 2010). Hence, I decided that the considered documents should be published on official websites with a section on the risk management process. The identified risks had to be comprehensive and cover all the organisational aspects (i.e., not limited to health and safety) and that the documents should not be written for the purpose of this study. 
Although learning from other organisations’ experience is important in providing insight on the risks that educational organisations face, it is critical to understand the research/MOHEI context and identify their potential risks (Cassidy et al., 2001). For this reason, I reviewed the Quality Audit Portfolio​[25]​ of the MOHEIs, the Risk Management Workshop Report (SWOT​[26]​ activity), and the Ministry of Health’s 8th Five-year Strategic Plan. 
I developed a reviewing and recording procedure that systemised the process, helped identify the potential risks, and made the data retrieval process easy and quick (‎Appendix 1.7: Documentary Reviewing and Recording Procedure). 
7.1.2	Focus Group Meetings
Based the principle that two eyes are better than one, I established a risk management focus group (RMFG) with eight members of senior management from various institutes. The members were used as a consultant team throughout the research process with clear terms of reference (‎Appendix 3). One of the keys to successful focus group discussions is to inform the members what is expected from their participation (Millward, 2012). 
Successful recruitment requires special efforts to ensure the homogeneity of the group but sufficient diversity to allow for the construction of opinions (Krueger & Casey, 2009). I utilised purposive sampling to select the participants for the focus group. The group members fell within the developed selection criteria (‎Appendix 3).
I made initial contact with potential members by phone, explained the research aim and process, and asked them to be members of the risk management focus group. Millward (2012) believes that meeting the members and initial personal contact can help in developing group rapport. The potential members received an email with attachments included: the participant information sheet, a consent form to be signed and sent back as a PDF (‎Appendix 9.3), a Microsoft PowerPoint® presentation on the risk management process, and the research proposal. This improved trust in the relationships between the action researcher and the participants (Rowan, 2000). 
The date, timing, and venue for the focus group meetings played a very important part in encouraging participants to engage in research and in completing the data collection within the allocated time (Ary et al., 2010). These factors were decided in consultation with all members, taking into consideration their workload, minimal disruption to their duties, and travel time. Three meetings took place between March 2013 and May 2013 with the aim of reviewing the risk checklist, risk appetite, and risk management plan. 
Minutes were taken at all the meetings by a voluntary coordinator; they were digitally audio recorded, and I took notes. For accuracy, I developed a transcript protocol (see Appendix 3.3). The research transcript contained only the risk issues without recording emotional and body language interpretations. This approach is known as denaturalised transcription, where attention is given to the content rather than the actual expressions (Oliver et al., 2005). For this reason, I was well familiarised with the content of the focus group discussion, and I was in a position to decide what was to be included and excluded from the transcript.  
7.1.3	Summary 
This phase was the backbone of the study, as the other phases depend on its results. For this reason, I was fully prepared and ensured that the risk management committee oversaw the whole process. 
I developed document selection criteria to systemise the process and make it more scientific. The documents cover national and international HEIs within the research context. This stage produced a long list of potential risks, which I presented to the risk management committee. 
The success of a focus group relies on good preparation (Millward, 2012; Liamputtong, 2011). Therefore, I started to prepare for the meetings well ahead of time (nearly three months), and I considered all requirements, such as the need to read documents, create response forms, make logistic arrangements, and address recording requirements. 
Within two meetings, we were able to finalise the list of potential risks, and via email, we approved the risk appetite statement. From there, I developed the Delphi survey, which is discussed in the next section. 
7.2	Phase two: risk assessment
7.2.1	Introduction 
This research used a constructive method of data analysis, where phase two was constructed based on the outcome of phase one and phase three was built on phase two. The aim of the risk assessment phase was to assess the identified potential risks against the risk appetite (as shown in Table 7: Risk matrix) and to develop a risk register. 
The tool of this phase was a Delphi survey checklist with a rating scale where participants assessed the likelihood and impact of each item. Although providing a pre-existing list of potential risks could bias the responses or restrict the participants to the listed items (Keene et al., 2011), it is an efficient way to save time in the use of a tool that can be time consuming for the researcher and participants (Jenkins & Smith, 1994). To hasten the process, the surveys were Web based, so instant responses and analysis were achieved. 
Two-round Delphi surveys were used to gain the participants’ agreement on the rated items generated prior to the first round. It was similar to that used by Syed et al. (2008), Mulligan (2002), Stewart et al. (1999), Custer et al. (1999), and Doke and Swanson (1995). Their methods required participants’ responses on listed issues, which were used to enhance the content of the later questionnaire. The revised survey was returned with the analysis of the previous round, and they were asked to respond again to gain consensus. 
Through the analysis of the two-round survey results, I deduced that the likelihood of gathering new data through a third round was very low, thus making this round superfluous. In fact, phase one of the study could be counted as round one, and this is an acceptable approach in the literature (Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007a, 2007b; Day & Bobeva, 2005). It seems that the greatest change in participants’ judgments occurs within the first two rounds and that little is added in later iterations (Mitchell, 1991).
7.2.2	Participants and Sample Size
The participants are the backbone of the Delphi technique and must be identified and selected carefully to provide valid responses (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004). Custer et al. (1999) state that, as the Delphi elicits expert views through questionnaires, the participants should be selected based on the relation of their disciplinary background to the area under study. However, no published criteria are available in the literature concerning the selection of Delphi participants (Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007a). 
In understanding the research context, knowing that there are no risk managers within MOHEIs, and acknowledging the importance of involving the institutions’ stakeholders in the risk assessment process, the term ‘expert’ is not an appropriate description of the participants in this research. In educational organisations, students, educators, external examiners, employers, field training preceptors, and sometimes even the public are the stakeholders (Mertler & Charles, 2011). Those stakeholders cannot be called experts, but they can be thought of as a group of individuals with a specific interest. For this reason, I decided to use the term ‘participant’ instead of ‘expert’ throughout this research. 
One of the aims of the research was to inform the participants about risk management concepts. Hence, I invited most of the MOHEIs’ academic and administrative staff (N = 364) to participate in the study (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). There is no standard sample size; it ranges from as few as seven participants (Helmer, 1983) to as many as one thousand participants (Skulmoski et al., 2007). 
I excluded support staff such as drivers, cleaners, boarding supervisors, and external stakeholders, as they are generally not aware of the organisation’s strategic objectives (see ‎Appendix 5.1. Breakdown of the Delphi Survey Target Population among MOHEs and ‎Appendix 5.2. Breakdown of the Delphi Survey Participants by Designation). Delimiting the subject in an area such as risk management is accepted because of its sensitive nature, the possibility of overlooking the key risks, and difficult communication with external stakeholders (De Lima, 2004).
Using a Web-based Delphi survey encouraged me to invite most MOHEI staff as a tactic to inform them about the concept of risk management, disseminate the research results, and minimise the effect of low responses on the research quality (Murphy et al., 1998). 
I invited all staff through their individual email addresses provided by their organisations (‎Appendix 5.3: Invitation Email). The email was personalised to the participants and signed with my name. This ensured that an acceptable rate of questionnaire return was achieved, which consequently produced more valid and reliable conclusions (Murphy et al., 1998). To avoid making participants feel obligated, the invitation letter clearly stated that participation is voluntary, and the anonymous nature of the study was also reinforced. As suggested by Bruce et al. (2008), no identifying details of the participants were collected, and information that may identify the originator was removed. 
A participant information sheet (PIS) and risk management PowerPoint presentation were attached to the email. The PIS (Arabic and English versions) included a link to the on-line questionnaire, information on the research aim and objectives, data protection, deadline date, and supervisors’ and researchers’ contact addresses (see ‎Appendix 5.4: Delphi Participant Information Sheet).
No informed consent was required from the participants of the Delphi questionnaire, as completing the questionnaire indicates ‘implied consent’ (University of Sheffield Research Ethics Committee, 2013). 
7.2.3	Questionnaire Design 
In the research, I decided to use a predetermined items model for round one, as MOHEIs have neither previous experience nor a policy on risk management. Therefore, it is difficult for the participants to come up with a full list of potential risks. Rowe and Wright (1999) and Lemmer (1998) criticise this approach, stating that predetermined first rounds are equivalent to ‘sloppy execution’ of the Delphi. In contrast, Jerkins and Smith (1994) argue that providing the participants with items could be more efficient. 
Using a predetermined list of items in the first round enabled me to use automated responses where participants could click on options. With this feature, the participants are more likely to complete the survey, i.e., to improve the response rate (Bachman & Schutt, 2013). It also saved time and ensured that the critical risks were included (McCampbell & Stewart, 1992). Reja et al. (2003) agree with McCampbell and Stewart that using open-ended questions for a Delphi survey generates a large list of items that requires extensive coding and many rounds to reach consensus. Nevertheless, I left an empty cell for additional risks that participants perceived as critical, and they were asked to indicate the level of likelihood and impact of the additional risks they proposed. 
The survey was designed with closed-ended statements that restrict participants to what is being listed and do not allow participants to present opinions (Foddy, 1993). However, Chia-Chien and Sandford (2007a) recommend the use of open-ended questions in the initial phases of the research to identify a large dataset for the closed-ended questions. In line with this, I used document review and focus group discussions to generate the data for the Delphi survey. 
I did not include the option of ‘unsure’ as a possible response because the participants were informed individuals. Jones et al. (2001) state that one of their study limitations is the use of a five-point Likert scale. They state that “there is a tendency to record the middle value where there is uncertainty in the mind of the respondent” (p.20), and they suggest that a four-point scale would be preferred for future studies. Regarding risk assessment, Curtis and Carey (2012) state that the scale should have a meaningful differentiation and prioritisation purpose (likelihood and impact measures). They add that a five-point scale provides more accuracy than a three-point scale. However, they argue that a ten-point scale may confuse the participants in trying to differentiate between the two adjacent points (for example, between points 1 and 2, 3 and 4, or 7 and 8) and might lead to inaccurate measures. 
In contrast, the participants cannot be forced to respond to questions when they might feel unsure what to answer or are not comfortable responding (Denscombe, 2007). Accordingly, I disabled the feature mandating that ‘all questions must be answered’, and the computer calculated the responses for each question separately. 
The round-one survey was divided into two sections. Section one covered the demographic data (institution name, designation, age group, gender, and experience) and general questions assessing the participant’s level of awareness on risk management (see ‎Appendix 6.1, ‎Appendix 6.2, and ‎Appendix 6.3).
In round one, the participants ranked the items (67 potential risks) in terms of the chance (likelihood) they might occur and the severity (impact) that may result if they did occur, using a rating scale of 0-3, with 0 being ‘unavailable’, 1 being ‘low’, 2 being ‘medium’, and 3 being ‘high’. 
The design of round two was based on the analysis of round one, which often took the form of structured and more specific items. With feedback, there is a tendency toward convergence to agreement in the responses (Jairath & Weinstein, 1994), which, despite accelerating the process by reducing the number of rounds, could force the participants in one direction. The data from these rounds tend to be quantitative; however, qualitative data can be collected. This iterative process with the feedback encourages participants to maintain their interest and participate in the later iterations (Walker and Selfe, 1996).  
The design of the round-two survey was identical to that of round one, but the content differed. Based on the results of round one and the feedback received from the focus group members, the list was reduced to 25 items. The content of section one was modified and retained the institution name, designation, and gender (see ‎Appendix 6.4). There was no intention to gain consensus in this section; however, it was important to identify the risks that are specific to each institute, if any, and to elicit the risk perception difference based on gender and designation if required by the organisation for planning risk management training courses. 
7.2.4	Piloting of the Questionnaire
The aim of piloting any survey is to solve issues such as ambiguities and design and technical difficulties and to improve responses (Powell, 2003). Therefore, piloting was a crucial step in developing my survey, as it removed the possibility that the survey would be ineffective (Lavrakas, 2008). Clibbens et al. (2012) argue that piloting can provide an opportunity to test the tool and specify the consensus level in the subsequent iteration.
Twelve staff members were invited from various regions, designations, genders, age groups, and language capabilities (Arabic and English) to criticise the questionnaire on the following points: checklist format, accessibility, technical issues, content cohesiveness and coherence, sufficiency of provided guidelines, clarity of questions, comprehensiveness, relevance of items to the MOHEIs’ environment, and scaling method.
To obtain maximum benefit from the piloting stage, I purposely selected (1) two native English-speaking faculty to eliminate language errors; (2) two teachers from regional nursing institutions to identify any issues with Internet speed and regional issues; (3) five staff (academic and administrative) members from allied health institutes to identify any ambiguities in the questions, survey format, and length of time required to respond; and (4) two deans (not members of the focus group) to provide feedback on any other issues related to senior management, such as the inclusion of confidential information and phrasing of risk statements. Further to this, the focus group members were consulted regarding the results of round one and the modifications made for the round-two survey. 
The questionnaire was published through the FreeOnlineSurveys service. The link to the questionnaire remained open for two weeks (the duration of each round), and an automatic reminder e-mail was individually sent to all staff. Two weeks was a reasonable time to respond (Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007b; Bell, 2005).
The Internet infrastructure in Oman is in the development phase because of the massive size of the state and the population distribution in a geographically difficult country (Information Technology Authority, 2014). In recognition of this challenge, I personally contacted the deans of all institutions to check the Internet connectivity and ensure it was not an issue to communicate via e-mail or respond to a Web-based survey; however, they made me aware of the slow Internet speed. I therefore directed the invitation to individuals and configured the survey in a simple format that did not require a fast Internet connection. In addition, as a contingency plan, I prepared a hard copy version of the surveys. 
The surveys were administered smoothly, and a majority of the participants responded within three days. Although two institutions did not respond, this was not due to Internet connectivity (see Table 15), as evidenced by the fact that these two institutions had previously participated in a Web-based survey (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
The timing of survey administration is a critical factor affecting the response rate, especially for academic institutions, where the workload is always an issue (Ary et al., 2010). Hence, I administered the surveys in the middle of the semester (the semester started on 9 February and ended on 13 June) to avoid interfering with the academic preparation for a semester or the preparation for or marking of final exams and because only a few staff members were on annual leave. 
7.2.5	Data Recording 
I used the Web-based platform features to collect and store the data online automatically. Nevertheless, on my personal computer, I created a password-protected folder named ‘doctor of education’ and several subfolders. I saved the surveys and data in various forms (Microsoft Word®, Excel®, and PDF®) and in several devices/databases. The computer automatically updated the changes in the backup copies through software called Second Copy®​[27]​. The master copy had several versions, identified by the date of creation. This avoided the loss of the data and enabled me to access them at any time without the need to renew my registration with FreeOnlineSurveys.
The participants and institutions were number-coded for the identification of any specific risks to particular institutes or a comparison of regional to Muscat institutes. Upon completion of this study, the correspondence and email addresses of the participants were deleted. 
7.2.6	Summary
The aim of this phase was to assess the potential risks through a two-round Delphi survey with participants from all MOHEIs. The surveys were divided into two sections; the first section consisted of multiple-choice questions covering demographic data and level of risk awareness. The second section involved rating 67 potential risks in round one and 25 risks in round two. 
Prior to administration, I piloted the survey with selected participants. I administrated the surveys through the website, aiming to target the total population. The population was all MOHEI staff excluding the support services staff. The website tool had the facility to collect the data and provide simple analysis in table and graph format. 
7.3	Phase three: Risk treatment 
The risk assessment phase identified many risks with low, medium, and high management priorities. This phase aimed to develop a risk register and risk management plan, for which I created two electronic templates (see ‎Appendix 8.1: Risk Register and ‎Appendix 8.2: Risk Management Plan). The two templates are similar to those commonly used by many HEIs. 
The next subsections discuss the development of the risk register and risk management plan. 
7.3.1	Risk Register and Management Plan Templates 
A risk register is an important element in the risk management process (Jachia & Nikonov, 2012). It is a document or file that includes all identified risks of an organisation or university (International Standards Organisation, 2009b). In this research, the risk register was a Microsoft Excel® sheet recording the details of all risks identified in phase one of the study with their identification codes, sources, potential outcomes, indications of severity (risk score = likelihood  impact), responses, plan of action, owner, due date, progress, and residual risks (see ‎Appendix 8.1: Risk Register). 
I entered the risks identified by Delphi participants in the risk identification section, with their ratings in the assessment section. Based on the risk score, I developed a risk management plan and proposed it to the risk management focus group. 
The risk management plan is a document developed to guide the users on the strategies to manage risks (Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, 2009). It is an operational plan that identifies the current situation for each strategy and operational activities to achieve the strategy. The document indicates the personnel who will be responsible for overseeing the activities, monitoring the achievements, and reporting them to the risk manager. The due date, monitoring time, and strategic indicators are included to help the risk management personnel to monitor the progress (see ‎Appendix 8.2: Risk Management Plan). It differs from the risk register in that it has more detailed actions to minimise the risks. The register is a road map, while the risk management plan is a procedural document (National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007).
7.3.2	The Process 
I utilised my experience in developing strategic plans, the privilege of understanding the research context, and the knowledge gained from the research process to propose a risk management plan. Focus groups were used to gather the information needed for decision-making on the required resources, risk owner, resources, and guiding actions to manage risks (Millward, 2012).
Although a focus group appears to be appropriate for developing a risk management plan in this late phase of the study, Krueger and Casey (2009) believe that it is important for the members to know exactly what is expected, what sort of information is needed, and how the information will be used. Hence, I sent them the draft risk register and risk management plan to provide answers to these questions. 
I received feedback from only three members (GN, HA, and RQ). However, during the meeting, all members managed to present their comments, and the risk register and plan were completed. 
In the proposed plan, I identified teachers as risk owners for some risks, so I invited two nursing tutors to attend the third focus group meeting. I was conscious that having a mixed group of operational staff and senior management might create an uncomfortable environment for an open discussion, in addition to the issues of conflict of interest and power. Therefore, I selected the teaching staff from the nursing speciality because
	79% of the academic staff consists of nurses (Appendix 5.1: Breakdown of the Delphi Survey Target Population among MOHEs);
	The regional institutes are 100% nursing schools;
	The identified risks are not specific to any speciality;
	They were from a nearby institute (a one-minute walk); 
	Their deans were not attending the focus group meeting, so there was no authority power or conflict of interest; and
	They agreed to attend, and their dean approved their attendance. 
This phase aimed to develop a risk register and risk management plan. Sending the register and plan drafts to the members prior to the meeting helped in achieving this aim. The attendance of two tutors and the deputy head of the QA Section helped with issues related to the implementation of the plan.
7.3.3	Summary
This chapter has described the three-phase data collection strategy of the action research approach. Phase one focused on understanding the research context using documentary review and focus groups. The documentary review aimed to explore the HEIs’ experience in risk identification and used it as a baseline for the focus group discussion. The two focus group meetings with senior management contextualised the identified risks and helped in developing the Delphi survey. 
Phase two aimed to assess the potential risks through two-round Delphi Web surveys with the participation of most MOHEI staff. Phase three prioritised the risks, and management plan was developed. 


Chapter 8	DATA ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION
8.1	Introduction 
Data analysis involves reorganising raw data and drawing conclusions (Suter, 2006). I have used three data collection tools—triangulation of the data collection methods—to gather information from various sources—triangulation of sources (Schneider et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2007). The sources range from reviewing the documents to gaining insight into the potential risks from the perspectives of MOHEI staff and discussing the potential risks and operational plans with senior managers. The research data were collected and analysed simultaneously as the research progressed. The data analysis was inductive, and I attempted to identify common themes and emerging patterns. The result of phase one was presented to the participants of phase two, and the phase three process relied on the results of phase two. 
To address anonymity and confidentiality concerns, the identity of the participants and the organisations has been omitted. The data were labelled by identity coding, e.g., ‘NA’ was used to label the data provided by Nasser Ahmed (a pseudonym). This coding system is intended to be used only for analysis purposes to provide a holistic picture of the organisational risks and risks related to a specific area or group. 
This chapter will present the outcomes of the research phases consecutively, without going into the detailed results of each source in the phase. However, the full results are available in the appendices and organised according to the data source. 
8.2	List potential risks 
The aim of this phase was to create a comprehensive list of potential risks that would help the focus group members and Delphi participants to identify the risks that are relevant to MOHEIs. Following the review, I compared and contrasted the risks identified from various documents at the local, national, and international levels (see ‎Appendix 1). I developed a list of 96 potential risks. Table 12 illustrates the sources of documents and the total risk identified from each source. 

Source of data	Number of documents	Number of potential risks
Overseas universities	55	75
Oman Higher education institutions	32	14
MOHEs Strategic and operational  plans 2011-2015	2	25
MOHEIs Quality audit portfolio	1	96
Workshops reports SWOT analysis (MOHEIs)	2	17
Table 12: Number of risk identified from each document
Upon completion of the first two focus group meetings, the members reduced the list of potential risks to 67 items and categorised them under various themes, as listed in Table 13. 
PR.no	Risk categories	Risk description
1	Health, Safety and security	Unfamiliar with MOHEIs Occupational Health and Safety procedures
2		Catastrophic natural event (earthquake, flood, fire) 
3		Pandemic
4		Chemical exposure and fire explosion 
5		Poor maintenance of equipment/application
6		Unsafe clinical/lab environment
7		Access of unauthorized personnel to the building
8		Car accident (inside/outside campus)
9		Disappearance of valuable staff and students assets  
10		Non-compliance with car parking  policies
11		Inadequate safety and security measures
12	IT     	Operation lifetime lower than expected costs
13		Absence of unified database of students information- Student Management System  (SMS)
14		Breach of IT or data security
15		Interrupted intranet connectivity
16		Interrupted internet connectivity 
17		Out of date antivirus and malfunctioning firewall 
18		Inadequate IT and network support services 
19		Lack of data backups
20	Facilities    	Inadequate infrastructure
21		Limited Recreational facilities
22		Low quality accommodation 
23		Low quality catering services  
24		Low quality transportation services 
25		Inadequate/ absence of maintenance contract
26	Research	Noncompliance with research policy
27		Loss of intellectual property rights
28		Increasing rigorous governance regulations 
29		Fail to publish research/ meet target number of publications 




34	Teaching and learning  	Low level of English language skills among students
35		Inappropriate learning environment 
36		Inadequate accomplishment of desired learning outcomes 
37		Limited involvement of faculty and students in extracurricular activities.
38		Fixed foundation programme that fails to cater to the varying students entry levels
39		Limited clinical learning opportunities 
40		Inadequate development of community outreach programmes to enhance health awareness and promotion




45		Slow procurement process 
46	Legal and Regulatory      	Insufficient legal advise
47		No clear policies and procedures   
48		Failing to meet legal or contractual obligations
49		Inability to meet Oman Academic Accreditation Authority requirements
50		No risk management policy and procedure 
51		Inadequate higher authority support (Dean, DGHRD, Undersecretary)
52		Poor leadership and management 
53		Lack of clear vision of the future status of MOHEIs.
54		Change of governance ( high authority)
55		Lack of stakeholder engagement
56		Negligence/ malpractice
57	Human resource	Key personnel have inadequate authority to fulfil roles
58	 	Poor staff selection procedures
59	 	Lack of clarity over roles and responsibilities/ limited job description
60	 	Low staff satisfaction 
61	 	Low staff recruitment and retention 
62	 	Rising cost of employment 
63	 	Lack of consistent performance measures
64	 	Inadequate development of staff capabilities
65	 	No designated administrative or secretarial assistance
66	 	Concerns on equity of staff development and financial grade
67	 	Lack of transparency on human resource planning
Table 13: Potential risks identified on completion of phase one.
8.3	Consensus/agreement of respondents
The consensus/agreement of respondents on the listed items using a Likert-type scale are commonly measured by the percentage, mean, median, mode, and standard deviation (Hasson et al., 2000; Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007a). In the current research, I calculated the percentage, mean​[28]​, standard deviation​[29]​, and coefficient of variation​[30]​ of the responses (see ‎Appendix 7: Comparison of round one and two responses). Table 14 demonstrates the average of the three. 
Average	Mean Round I	Mean Round II	Standard Deviation Round I	Standard DeviationRound II	Coefficient of Variation Round I	Coefficient of Variation Round II
Likelihood	1.45	1.17	0.68	0.37	0.45	0.35
Impact 	1.63	1.66	0.74	0.49	0.46	0.28
Table 14: Mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of the two rounds
The table illustrates that round two gained higher consensus and uniformity than round one. In addition, there is 92-100% consensus on five items that were not perceived as risks (see Table 17: risk score of individual institution).This provided a manageable number of risks and suggested that the third round may not add any further information. Although there is no standard number of risks within a risk management plan, this is decided by the organisation size, the level of understanding of the risk management process, and the availability of resources (Carroll et al., 2014; Frigo & Anderson, 2011).
As explained in chapter seven, the outcomes of round two were presented to the focus group members for review, to agree/disagree on, and to identify any critical risks that might have been overlooked or missed because of the aggregation of likelihood and impact scores. This arrangement of the focus group can be counted as round three of the Delphi technique (Hauck et al., 2012).

8.4	Outcome of Piloting the Delphi survey 
Eleven out of twelve invitees from various regions, designations, genders, age groups, and language capabilities (Arabic and English) participated in identifying issues with the questionnaire design, language, accessibility, technical, and other issues. Of the twelve participants, eleven completed the questionnaire, and six of them sent their comments in separate emails. All the comments were very useful and helped to improve the questionnaire design, layout, language, and clarity. 
8.5	Response rate
The response rate is one of the main concerns in any research method, and it is a major issue with the Delphi technique because the questionnaire is given more than once to the same participants (Powell, 2003). To gain high consensus, maintaining the same or a high response rate and the continuity of most participants until the end of the process is important. Researchers must consider the response rate and the need to encourage participants to continue in the process in every round. This could be an explanation for why many researchers limit their Delphi procedure to two or three rounds. 
I targeted the total population (N = 364), and there were 158 participants (43%) in the round-one survey and 153 participants (42%) in round two (see Table 15: Total and percentage of responses for rounds one and two). The literature reported that the Delphi technique is characterised by a low response rate, especially in later iterations (Evans et al., 2004; Powell, 2003; Greatorex & Dexter, 2000; Beech, 1999), and it ranges from 40-75% (Sumsion, 1998; Plessis & Human, 2007). With Web-based Delphi surveys, response rates are lower than rates obtained by mail. Cook et al. (2000) analyse 68 Web surveys and found an average response rate of 39.6%. Similarly, Dillman find Bowker (2001) find that the response rate of Web-based surveys was 50% compared with 80% for telephone and mail surveys. 
Institution code 	Population	Total participants

















Table 15: Total and percentage of responses for rounds one and two
The research quality has not been affected by this low response rate, as it reflects one of the three sources of information. The results were reviewed by senior management to ensure that no critical risks had been omitted as a result of low response or the aggregation of responses. In fact, aggregating the participants’ judgments by averaging their responses is a robust method to produce a collective opinion (Larrick & Soll, 2006; Winkler & Clemen, 2004). 
Despite sending reminders, round one had no responses from two institutions (Table 15, highlighted in blue) and three institutions had very few participants (one to three). This prompted me to engage in direct contact with participants of the round-two survey. Initiating personal contact can improve the response rate (Dommeyer et al, 2010; Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007b; Patel et al., 2003). 
In contrast, three institutions had a 100% response rate in round one (Table 15, highlighted in orange; however, their responses declined by half in round two. This decline was not statistically significant because of the overall response of 1%. It is a norm in Delphi to have fewer participants in round two (Chia-Chien & Sandford, 2007b).  
8.6	Previous involvement in the risk management process
Risk assessments not only inform the senior management on the organisation’s risks but also inform the staff of the risks they face. Therefore, it was important to encourage all staff to participate in risk assessment (Taitel et al., 2008). 48% of the participants had previously been involved in a risk management process. It was not clear whether this involvement occurred in the current organisation or in previous experience at another institution. This percentage is similar to that of the staff satisfaction survey conducted by the Quality Assurance Section (2012), which shows that some institutes have risk management plans and a documented risk registry.
8.7	Staff knowledge of risk management
An organisation’s risk management culture is a key factor for the successful implementation of risk management (Financial Management Branch of Queensland Treasury, 2011; International Standards Organisation, 2009a). For this reason, the first objective of this research was to assess the level of awareness of/participation in risk management among MOHEI staff. 
All MOHEI staff designations and experience groups were represented in the study (see ‎Appendix 5.2: Breakdown of the Delphi Survey Participants by Designation). Nevertheless, the Delphi method does not require the participants to be representative samples because they have been either selected or nominated (Beech, 1997). However, Beretta (1996) states that representative sampling may be unsuitable for acquiring a participant’s opinions. 
88% of the participants had some knowledge of the concept of risk management, which coincides with the observations made by the quality panel: “there is a growing understanding of risk management” (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013, p.12). This growth in knowledge is not limited to junior staff, as 97% of senior staff (with experience of more than 15 years: N = 68) are at a beginner or medium level of experience in risk management. Therefore, “a broader understanding of risk management is needed by a number of people in leadership and management positions, as well as by teaching and administrative staff” (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013, p.24). 
Does this gained knowledge result from the implementation of systematic risk management? The research revealed that 40% of the respondents indicated that their organisations had conducted some kind of systematic risk management process. This means that 60% of the MOHEIs have no system of risk management process in place and that MOHEIs
… need to continue work to embed a consistent and systematic approach to risk management and support the efforts of the DGHRD to create an understanding and implementation of risk management at an individual Institute level (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013, p.12).
8.8	MOHEIs’ risks 
The word ‘risk’ is not clear to many people, and it is seen as an event that involves complex relationships between the sources and consequences (Lim, 2003). In fact, risks are connected to each other and occur simultaneously within an organisation. Because of this ambiguity, the round-one survey had 68 items that could be interpreted as adverse events, sources, or consequences of risks (see ‎Appendix 6: Delphi Surveys). 
In the preparation for round two, I modified the list by retaining the risk statements (adverse events) and rephrased the source and consequence statements to read as risk statements. The round two questionnaire was reduced to 25 items. I consulted the risk management committee about this change and gained their approval. 
Table 16 indicates the risk scores of the round-two items with the recommended action. The risk score was calculated by two methods (percentage and mean) to avoid missing any critical risk as a result of the aggregation. The scores were similar, and the risk management actions were identical. 
Risk ID	Risk categories	Risk description	Overall responses
 	 	 	Risk score
 	 	 	Average %	Mean	Action
1	Health, Safety and security	Catastrophic natural event	2	2	 
2	 	Pandemic	2	2	 
3	 	Occupational injuries 	2	1	 
4	 	Cut off electricity or water supply	2	2	 
5	Facilities 	Breakdown of equipment/application	4	4	 
6	 	Inadequate infrastructure 	6	5	 
7	IT 	Breach of IT or data security	3	3	 
8	Facilities 	Unsafe learning environment (Lab, clinical, and classes)	0	0	 
9	Research	Noncompliance with research policy and regulation	0	0	 
10	Teaching and learning	Number of academic programs fail to conform with the national frames, standards and trends of higher education and professional practice	2	1	 
11	Research	Loss of intellectual property rights	0	0	 






18	Legal and Regulatory	Failing to meet legal or contractual obligations	0	0	 
19	 	Inability to meet Oman Academic Accreditation Authority requirements	2	2	 
20	 	Reputation damage to the MOHEIs	2	1	 
21	 	Negligence/ malpractice	2	1	 
22	Human resource	Availability of incompetent staff (administrative and academic)	2	2	 
23	 	Low staff recruitment and retention	2	2	 
24	 	Low staff satisfaction	2	2	 
25	 	Rising cost of employment	4	3	 
Table 16: The score of round II potential risks
A traffic light indicator highlights the risk severity, where green indicates low risk and needs monitoring. Yellow and red are medium and high risks that require mitigation. Five items were perceived as non-risky areas, so no action was required, and these items were not included in the operational plan (for more detail on the analysis of round one and two, see ‎Appendix 7). 
Seven items were perceived as medium or high risks and were included in the risk management plan. The remaining 13 risks need to be monitored at the risk owner level. It is important to understand that the risk priorities will change over time as specific risks are managed (Her Majesty’s Treasury, 2004). 
8.9	Responses of Individual institutes 
I reviewed the responses from individual institutes to provide each institution with its report and to avoid missing any critical risks that might be identified by individual institutions and disappear as a result of averaging the responses (see Table 17: Risk score of individual institution). 
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Table 17: Risk score of individual institution
Two institutions underestimated the potential occurrence of risks. The institution coded number 5 identified only two risks and rated them as medium impact, while the organisation coded number 10 identified only three risks, and they were of low impact. Apart from these two institutions, there was agreement on the potential risks. People tend to underestimate risk factors when they believe they are under control (Kasperson et al., 2003; Amendola, 2001). 
There was a high consensus among institutions on five potential risks (potential risk ID: 8, 9, 11, 16, and 18) that were not perceived as risks. They were rated at zero likelihood and impact by almost all institutions (see Table 17). As a crosschecking technique, I looked at the deans’ responses and found that four items were not perceived as risks (risk ID: 8, 9, 11, and 18) and one as low risk (risk ID: 16). 
Table 17 shows some medium or high risks rated one or two institutions (RI: 5, 9, 13, 19, and 20) but their overall ratings were low, which means that these risks were not in the priority list and therefore not in the organisation’s risk management plan. This should not be a problem, as there should be an overall organisational risk management plan that includes the risks with the overall rating and a departmental plan that focuses on the risks that are relevant to the departments (Shenkir & Walker, 2007; Ackley et al., 2007). 
8.10	Deans’ responses 
I looked at the deans’ responses because, as senior management (last column in Table 17), they have the full picture of the organisation’s systems and might identify specific risks that are not known at the operational level. It was important to look for such risks to develop a comprehensive risk management plan. The result is similar to the overall rating except on the following risks:
	Breach of IT or data security (risk ID: 7): this risk was part of the risk management plan and discussed in the ‘Breach of IT or data security (RI. 7)’ section.
	Student misconduct (risk ID: 11): There was a discrepancy in rating this item; deans and two institutions rated it medium, with scores of 3-4, while the overall rating was low, with a score of 2. Unsurprisingly, these two institutions (coded 1 and 4) were the only institutions that accepted students from around the country and offered non-nursing programmes. The enrolment grades in these institutions are the highest among the MOHEIs (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). Therefore, it is important for these institutions to study this risk in more detail to identify the sources of risk and develop a strategy to minimise it, as there was no evidence that the MOHEIs evaluated student behaviour (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013).
	Low staff satisfaction (risk ID: 19): Low staff satisfaction is the only item with low consensus (50%). Staff satisfaction cannot be generalised among all MOHEIs, as there are many factors that contribute to staff satisfaction that might be available in one institution and not in the others. Sageer et al. (2012) identifies 18 variables​[33]​ that affect employee satisfaction and are consistent among MOHEIs and therefore justifies why this risk had low consensus.   
Furthermore, the survey conducted by the Quality Assurance Section in 2012 showed general satisfaction with all aspects except budget awareness and contribution in planning. In this respect, the current research reveals two institutions with a high risk of low staff satisfaction (institution codes: 1 and 13) that needs to be managed by the concerned institutions.
8.11	Gender issue 
Female employees comprised 63.6% of the total MOHEIs staff (Quality Assurance Section, 2012) and 58% of the Delphi participants. Previous studies have shown that women tend to have higher response rates than men (Curtin et al., 2000; Moore & Tarnai, 2002).





Table 18: Male and female agreement and sensitivity to risk 
8.12	Risks with medium and high priority 
To the best of my knowledge, no report has been published on MOHEIs’ organisational review or risk management. However, recently, the OAAA conducted an institutional quality audit for MOHEIs, and the report was published in December 2013 on the OAAA website​[34]​. This report was in the form of interrogative comments offered by the interviewees as well as observations, affirmations, commendations, or recommendations by the panel. The available information is used to discuss the risks identified in the present study. 
8.12.1	Breakdown of Equipment/Application (RI.5) 
HEIs are increasingly depending on the use of expensive equipment and new technologies, which are vital in the delivery of services. HEIs deliver courses through the Internet/intranet (on campus and off campus) using the organisations’ e-portals and communicate electronically. Hence, HEIs need to protect this equipment from critical failure that can adversely affect the provision of services, which can be very costly. 
MOHEIs recognised that there is a deficiency in this area and accordingly plan to solve it in the 8th Strategic Plan by setting specific objectives to “procure necessary resources in a phased manner” and “provide adequate regular and emergency maintenance of all technological equipment” (Quality Assurance Section, 2012, p.66). 
Although MOHEIs strive to provide the required up-to-date equipment and regular maintenance, there is evidence that some equipment at some institutions is old and broken. The Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (2013) recommends that MOHEIs 
Adopt a consistent, systematic and proactive approach to planning and management of the institutes’ facilities, and implement timely replacement and preventive maintenance processes… (p.14). 
The current research proposes five strategies to minimise the effect of this risk: 
1.	Sign maintenance contracts and/or obtain insurance coverage to cover all equipment and facilities to reduce the cost of maintenance, duration of repair, and impact of breakdown on organisation functions (Strachan, n.d.); 
2.	Set up constant trade-offs between the renovation of existing structures versus constructing new facilities; 
3.	Develop operational manuals to guide staff and students on how to safely use equipment; 
4.	Install CCTV cameras to minimise mishandling/theft of equipment; and 
5.	Share resources with neighbour institutes to reduce the load on computers, and in case of breakdown, students and staff will still have access to the facility through other units/departments.
8.12.2	Inadequate Infrastructure (RI. 6)
Human capital development in HEIs is largely dependent on the quality and quantity of the available infrastructure (Branham, 2004). According to Ehiametalor (2001), infrastructure is the operational resources that are required by staff and students for quality teaching and learning. These resources include buildings, staff, equipment, IT, training laboratories, and furniture. 
The lack of availability of such resources can result in unproductive teaching and learning environment and student misconduct (Kelling & Wilson, 1982). This in turn may have a serious effect on student attendance and dropout rates (Branham, 2004). 
Higher education institutions are in continuous expansion and are constantly challenged by the rapidly changing environment of higher education. This keeps HEIs under pressure to ensure that sufficient resources are available for the new trends in education and technologies. Globally, Oman has been reported, in ‘preparedness for doing business’, as a country with inadequate infrastructure with a score of 3.8 out of 7 and ranked 28 of 142 countries in the Global Competitiveness Report 2011-2012 (Schwab, 2011).
According to the current research, MOHEIs are at risk of insufficient infrastructure that might have serious consequences that require urgent attention. MOHEIs claim to have minimal infrastructure and recognise six areas for enhancement: “QA and QI, educational programmes, infrastructure and resources, human resources, capacity building, research, and community relations” (Quality Assurance Section, 2012, p.26-27).
The QA panel (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013) reports the MOHEIs’ deficiency in infrastructure in various sections of the MOHEI audit report: 
… Inadequate library materials, information technology, hardware and software, teaching and learning materials and equipment, and clinical demonstration and training equipment (p.21).
Different Institutes had different forms of provision, but the great majority were poorly equipped in terms of library provision, IT facilities and laboratory equipment (p.42).
… there were a number of instances where there was a clear lack of modern pedagogic teaching resources and equipment (p.46).
… recommends that MOHEIs urgently develop and implement a clear plan to ensure that every Institute is regularly provided with the equipment and resources required to train contemporary healthcare professionals (p.42).
The MOHEIs have recognised the need to improve in terms of efficiency and effectiveness by providing adequate and quality infrastructure and welfare services, which is evidenced by strategic objective three: “to improve the infrastructure of educational institutions to meet the demands of higher education” (Ministry of Health. 2011, p.310). 
This research affirms the above and highlights it as a high-priority risk. Since the MOH 8th Strategic Plan (2011-2015) has developed mitigation strategies to improve the MOHEIs’ infrastructure. The current research, which involves focus group members, adheres to these strategies (see ‎Appendix 8.2: Risk management plan). 
8.12.3	Breach of IT or Data Security (RI. 7)
With the fast development and high usage of technology, organisations are more vulnerable to threats of hacking, virus attack, and virtual terrorism (Merna & Al-Thani, 2008). In 2012, there were more than 1,977,412 recorded IT breaches at higher education institutions (Anon, 2013). These risks are common to most HEIs because of their limited budget, staff and student needs to access online learning resources, and students’ low awareness of IT risks (Dell SecureWork, n,d.). IT development is very rapid, so it is difficult for many HEIs to cope; however, it is expected that HEIs will take precautions to prevent or minimise the likelihood and/or the impact of IT risks by installing up-to-date antivirus software and firewalls and creating secured accounts. 
Unfortunately, most MOHEIs have expired licenses, no antivirus software, and/or no firewall (according to personal communication with IT technicians). In fact, some institutions do not have a central server and examinations and results are saved on personal computers without security measures (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). Although the overall rating was medium, the senior management (deans) recognised it as a high risk (score 6).  
The Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (2013, p.8) recommended that MOHEIs upgrade their IT services, “which were widely considered to be well below international standards and quite inadequate for present needs”. The level of IT services at MOHEIs differs from one institution to another (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013; Quality Assurance Section, 2012), which justifies the variation in ratings among institutions.
The current research proposes the following risk management strategies to minimise IT breaches and enhance data security: (1) install up-to-date antivirus and firewall software; (2) develop IT handing policies so that the staff and students appreciate the technical requirements to improve data security; and (3) provide IT technical support to staff and students through the appointment of an IT technician at each institution (see ‎Appendix 8.2: Risk Management Plan). 
8.12.4	Low Student Satisfaction (RI. 10)
HEIs are challenged by declining enrolments, increased competition, and the general public demanding more accountability (Perez-Pena, 2013; Ntshoe, 2003). Students are a core function of HEIs, and their satisfaction should be maintained by identifying and meeting their expectations (Leeds, 2012; Brennan, 2004). The measurement of student satisfaction gives an indication of what students think about their educational experience and identify the HEI’s strengths and areas for improvement (Kovacs et al., 2010). Student satisfaction measurement is a perceptive tool to compare and contrast the students’ prior educational experience to the current learning environment (Zeithmal et al., 1993). 
Letcher and Neves (2010, p.1) identify seven areas of student dissatisfaction: “academic advising; attitudes and expectations; campus climate; career development; computer labs and libraries; curriculum; and teaching and research activities”. Similarly, Brown and Mazzarol (2009) conclude that weakness in infrastructure, human support, and services had an impact on student satisfaction. 
The current study identified low student satisfaction as a medium risk that has an impact on MOHEIs’ strategic objectives. This result was in line with the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority’s (2013) recommendation to
… carry out a review and analysis of the student climate which exists at each Institute in order to generate a system-wide understanding of what is required to enhance student satisfaction (p.13).
Among the possible sources of student dissatisfaction identified by Letcher, and Neves (2010), the MOHEIs clearly stated that there is a deficiency in the academic advisory system and that the student learning support system is still developing and requires further evaluation (Quality Assurance Section, 2012; Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013).  
In addition to strategies to improve infrastructure, focus group members suggested improving student satisfaction through the enhancement of academic and non-academic services including 
(1)	Upgrading MOHEIs’ curricula to the BSc level, which is in line with objective II of MOHEIs strategic plan: ‘To improve the academic programs to conform with the national frames, standards and trends of higher education and professional practice’ (Ministry of Health, 2011, p.309); 
(2)	Reviewing and improving the student bylaws; 
(3)	Contracting out catering services; 
(4)	Improving accommodation services; and 
(5)	Allocating institutional funding for extracurricular activities such as sports, community, and cultural events.
8.12.5	Insufficient Funding (RI. 12)
The higher education environment is rapidly changing, and governing bodies have to respond rapidly to this demanding environment. The trend is aimed to reduce HEIs’ core funding and increase marketing pressure (Schmidt & Langberg, 2008). This creates a challenge for HEIs to ensure an effective and sustainable financial status. On one hand, HEIs are expected to expand their educational activities in terms of increased numbers of students, research activities, community services, and building staff capability. On the other hand, HEIs are challenged by unstable and competitive funding sources, a competitive learning environment, accountability to the public, globalisation, and technology factors (Schmidt & Langberg, 2008; Gumport & Sporn, 1999).  
MOHEIs are public institutions that rely solely on Ministry of Health funds. The MOH uses a detailed itemisation budgeting system, in which institutions have to describe their activities and request budgets. Although MOHEIs have secured funds, there is always a delay in receiving the requested funding, and institutions are not allowed to outsource any activities (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). With this traditional funding system, MOHEIs have no doubt suffered from insufficient funds. This was a concern of MOHEIs’ senior management, and they have requested a move to autonomy for institutions (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). It was also observed by the quality audit panel, and they recommended that MOHEIs 
…review the financial management policy and procedures to ensure they more effectively and efficiently support the delivery of educational programmes and related services in the Institutes (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013, p.11). 
In line with the principles of NPM, the focus group members proposed the following mitigation strategies: (1) provide an independent budget for each institute and give the institutions some degree of autonomy in spending the funding but with central authority supervision; (2) utilise the available resources more efficiently; and (3) obtain diverse funding through MOH and the private sector. 
8.12.6	Slow Procurement Process (R. 13)
Institutional autonomy is globally recognised as a requirement for quality higher education (AfricaWatch, 1991). In the developed world, the autonomy of higher education institutions is recognised as an essential condition to protect academic functions from external interference and thereby improve productivity. Autonomy also insulates HEIs from changing governance agendas and political manipulation (Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack, 2013). 
Unfortunately, MOHEIs suffer from lengthy processes for the purchase and delivery of items (Quality Assurance Section, 2013). This is due to the involvement of many parties at various levels of decision-making within the MOH in a bureaucratic environment that requires filling out many forms and extensive follow-up time. This is the norm, and the inflexible system followed at public HEIs does not permit them to compete for resources, faculty, and students (Kapur, & Crowley, 2008). This inflexibility in the MOHEI system is reported by the audit panel in various sections of the audit report (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013): 
…There were many long delays in the process of procuring suitable replacement hardware (p.46).
… procurement of resources and supplies and availability of services are often problematic owing to inconsistent rules and policies and lack of common procedures governing these processes (p.59).
…recommends that the MOHEIs adopt a consistent, systematic and proactive approach to planning and management of the Institutes’ facilities, and implement timely replacement and preventive maintenance processes… (p.14).
The current research proposes two risk management strategies: (1) giving MOHEIs more autonomy in the procurement of equipment with supervision from the central authority and (2) installing the A’Shifa​[35]​ programme on MOHEIs’ servers to enable the individual institutions to process their requested items locally (independent from the central office). This software will also enable the central authority to supervise the requests and monitor the process. 
8.12.7	Rising Cost of Employment (RI. 20)
The main staffing group in higher education is teaching staff with various responsibilities: teaching, research, and some administrative responsibilities. However, recently, HEIs have moved toward recruiting more supporting staff—with low pay compared to teaching staff—to free academic staff for teaching and research and help in cutting employment costs (Bennett, 2009). The expansion of an HEI environment includes widening participation, the initiation of new programmes, and public expectations. It also plays a major role in increasing competition and the cost of recruiting qualified staff and availing of up-to-date technology (International Institute for Educational Planning, 2004). 
Until 2007, MOHEIs focused mainly on teaching with minimal student and staff support services, i.e., no counselling services, academic advising, quality assurance staff, student union services etc. However, with the introduction of academic accreditation, the MOHEIs, like other HEIs in Oman, were expected to fulfil the standard requirements for a higher education environment (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2004). This has pressured Omani HEIs to create new jobs with specific qualifications that are not available in Oman, which raises the cost of employment (personal communication with the Undersecretary of Planning, MOH, Oman). 
Currently, most of the MOHEIs’ faculty are MSc or BSc holders (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). However, under the Requirements for Oman’s System of Quality Assurance​[36]​ (ROSQA), this is not sufficient; 30% of academic staff is expected to be PhD holders (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2004). MOHEIs are the leading academic institutions in nursing and allied health education, and only 4.3% of the academic staff are at the doctoral level (QAU, 2012). This has resulted in financial pressure to rapidly sponsor as many staff members as possible to pursue doctoral studies. Currently, 18 candidates are enrolled in doctoral level studies, an annual increase of 14 candidates (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
This deficiency in staffing qualification and capability is reported in the OAAA (2013) report:
[The panel] recommends that the MOHEIs urgently review the current initiatives to enhance the staff profile of the Institutes to ensure that they will deliver the required balance of staffing in terms of qualifications, skills and capabilities and meet the current and the future needs of the individual Institutes (p.18).
The high expectation from faculty and high qualifications requirements have resulted in demands for a higher payment scale. This is a public concern that is not limited to MOHEIs, so two royal decrees were issued from His Majesty the Sultan of Oman on raising the payment scales of public sector employees. The first one is Royal Decree no. 33/2013, issued on 19 May 2013, regarding the medical and paramedical professions in civil and military medical institutions (Muscat Daily, May 2013). The second Royal Decree, no. 78/2013, covers all employees working in the civil services (Oman Observer, December 2013).
Although these two decrees greatly affected organisations’ funding, there were no links among increasing staff salaries, promotion, and productivity. In Oman, the civil services law mandates staff promotion based on years of service (i.e., every four to five years) with little or no reference to hard work and excellence (Official Gazette, 2004).
In addition to the national trend of increasing payment scales, the current research recognises that internal strategies are required to reduce the risk of staff shortages as a result of international competition in recruiting well-qualified expatriate staff. Hence, the research proposes the following risk management strategies: (1) a human resource development plan to build local staff capacity in teaching, research, and management skills; (2) an external tutoring system/part-time tutoring (King, 2011). Although this strategy is useful for a low-credit course that is delivered once each academic year, there is risk that part-time staff will not attend the classes on time because of commitments to their own organisation, which could result in disruption of the teaching schedule, failure to achieve the course objectives, and an increase in students’ dissatisfaction; and (3) a preceptorship​[37]​ system that will reduce the need to recruit a large number of clinical tutors. The third strategy requires a well-developed preceptorship training program and guidelines, as well as incentives (Gerald, 2014). 
8.13	Lack of leadership
While the focus group members agreed that the risk register covered most aspects of risk (see ‎Appendix 8.1: Risk Register), during the discussion, two members (GN and IH) suggested adding lack of leadership as a critical risk. However, poor leadership and management at the executive level was listed in the round-one survey and rated as having low likelihood and high impact. 
Senior management should not be the only leaders in an organisation, especially with the new challenges facing higher education, the introduction of new public management principles, and the role extension of academic staff (researcher, teacher, preceptor, self-reflector, and manager) (National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2007; Smylie et al., 2002). 
Staff at all levels in an organisation (managerial and operational) should have leadership and management skills (Usdan et al., 2001). The absence of leadership and management skills limits collective action to change institutions effectively and improve student learning, and staff can be seen as incompetent in their jobs (Greenlee, 2007). Hence, the round-two list includes a statement, ‘Availability of incompetent staff (administrative and academic)’, that covers all skills, including leadership. This statement was rated as having low likelihood and medium impact.
Lack of leadership and management among many MOHEI deans is a critical issue (risk), and it was discussed at several technical committee meetings. Many of the deans are in acting in the dean capacity while they are undertaking PhD studies. Therefore, their skills and knowledge of leadership and management are not much different from those of the other staff within the institutions. Although this is not reported in the self-assessment portfolio, it was clearly observed by the audit panel (Oman Academic Accreditation Authority, 2013) that ‘there is no formal or consistent approach to improving the leadership and management skills of the Deans of the MOHEIs’. Moreover, the panel recommends that MOHEIs
... adopt a more structured approach to transparent performance review for the Institute Deans and a more structured programme to improve their leadership and management skills (p.10).
This area for improvement is not limited to MOHEIs, and it is a global concern. Beattie et al. (2013) reports that HEIs are led and managed by inexperienced and untrained leaders and managers and therefore fail to predict the intended outcomes of their decision-making. 
8.14	MOHEIs’ Risk management plan
The risk management plan (see ‎Appendix 8.2: Risk Management Plan) provides a road map for managing and monitoring risks. The third objective of this research is to develop a risk management plan. It is important to recognise that not all risks need to be managed, as some risks have low likelihood and impact and are therefore not cost-effective to manage (Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre, 2006). The plan focuses only on the seven high and medium rated risks that were discussed in section‎ 8.12: Risks with Medium and High Priority. It incorporates many treatment strategies, operational activities, and strategic indicators, as shown in Table 19.
No of risks 	Treatment Strategy	Operational Activities	Personnel  In-charge 	Strategic indicators (KPI)
7	21	69	All staff	46
Table 19: Treatment Strategies, Operational Activities and KPIs
The development of the risk management plan took into consideration the following factors. 
8.14.1	Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
KPIs refer to the achievements or status of the organisation that can be quantified and used as a drive for improvement (Zahn, 2013). The current research has developed key performance indicators for each risk management strategy. These KPIs are specific and relevant to the identified risk and clearly indicate what is expected and who is responsible for monitoring it. They are measureable by indicating the percentage or ratio of achieving the activity using existing tools without the need to develop new tools or perform new activities. This could improve the acceptance rate of the risk management endeavour by reducing the cost and workload.
The focus group members understood the research context and budget restrictions and, therefore, the cited achievable KPIs in terms of task, time, and cost during the 2014/2015 academic year. It was important that the plan coincide with the development of the next five-year MOH strategic plan (2016-2020) in 2015. Hence, it provides a baseline for the forthcoming risk assessment (Kaplan & Mikes, 2012; Beasley et al., 2009).
8.14.2	Associating Risks with MOHEIs’ Strategic Objectives
Risk is uncertainty in achieving organisational objectives (Anderson & Terp, 2006). Hence, it is important to map the identified risks to the organisational objectives to maximise the potential to achieve the objectives.
In the current research, the identified risks are related to MOHEIs’ strategic objectives (see Table 20). In fact, each risk has effects on more than one objective, so treatment strategies can be linked to one or more risks (Department for Communities and Social Inclusion, 2012; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2008). 
No	MOHEIs strategic objectives (MOH, 2011, p. 309-310)	Related risks to objectives
	To improve and implement the Quality Assurance schemes in the Health Educational Institutions	Breakdown of equipment/applicationInadequate infrastructureBreach of IT or data securityLow student satisfactionInsufficient fundingSlow procurement processRising cost of employment
	To improve the academic programs to conform with the national frames, standards and trends of higher education and professional practice	Inadequate infrastructure Low student satisfactionInsufficient fundingRising cost of employment
	To improve the infrastructure of the Health Educational Institutions, so that it meets the demands of teaching and training	Breakdown of equipment/applicationInadequate infrastructure  Insufficient fundingSlow procurement process
	To continue developing the capabilities and skills of the teaching staff and the administrative staff and retain qualified staff	Low students satisfactionInsufficient fundingRising cost of employment
	To enhance the capabilities and skills of the teaching staff and students on approach  and methodology of scientific research	Low students satisfactionInsufficient fundingRising cost of employment
	To promote the academic and the student relationships with other universities and colleges, nationally and internationally	Low student satisfactionInsufficient fundingRising cost of employment
Table 20: MOHEIs Strategic Objectives and Related Risks
In this respect, the risk assessment should be conducted during the development of the organisation strategic objectives, so the risk management plan should be part of the organisation’s strategic plan (Department of Education, Training and Employment, 2012; Mestchian, 2005). This will improve the achievement of the organisation’s objectives and improve organisational management by allocating the required resources within the strategic plan. Furthermore, integrating the risk management practice within the organisation’s strategic plan will gain senior management support and commitment (Department of Education, Training and Employment, 2012; AIRMIC, Alarm, and IRM, 2010).
8.15	Summary
The current research has identified risks as perceived by the research participants, who represented all MOHEIs. The identified risks ranged from low to high likelihood and impact, and there was no discrepancy in the deans’ responses and the overall response except for three risks. Some risks were specific to individual institutions, but no gender difference was identified.  
The risk register is composed of 20 risks, of which two are rated high risks and five rated medium risks. The low risks were accepted, but it was proposed that they be monitored at the risk owner level. The focus group members recommended operationalising the plan during the academic year 2014-2015. These risks are not unique to MOHEIs, but the sources and consequences of these risks are context specific.
The identified priority risks are recognised by the Higher Council as sources of uncertainty that affect staff and students and emphasise the urgency to improve funding, space and facilities, curriculum development, the availability of well-qualified staff at the appropriate level of, learning and teaching resources, and academic regulations that are congruent with the OAAA Framework (MOHEIs’ Higher Council, 2011). At times, these changes have resulted in feelings of uncertainty among staff and students of all institutes. 
It is important to note that an identified risk may be relevant to more than one institution’s objectives. Its impact may differ and the risk response may vary in relation to different objectives. Similarly, one risk can be a source of other risks. For example, insufficient funding may result in a risk of inadequate infrastructure, and this may lead to an unsatisfactory student experience. This in turn may lead to loss of organisational reputation, which may then lead to low student enrolment.  





Risk management does not eliminate risk, but offers a framework for managing organisation’s risks in order to maximise opportunities, optimise achievement of objectives and minimise threats (Rejda, 2011; Hillson, 2004)
The aim of this research has been to identify risk and propose a risk management plan for MOHEIs, with implications for building staff capability on managing risk.. 
In this final chapter, I summarise the research findings with reference to the stated research questions and objectives. The limitations of the study are discussed before I present the recommendations stemming from my study. Finally, I articulate the contribution of this thesis to knowledge and point to further concluding the thesis with suggestions for further research.
Higher education institutions face similar to, if not more risks than the commercial organisations. This risk management action research approach focused on improving the MOHEIs practice in a collaborative manner between the researcher and participants. Hence, I used the features of action research process to (1) identify the MOHEIs risks; (2) develop risk management plan and (3) build the risk management capacity among MOHEIs staff.
An obvious remark that I would like to note here is that this risk management research cycle and the cycle of action research align well and the objectives of the two cycles are congruent as stated in the earlier sub section: ‎6.4  which explained the benefit of conducting action research to the participants and the organisation. The research process was a learning cycle for me (as a researcher) and the participants and it was an opportunity to reflect on MOHEIs practice in a systematic way focusing on risk management.  
To achieve the research questions/objectives, I structured this research in three phases which were horizontally integrated in a sense that the data was constructed within the same phase and the results of each phase were vertically integrated with the following phase. To start with, I carried out a  documentary review in phase one which enabled me to start with a wide scope looking at the experiences of overseas HEIs and identifying the frameworks and tools used to manage risks. I accomplished this stage by reviewing the available documents within MOHEIs (strategic and operational plans; SWOT report and the self-assessment report). The outcome of documentary review was reviewed and contextualised by focus group meetings with senior management. The members also participated in the development of the Delphi survey. 
In phase two of the study, Delphi participants (N=153-158) assessed the risks likelihood and impact using Likert scale of four points with a response rate of 41-42% which was accepted in electronic Delphi surveys (Dillman & Bowker, 2001; Cook et al., 2000). The Delphi participants identified 7 risks of medium and high priority which then were looked at by focus group members (6 senior management staff and two senior tutors) in order to develop mitigation strategies. The identified risks were: (1) Breakdown of equipment/application; (2) Inadequate infrastructure; (3) Breach of IT or data security; (4) Low student satisfaction; (5) Insufficient funding; (6) Slow procurement process and; (7) Rising cost of employment. 
During phase three, I developed a risk management plan which could be used as a road map to manage the identified risks. The plan provided the required information such as the management strategies, the current situation, person in-charge, due date, monitoring time and strategic indicators.
9.2	Risk management practice and the principles of NPM 
This research placed risk management practice within a new public management approach, seen as a reform management practice aiming at overcoming emerging challenges in the public sector. The positive (opportunities) and negative (threat) impact of these challenges could be sources of risks for an organisation striving to achieve its objectives. 
The principles of Risk management stemming from broader NPM approaches  is to effectively and efficiently manage the organisation through better planning and problem solving to maintain competitive advantage. Risk management demands to operate strategically through planning, identifying and assessing of risks related to the organisation objectives and accordingly develop risk management strategies. 
Collaboration in the development of the RM plan improves ownership to the process, reduces resistance to the change and improves organisation productivity (Price, 2011; Diwan‏, 2011; Department of Health, 2010; Draper et al., 2008). Delegating responsibilities of managing risk to staff at various levels help minimise risk and avoid future risks relevant to their area of responsibility (International Standards Organisation, 2009a; Victorian Auditor-General’s Office, 2004).
The RM plan contains all information in a simple form that can be published internally and communicated to the stakeholders. Sharing the decision on risk management with stakeholders can improve achieving the organisation objectives through their support in fund allocation (Clark et al., 2011; Department of Immigration and citizenship, 2008). 
Privatisation/contracting of services are a key principle of NPM which is also a risk mitigation strategy. Institutions which integrate risk management into management system take rational strategic decisions and perform better (Ruzic-Dimitrijevic & Dakic, 2014)
9.3	Have the research questions/objectives been adressed?
The stated objectives for this research project were to (1) assess the level of awareness/participation on risk management among MOHEIs staff; (2) Identify, assess and evaluate MOHEIs’ risks as perceived by MOHEIs senior management and academic staff during the academic year 2013-2014; (3) develop a risk management plan for the identified MOHEIs risks and; (4) use the findings to make recommendations on improving the risk management in MOHEIs. As the research questions have been closely mapped onto those research objectives, achieving the later implies addressing the former. I return to the research objectives and questions now in more detail. 
The first objective has been achieved through the analysis and evaluation of section one of the Delphi survey (round one). The data reveal that less than 50% of MOHEIs staff were involved in risk management practice and 88% of them had some knowledge of the concept of risk management. Almost all senior staff (97%) were at a beginner or medium level of experience in risk management. This answers the first research question ‘Do MOHEIs senior management and academic staff perceive themselves as knowledgeable and skilled to manage MOHEIs risks?’ 
The second and third objectives were achieved fully through the development of the risk register and risk management plan. The senior management recommended implementing the plan in the academic year 2014-2015. The setting up of the register and plan addressed the second research question ‘What risks do senior management and academic staff perceive within MOHEIs?’ and the fourth research question ‘What measures can be implemented to reduce those risks?’ 
Regarding the third research question ‘Are there particular risks that are specific to some institutions and not to others?’ the study revealed a few risks that are particular to one or two institutions. These required the institutions concerned to develop and implement an action plan to manage these risks. The detail of these risks were discussed in chapter 8, section ‎8.9: Responses of Individual institutes 
I discuss the last objective in a dedicated section below (9.6) in which I offer recommendations arising from the study 
My overall assessment of the study is that the research framework that I conceived of and utilised during the study has improved the risk management culture among MOHEIs staff. I used various strategies to achieve this; firstly, the selection of action research approach with multiple data collection tools ensured that most of the MOHEIs staff have participated in the study. Participating in an action research is a learning process for the participants and the researcher and enlightened us all on the concept of risk, risk management frameworks and treatment strategies (Koshy, 2005). Indeed, it was an opportunity for the participants to reflect on practice (research context) and to work collaboratively to solve concerns and issues i.e. MOHEIs’ risks (Mertler, 2013; Coughlan & Brannick, 2005).
9.4	Limitations of the study  
The study developed a risk management plan. Its successful implementation relies mainly on the willingness and accountability of the MOHEIs stakeholders and the availability of the required resources. It requires leadership and monitoring from the regulatory powers in Oman. The proposed risk management strategies were a co-production between the researcher and the participants, however its effectiveness needs to be assessed in the future. This goes beyond the scope of the study.  
I did not come across any risk management studies which were previously conducted in MOHEIs or Oman. Therefore, the novelty of the study makes it hard to compare and contrast the other research results. However, it was a fortunate coincidence that MOHEIs institutional quality audit was conducted in 2013. This enabled me to use the quality audit report which was developed in a systematic manner, was up to date and context specific.
This research was designed to only include the first four steps of the action research (problem identification, data collection, data assessment and evaluation and proposing actions based on evidence). The implementation and monitoring of risk management plan were beyond the time horizon of this research. These stages could represent an area to look at in further studies.  In addition, the success of implementation depends on other factors such as senior management willingness to implement the plan, financial support, training and any other emerging issues that might delay the implementation or changing the MOHEIs priority. 
9.5	UNDERSTANDING RISK IN HIGHER EDUCATION 
The literature reveals that the body of knowledge in risk management focuses mainly on business and finance. Very little systematic research has been published in risk management in the arena of HE. Most of the published HEIs risk management endeavours concern the areas of health and safety. 
There is no agreement in the definition and understanding of risk, however most of the publications on risk management focus on negative aspects. Therefore, the best way to understand the term risk is to explore the socio-cultural scholarship drawing on approaches informed by social sciences followed by a review of the debate focusing on operational definitions.  
Although there are many risk management frameworks published by profit and non-profit organisations, there is lack of evidence based research to illustrate the appropriate qualitative and quantitative tools to identify, assess and monitor organisational risks. 
9.6	Research recommendations  
9.6.1	Implement the proposed risk management plan
The research revealed seven risks that are specific to MOHEIs. These call for implementation of the proposed risk management plan and collaborative work with the quality assurance section (QAS) at the central level (DGHRD) to provide the required support, resources and monitoring. In addition, there were few risks that were particular to one or two institutions and would require those institutions to develop and implement a specific action plan to manage these risks.
9.6.2	Developing a risk management framework 
Implementing the whole ISO 31000 standard in a small organisation such as MOHEIs is not always practical. Hence, to manage these risks the MOHEIs are recommended to use an established framework and adopt it to cater all organisation levels and to take into consider the social, culture and values of their stakeholders. 
This endeavour should be underpinned by top down and the bottom up initiative and should be developed in consultation with MOHEIs stakeholders to enhance its the implementation. I suggest implementing risk management in two phases as follow:
	Phase one: implement the proposed risk management plan through the existing quality assurance structure. Many higher education institutions and companies devote the risk management responsibility to the quality audit team (Jachia & Nikonov, 2012; Merna & Al-Thani, 2008) which is part of quality assurance section functions in MOHEIs. The MOHEIs senior management could review their quality assurance section functions and add the risk management as part of its responsibilities.  
The quality assurance section is the central body to monitor the operationalization of the plan and the QA officer within the institutions would be the risk manager. All the QA team had attended the risk management and quality audit workshops therefore they are the appropriate personnel at the initial state (Quality Assurance Section, 2012). Clear terms of reference for the QA assurance officers need to be developed. Although it was beyond the scope of this research, I have developed a risk management manual that can be used until the QA Section develops one or improve this manual. This could accelerate the implementation process. 
	Phase two: review the success of phase one and accordingly review the QA Section organisation structure and functions. Recruit a risk management officer is vital in this phase to take the responsibility to lead the whole process and facilitate the development of the framework and the training package. In this phase various risk management training packages should be developed to target senior management, risk owners, stakeholders and the functioning staff (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, 2012). 
At this phase I suggest risk assessment at the functional and strategic should run concurrently. This would enable functional and senior management to identify and manage risks against the functional and strategic objectives; adjust the operational activities and strategy to response to risks which will maximise opportunities, improve practice and achievement of the objectives through a proactive approach. Such approach would develop a communication and collaborative approach at all levels to improve the organisation practice rather than managing crisis which take more time, money and effort (Merna and Merna, 2004).  
Once the risk management is integrated within the organisation strategic plan, it becomes essential to asses risks and opportunity for the strategic objectives and new programmes or projects (Financial Management Branch of Queensland Treasury, 2011; Brodeur & Pergler, 2010). In this respect, although it is clear that implementing risk management will benefit organisations, it can be source of risk if the risk management principles and resources are not been considered at the early stage. 
9.6.3	Develop risk management training programmes
Training in risk management is a critical factor to the success of any risk management endeavour. Hence, MOHEIs need to develop a training package to cater all stakeholders. The training course should aim to build risk management culture, develop staff capacity in risk assessment and management and the roles of stakeholders in the process.
9.7	Contribution of this thesis to knowledge
The value of knowledge is determined on how it enriches the action/solution on a particular situation or problem (Gill & Johnson 2010). However, this research has not been limited to merely satisfy the research objectives. The research approach and processes were based on the quantitative, qualitative and participatory paradigms. This mixed approach to conducting research is new in higher education risk management research. Hence, a mixture of research methods was employed to make sense of the organisation potential risks and possible risk mitigation. As Brannen (1992) stated, the consideration of a triangulation strategy provided the researcher with multidimensional views of the organisation environment that helped to identify all risks. 
On the whole, the risk management plan proposed in the thesis will improve the risk management practice in MOHEIs and the achievement of strategic objectives. The research methodology adopted in this project is expected to bring innovation in the way risk management researchers approach and design their research projects. The considerable task of involving MOHEIs staff at all levels and establishing the quality of research is an innovative approach that could be used by future risk management researchers to enhance the value of their research in this growing field. On the whole, the thesis has displayed a sustainable holistic thinking that has been adopted throughout this project. This holistic approach is itself a major contribution of this thesis to knowledge, which should not be underestimated.
The adoption of this research framework however implied a high degree of risk on my part in terms of the availability of time and resources, my involvement in the focus group discussions and confirmation of the findings. Indeed, the research path was not fully predetermined as with any action research. Rather the research process was flexible with a degree of creativity which is important for social science research (Van den Doe, 2012). Such challenges were motivation sources for me throughout the research process. 

9.8	Recommendations for future research
The action research approach used in this research provides more of a starting point than a conclusion. This research focussed on exploring risks within MOHEIs and with recognition of the research limitations and the parameters of the study there are areas which would benefit from further research, especially as the field of higher education in reforming and expanding. Therefore, the research indicates the following potential research areas:
	A more in-depth study on the influence of implementing risk management strategies for achieving the organisation strategic objectives and improving practice could be carried out. It was beyond the scope of this research to evaluate the impact of the risk management plan; therefore further study on this could give the full picture of the risk management cycle and if there any risk residual. 
	A comparison of quantitative and qualitative approaches in risk management studies and their influence on the success of studies should be investigated.
	This study could be enlarged to cover the other higher education organisations in Oman to further enhance the risk management culture. 
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4.	OHS and Injury Management (2013), University of Melbourne occupational health and safety risk register; University of Melbourne. Available from http:// safety.unimelb.edu.au/docs/University%20Health%20%20Safety%20Risk%20Register%20Jan.pdf [Accessed 26.05.14].
Appendix 1.2.	Canada 
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Appendix 1.4.	Oman 
1.	OAAA quality audit reports of Oman higher education institutions (n=32) published in the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority web site: http://oaaa.gov.om/ (​http:​/​​/​oaaa.gov.om​/​​) Institution .aspx#InstReview Dwnld.
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3.	Risk management workshop report which includes a SWOT activity. 
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Appendix 1.5.	United Kingdom 
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5.	Office of the president, (2009) Enterprise risk management programme. Texas A&M University, Available from: http://www.tamuct.edu/departments/ president/extras/ (​http:​/​​/​www.tamuct.edu​/​departments​/​%20president​/​extras​/​​) TAMUCT_ERM_Programme_Plan.pdf [Accessed 27.05.14]
Appendix 1.7.	Documentary reviewing and recording procedure
	Developed keywords to search for the risks within higher education environment. These include risk, threat, uncertainty, risk management manual, guideline, procedure and policy, university risks, educational risks, enterprise risk management, risk register, risk assessment, risk source, and risk consequences. 
	Created an electronic folder to save all the documents and labelled each document clearly.
	Recorded the web address and accessed date at the front page of the document  (as stick note)
	Developed Microsoft Excel book with sheet for each institution and document to record the potential risks. 
	Compared and contrasted the lists without removing any risks except the repeated or those of similarity but written differently.
	Built a master risk register that contains all potential risks




Appendix 2.	Focus group Members information sheet


Appendix 3.	Focus group terms of reference, members recruitment criteria and Transcript protocol
Appendix 3.1.	Terms of reference
	Review and modify the compiled potential risks (checklist);
	Discuss the potential risks with MOHEIs staff
	Develop risk register;
	Develop risk management plan;
	The quorum is 50% of the members (4 members) excluding the researcher with at least one representative from the nursing, regional and allied health institutions. 
Appendix 3.2.	Members recruitment criteria
	Represent all institutes ( regional institutes, Oman nursing institutes, specialised institute, pharmacy and allied health institutes) 
	Holding senior position in their institutions
	All members are of similar level of power and familiarise with their organisation structure and functions.
	Diverse is speciality
	No two members from the same institution. This to provide a comfortable, transparent discussion and prevent conflict. 
	Omani and non-Omani 
	Agree to attend all the focus group meetings (have commitment) and
	Respect confidentiality. This is been conveyed to all members at the introduction session of the first focus group meeting.   
	A representative of Oman Assistance Pharmacy Institutes. 
	A representative of Oman Specialties Nursing Institute
	A representative of Muscat basic nursing education (Oman Nursing Institute) 
	Two members (one male and one female) representing the eight regional nursing institutes.
	A representative of Foundation Centre
	A representative of Quality Assurance Section.






Appendix 3.3.	Focus group Transcript protocol
	I prepared risk list ahead of the meeting and sent it to the members to provide their feedback prior to the meeting. 
	I compiled all feedback and where there is discrepancy retain the original statement and note the members comments for further discussion.
	I developed a form with three columns, one for all potential risks, one for member’s comments and one for agreed action.  
	During the following meeting, I recall the risks statements to confirm and gain agreement 
	The coordinators and I used the form and record the key notes during the meeting
	The coordinator took the full minute;
	I was in-charge of the recorder
	The coordinator was transferring the audio data to my computer at the end of the meetings and retains the original with her to complete the transcribing. 
	The digital recorder was stored in the office safe box.
	The coordinator cross checked the minute with the digital recorder to ensure accuracy. 
	I replayed the digital record and compared it with the minutes
	Once I confirmed the accuracy the digital recorder was deleted ready to be used for the next meeting. I retain a copy in my computer for future needs. 
	Sent the minutes to the members for approval. 
	The members reviewed the minutes and sent their amendment and comments.
	The minutes were approved at the beginning of the next meeting. The last minutes were approved by email and any amendment was incorporated, highlighted with red colour and sent back to the members for approval.  
	Matters raised from the previous meeting were recorded in the second minutes. 
Appendix 4.	Researcher notes 
Appendix 4.1.	FIRST FOCUS GROUP MEETING 
The members had the tendency to discuss a particular area extensively and go beyond the research scope to areas such as complaining about operational issues and work difficulties. Although such discussion can enrich the research result (Wilkinson, 2004), I balanced time management skills and flexibility, the ability to probe deeply into the MOHEIs environments to identify potential risk areas, and the experience to effectively manage diverse personalities (Krueger & Casey, 2009). 
Due to the time limit of one and half hours for each meeting we did not manage to review the full list and agreed to have the second meeting on the 2nd of March 2013. I sent the minute the following day of the meeting (18/02/12) and a reminder was sent one week later for those who did not send their feedback. I expected this because the first meeting always takes a longer time than expected. Accordingly, I planned two meetings to review the list of risks.  
Appendix 4.2.	SECOND FOCUS GROUP MEETING 
Although the date and timing were conveyed to all, three members did not attend the meeting (MF, SA and NA) due to various acceptable reasons; however, there was little risk on not representing a specialty or institution. The attendees were all from health sciences and nursing institutes (two deans of regional nursing institutes, the Foundation Centre, Specialised Nursing Institute and Institute of Health Sciences). 
We started the meeting with reviewing and approving the minutes of the last meeting dated 17.2.13. Minor amendments were reported. The risk register was the second item on the agenda and we went through each potential risk to check the relevancy to MOHEIs, the wording of the statement, the categorisation of risks and any additional risks.
It was not the intention to approve the list; rather I was aiming to enrich the list with the experience of the participants in relation to the risk and risk management. I selected an action research approach to encourage the members to reflect on their practice and elicit the potential risk the organisation faced (Madriz, 2000). 
Risk assessment was the next phase in the study, where the Delphi participants rate the likelihood and impact of listed risks, which are the two parameters of defining risk appetite (Beasley et al., 2009; Risk and Insurance Management Society, 2012). 
The focus group members represented the senior management of MOHEIs, so I proposed to them a risk appetite table (likelihood and impact) and risk matrix graph. The members requested a simplified version, easy to understand and apply by Delphi participants:   
 “… It is better to quantify by incidence rather than by percentage, i.e. Low – 1-3; medium – 4-7; high – 8-10 (Minute II page 8).  
The members agreed – through email – to what was included in the research proposal (see Table 5, Table 6 & Table 7 in ‎0).  
Appendix 5.	Delphi survey data
Appendix 5.1.	Breakdown of the Delphi survey target population among MOHEs

 Institution 	Academic	Administrative 	Population 
Institute of Health Sciences (IHS)	45	6	51
Oman Specialized Nursing Institute (OSNI)	40	4	44
Oman Nursing Institute (ONI)	59	10	69
Oman Health Information Management Institute (OHIMI)	8	2	10
Oman Assistant Pharmacy Institute (OAPI)	13	2	15
Foundation Centre(FC)	32	2	34
Sohar Nursing Institute (SOHAR)	13	2	15
N.Batinah Nursing Institute (NBNI)	15	2	17
Rustaq Nursing Institute (RNI)	14	2	16
Ibra  Nursing Institute (IBRA)	14	7	21
Dhahira Nursing Institute (AHAHIRA)	14	2	16
Dhakiliya  Nursing Institute (DAKHILIYA)	16	2	18
Sur Nursing Institute (SUR)	14	2	16
Salalah Nursing Institute (SALALAH)	20	2	22
Total	317	47	366





Appendix 5.2.	Breakdown of the Delphi survey participants by designation





Assistance Science Tutor	9	Tutor 	19
Senior Clinical Tutor	17	English Language Teacher	14
Clinical Tutor	13	Assistance Science Tutor 	15






















Appendix 6.	Delphi surveys 
Appendix 6.1.	round 1Delphi survey
Participant Information Sheet/ دعوة مشاركهDear participantsSubject: Participation in the research titled Risk Management in the Ministry of Health Educational InstitutesThis study is being conducted by AHMED SALIM ALABRI, Dean of the Institute of Health Sciences, as part of a doctorate in higher education research at The University of Sheffield. The aim of the study is to better understand risk management in the Ministry of Health Educational Institutes (MOEHIs). It is hoped that the research will help the institutes’ governors, management and stakeholders to better understand how risk can be assessed and managed.I would greatly appreciate it if you could complete the online questionnaire. Since the validity of the results depends on obtaining a high response rate, your participation is crucial to the success of this study.The duration of this study is 24 calendar months. Your participation is requested in order to identify and treat risks in MOHEIs. The modified Delphi technique is the method of choice in this research, which consists of two to three questionnaire rounds in order to gain a consensus of 70-80% on the potential risks within MOHEIs. You will receive the analysis of each round and based on this you can retain or modify your responses. The content of rounds two and three might change based on the earlier round analysis.It will take you approximately 10 minutes to complete each round. The first round of the questionnaire study will be launched in the first week of April. It will be followed by round two in the third week of April and finally by round three in the third week of May (if required).

Data protectionYour completion of the online survey indicates your consent to participate in this study, but it is strictly voluntary and you are free to withdraw consent at any time. Please be assured that your responses will be held in the strictest confidence, and your judgments and opinions remain strictly anonymous. All research data will be stored for five years after the data are recorded. In all publications and dissemination of the research findings, no identifying information will be given and the information gained from this survey will only be reported as aggregated data. In order to ensure that all information will remain confidential, there is no provision for including your name in the online forms of the questionnaires.Anticipated benefits resulting from this studyThe potential benefits to you from participating in the study are:• better utilisation of resources and improved time management;• enhanced planning and problem solving skills;• increased understanding of how risk can be managed;• building staff capacity – at all levels – to identify potential events; and• valuing stakeholders as part of the planning and decision making process.Deadline datePlease remember that you have a maximum of two weeks to complete the questionnaire using the web link mentioned above. You will receive an automatic email reminder at the beginning of the second week.Contact information.If you have any questions about this study, you can contact the person(s) below:The Researcher: Ahmed Salim Al-AbriDean of Institute of Health Sciences(Doctorate student at University of Sheffield)Dean.ihs.@gmail.com
Mob:99224009
The Research supervisor: Dr Vassiliki PapatsibaThe University Of SheffieldThe School of Educationv.papatsiba@sheffield.ac.uk

This study has obtained ethical approval via the ethics review procedures of the School of Education, at The University of Sheffield.If you have any complaints regarding the manner in which this research project is conducted and are unable to address the matter with myself, I would invite you to contact my supervisor (Dr Vassiliki Papatsiba, School of Education, email: v.papatsiba@sheffield.ac.uk). If you feel your complaint has not been dealt with properly and resolved, you will be able to contact The University Registrar and Secretary, following standard university procedures.I hope that you will be able to participate in this study.Sincerely,
Ahmed Al-Abriعزيزي المشارك

الموضوع: المشاركة في بحث بعنوان إدارة المخاطر في المعاهد التعليمية التابعه لوزارة الصحة

.تجرى هذه الدراسة من قبل أحمد سالم  العبري، عميد معهد العلوم الصحية، كجزء من شهادة الدكتوراه في التعليم العالي بجامعة شيفيلد. ومن المؤمل أن يسهم البحث في فهم أفضل لكيفية تقييم المخاطر وإدارتها من قيل الاداره العليا والعاملين بالمعاهد الصحيه
.سأكون ممتنا لو تفضلت بملء الاستبيان و بما ان صحة النتائج تعتمد على الحصول على نسبة استجابة عالية، فمشاركتكم هو أمر حاسم في نجاح هذه الدراسة
مدة هذه الدراسة 24 شهر. و مشاركتك  مطلوبه من أجل تحديد ومعالجة المخاطر في المعاهد الصحيه. ان استبيان دلفي هو حزء من عمليات جمع البيانات المستخدم في هذا البحث، والذي يتألف من جولتين الى ثلاث جولات استبيانيه من أجل الحصول على توافق في
.الآراء حول  المخاطر المحتملة للمعاهد بنسبة 70-80٪. سوف تتلقى تحليل لكل جولة وعلى هذا الأساس يمكنك الاحتفاظ أو تعديل الردود الخاصة بك. قد يتغيرمضمون كل استبانه بناء على تحليل الجولة التي سبقتها. سوف يأخذك نحو 10 دقيقة لإكمال كل جوله

حماية البيانات
.اكمالك للاستبانه عبر الانترنت تشير إلى موافقتك على المشاركة في هذه الدراسة، الا انك تحتفظ بحق الانسحاب في اي وقت.ااكد لك من أنه سيتم التعامل مع ردودك في سرية تامة،  مع عدم الكشف عن هوية المشارك عند نشر نتائج البحث

الفوائد المرجوه من هذه الدراسة
تحسين الاستفادة من الموارد وتحسين إدارة الوقت؛
تعزيز التخطيط ومهارات حل المشاكل؛
زيادة فهم كيفية  ادارة المخاطر؛
بناء قدرات الموظفين - على جميع المستويات - لتحديد الأحداث المحتملة، و
ادراك دور أصحاب العلاقه كجزء من عملية التخطيط  وصنع القرار

الموعد النهائي للمشاركه
.يرجى تذكر أن لديك أسبوعين كحد أقصى لاستكمال الاستبيان. و سوف تحصل على رسالة تذكير تلقائيه في بداية الأسبوع الثاني

.معلومات الاتصال
إذا كان لديك أي أسئلة أو شكوى بشأن الطريقة التي أجريت هذا المشروع البحثي ، يمكنك الاتصال بـــــ
• أحمد سالم  العبري.  عميد معهد العلوم الصحية. (طالب دكتوراه في جامعة شيفيلد). ihs.dean@gmail.com
• الدكتور فاسيليكي باباتسيبا .جامعة شيفيلد. كلية التربية.  v.papatsiba @ sheffield.ac.uk
آمل ان تكونوا قادرين على المشاركة في هذه الدراسة
مع خالص التقدير

أحمد سالم العبريThank you for taken the time to participate. You can proceed to section one of the questionnaire. أشكركم على أخذ الوقت للمشاركة. يمكنك أن تنتقل إلى القسم الأول من الاستبيان.  General QuestionsThis section includes questions that will help in identifying specific risks to individual institution, risks to particular group, which will be used to help institution in resource allocation to manage identify risks. The institutions will be coded so the institution specific data will be totally confidential.   .هذا القسم يتضمن أسئلة من شأنها أن تساعد في تحديد المخاطر المحددة لمؤسسة او لمجموعة معينة. سوف تستخدم هذه البيانات لغرض تحديد الموارد اللازمه لادارة المخاطر. عند الحاجه لنشر النتائج سوف يتم ترميز المؤسسات وبالتالي فإن بيانات اي مؤسسه سوف تكون في سرية تماما. 1) اسم المؤسسة  Institution NameIHS OSNI ONI OHIMI OAPI Foundation Centre Sohar NBNI Rustaq Ibra Sur Al-Dakhlia Al-Dhahira Salalah Other (Please Specify):   2) الوظيفة DesignationDean Senior Tutor  Tutor  Assistance Science Tutor  Senior Clinical Tutor  Clinical Tutor  Trainee اداري Other (Please Specify):   3) الفئة العمرية Age Group20-30 years Above 30-40 years Above 40-50 years Above 50 years Other (Please Specify):   4) الجنس GenderMale ذكر Female انثى  5) سنوات الخبرة Years of experienceLess than 5 years اقل من 5 سنوات More than 5 years to 10 years اكثر من 5 سنوات الى 10 سنوات More than 10 years to 15 years اكثر من 10 سنوات الى 15 سنه More than 15 years to 20 years اكثر من 15 سنه الى 20 سنه More than 20 years اكثر من 20 سنه Other (Please Specify):   6) كيف تقيّم معرفتك لمفهوم إدارة المخاطر؟ How do you evaluate your knowledge of risk managementBeginner مبتداء Medium متوسط Expert خبير  7) هل تتم عملية إدارة المخاطر بشكل منهجي في المؤسسة؟ Were the risk management processes carried out systematically in the institution?Yes نعم No لا Unsure غير متاكد 8) هل تشارك في عملية إدارة المخاطر؟ Did you participate in risk management?Yes نعم No لا Unsure غير متاكد  Risk Checklist قائمة المخاطرIn this page you are asked to assess the items in terms of the chance (likelihood) they occur and the severity (impact) which may result if they do occur using a rating scale 0-3 with zero being unavailable, one being low, 2 being medium and 3 being high.(تشمل هذة الصفحة على قائمة للمخاطر المتوقعه، عليه يطلب منك تقييم كل عنصر على حده من حيث فرصة احتمل وقوعه والاثر الذي يحدثه في حال وقوعه باستخدام مقياس تقييم من 0-3 ( صفر = غير متوفرة، واحد = منخفضة، 2 = متوسط  و3  = عاليLikelihood assessment تقييم الاحتماليه

A likelihood scale refers to the potential of risk occurring in an MOHEI for the particular risk being assessed. The likelihood table offers a nice way to better understand and predict risks. .مقياس الاحتمال يشير إلى إمكانية حدوث خطر معين بالمعاهد الصحيه. جدول قياس الاحتماليه يوفر وسيلة سهلة الفهم والتنبؤ بالمخاطر
Likelihood scale مقياس الاحتماليهDESCRIPTIONالوصفQUALITATIVE VALUEالقيمه الاسميهQUANTITATIVE VALUE
القيمه الرقميهThe event has no history of occurring or not relevant to the institute  الحدث ليس له تاريخ مسجل أو ليس له صلة بالمعهدUnavailable
غير موجود0The event has been known to occur before at least once in five years   باقل تقديرسبق وقوع الحدث مرة واحدة في الخمس السنوات الاخيرهLow
ضعيف1The event occurs occasionally, at least once or twice a year  يقع الحدث أحيانا، على الأقل مرة أو مرتين في السنةMedium
متوسط
 2The event occurs frequently; once every few weeks or  months  يقع الحدث في كثير من الأحيان؛ مرة كل بضعة أسابيع أو أشهرHigh
عالي3
Impact assessment تقييم الاثار

Once the likelihood of the events has been rated, you are required to rate every risk against the impact scale using table two and indicate the level of risk impact filling up the risk impact column with 0, 1, 2 or 3. .عند اتمام تصنيف احتمالات المخاطر، يتوجب عليك قياس تاثير كل خطر على حده مستخدما جدول توصيف التاثير التاليImpact scale  مقياس الاثارDescription
الوصفQUALITATIVE VALUE
القيمه الاسميهQUANTITATIVE VALUE
القيمه الرقميهWhere the participant have rated the potential risk zero in the likelihood column ( i.e. no impact)  حيث تمت التصويت بصفر في احتمالية حدوث الخطر. أي أن ألتاثير معدومNo Impact
لا تاثير0Where the consequences will not be severe and any associated losses and or financial implications will be low. Negligible effect on delivery. حيث النتائج لا تكون شديدة مع ضعف الخسائر المرتبطة بها والآثار المالية. كم ان التأثير على تنفيذ العمليات اليوميه محدود.Low
ضعيف1Will have a noticeable effect on the operation. May result in significant financial loss. Will cause a degree of dissatisfaction by the senior management at the MOH.   سوف يكون لها تأثير ملحوظ على تنفيذ العمليات اليوميه مع احتمالية ان يؤدي إلى خسائر مالية ملحوظه. كما سيترتب عليه درجة من عدم الرضاء لدى الاداره العليا بوزارة الصحه Medium










Appendix 6.2.	Snapshot of the front page of the online survey
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General QuestionsThis section includes questions that will help in identifying specific risks to individual institution, risks to particular group, which will be used to help institution in resource allocation to manage identify risks. The institutions will be coded so the institution specific data will be totally confidential.   .هذا القسم يتضمن أسئلة من شأنها أن تساعد في تحديد المخاطر المحددة لمؤسسة او لمجموعة معينة. سوف تستخدم هذه البيانات لغرض تحديد الموارد اللازمه لادارة المخاطر. عند الحاجه لنشر النتائج سوف يتم ترميز المؤسسات وبالتالي فإن بيانات اي مؤسسه سوف تكون في سرية تماما. 1) اسم المؤسسة Institution NameIHS OSNI ONI OHIMI OAPI Foundation Centre Sohar NBNI Rustaq Ibra Sur AL-Dakhlia Al-Dhahira Salalah DGHRD Other (Please Specify):   2) الوظيفة DesignationDean Quality Specialist Senior Tutor  Tutor  Medical Sciences English Language Teacher Assistance Science Tutor  Senior Clinical Tutor  Clinical Tutor  Instructor A/H Librarian Trainer Trainee اداري Curriculum Development Assistant Other (Please Specify):   3)  الجنس GenderMale ذكر Female انثى  Risk Checklist قائمة المخاطرIn this page you are asked to assess the items in terms of the chance (likelihood) they occur and the severity (impact) which may result if they do occur using a rating scale 0-3 with zero being unavailable, one being low, 2 being medium and 3 being high.(تشمل هذة الصفحة على قائمة للمخاطر المتوقعه، عليه يطلب منك تقييم كل عنصر على حده من حيث فرصة احتمل وقوعه والاثر الذي يحدثه في حال وقوعه باستخدام مقياس تقييم من 0-3 ( صفر = غير متوفرة، واحد = منخفضة، 2 = متوسط  و3  = عاليDefinition of risk: The probability of occurrence of an event that will have an impact on the ability of MOHEIs to accomplish its strategic objectives. The impact could be positive or negative in nature.تعريف الخطر: احتمال وقوع الحدث الذي سيكون له تأثير - ايجابي او سلبي - على قدرة المعاهد لتحقيق أهدافها الاستراتيجية  Likelihood assessment تقييم الاحتماليه
A likelihood scale refers to the potential of risk occurring in an MOHEI for the particular risk being assessed. The likelihood table offers a nice way to better understand and predict risks. .مقياس الاحتمال يشير إلى إمكانية حدوث خطر معين بالمعاهد الصحيه. جدول قياس الاحتماليه يوفر وسيلة سهلة الفهم والتنبؤ بالمخاطر
Likelihood scale مقياس الاحتماليهDESCRIPTIONالوصفQUALITATIVE VALUE القيمه الاسميهQUANTITATIVE VALUE
القيمه الرقميهThe event has no history of occurring or not relevant to the institute  الحدث ليس له تاريخ مسجل أو ليس له صلة بالمعهدUnavailable
غير موجود0The event has been known to occur before at least once in five years  باقل تقديرسبق وقوع الحدث مرة واحدة في الخمس السنوات الاخيرهLow
ضعيف1The event occurs occasionally, at least once or twice a year  يقع الحدث أحيانا، على الأقل مرة أو مرتين في السنةMedium
متوسط2The event occurs frequently; once every few weeks or  months  يقع الحدث في كثير من الأحيان؛ مرة كل بضعة أسابيع أو أشهرHigh
عالي3
Impact assessment تقييم الاثار

Once the likelihood of the events has been rated, you are required to rate every risk against the impact scale using table two and indicate the level of risk impact filling up the risk impact column with 0, 1, 2 or 3. .عند اتمام تصنيف احتمالات المخاطر، يتوجب عليك قياس تاثير كل خطر على حده مستخدما جدول توصيف التاثير التاليImpact scale  مقياس الاثارDescription
الوصفQUALITATIVE VALUE
القيمه الاسميهQUANTITATIVE VALUE
القيمه الرقميهWhere the participant have rated the potential risk zero in the likelihood column ( i.e. no impact)  حيث تمت التصويت بصفر في احتمالية حدوث الخطر. أي أن ألتاثير معدومNo Impact
لا تاثير0Where the consequences will not be severe and any associated losses and or financial implications will be low. Negligible effect on delivery. حيث النتائج لا تكون شديدة مع ضعف الخسائر المرتبطة بها والآثار المالية. كم ان التأثير على تنفيذ العمليات اليوميه محدود.Low
ضعيف1Will have a noticeable effect on the operation. May result in significant financial loss. Will cause a degree of dissatisfaction by the senior management at the MOH.   سوف يكون لها تأثير ملحوظ على تنفيذ العمليات اليوميه مع احتمالية ان يؤدي إلى خسائر مالية ملحوظه. كما سيترتب عليه درجة من عدم الرضاء لدى الاداره العليا بوزارة الصحه Medium








Appendix 7.	Comparison of round one and two responses
The table demonstrate the mean, standard deviation, Coefficient of variation on the responses of likelihood and impact of all items rated in round one and two. It is important to note that the items in the two round are not identical. The purpose of this table is to show the gain of consensus.























































Appendix 8.	 Risk management templates 
Appendix 8.1.	Risk register 
Risk Identification	Risk Assessment	Risk Treatment	Risk Monitoring
Risk ID	Risk category	Risk description 	Source of risk 	Potential outcomes	Impact	Prob- ability	Matrix Score	Risk response	Planned actions	Owner	Due date	Progress	Residual Risk 
1	Health, Safety and security	Catastrophic natural event (earthquake, flood, fire) 	Natural, absence of health and safety policy. Poor construction/building material. 	Damage of assets, high financial impact, disruption of daily duties, injuries and/or death	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	DGHRD QA section	Every six month 	 	 
2	 	Pandemic	Natural, the country health status, absence of health and safety policy.	High financial impact, disruption of daily work, injuries and/or death	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	DGHRD QA section	Every six month 	 	 
3	 	Occupational injuries 	Careless, absence of/unclear health and safety policy. 	High financial impact, disruption of daily work, injuries and/or death	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	DGHRD QA section	Every six month 	 	 
4	 	Cut off electricity or water supply	Weak electrical supply. High water consumption. Difficulties with supplier 	Disruption of daily work/teaching,  staff/student discomfort.	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	DGHRD QA section	Every six month 	 	 
5	Facilities 	Breakdown of equipment/application	Absence of maintenance contract, absence of operation manuals. Misuse. No constant trade-off between the renewal of existing structures versus constructing new facilities	Financial impact, disruption of daily work, breakdown of electrical communication. Low staff/student satisfaction	2	2	4.00	Transfer/mitigate	Sign up maintenance contract and/or insurance coverage. Setup constant trade-off between the renewal of existing structures versus constructing new facilities. Develop operational manual. Study the possibility to hire equipment. Share resources with neighbour institutes. Install CCTV camera.	DGIT, Deans, IT in charge. 	By June 2014/2015	 	 
6	 	Inadequate infrastructure (Building, IT, learning resources and recreation facilities)	Fund is not enough, absence of planning, delay in procurement, absence of utilization plan. Introduction of new academic programmes with no budget allocation. 	Absence/Loss of intranet and internet connectivity. Absence/Loss of student data. Limited Recreational facilities. Low staff/students satisfaction. Low quality accommodation and catering. Inappropriate learning environment. 	2	3	6.00	Mitigate	Building expansion. Review/priorities required learning resources. Study the possibility to hire equipment. Share resources with neighbour institutes. Develop an E-portal	DGHRD, DGIT and Deans	By June 2014/2015	 	 
7	 	Unsafe learning environment (Lab, clinical, and classes)	No health and safety measures. 	Personnel injuries, damage of assets, students fail to accomplished desired learning outcomes. 	0	0	0.00	Accept	No action is required	 	 	 	 
8	IT 	Breach of IT or data security	Absence of anti-virus, firewall & IT policy. No server and data are saved in staff personal computers. 	Loss of data and /or data accessed by unauthorized persons, damage of computers. Disruption of daily work. Financial loss. 	1	3	3.00	Mitigate	Install up to date anti-virus and firewall. Develop IT and document handing polices. Provide IT support services.  Install CCTV camera.	DGIT, Deans	 	 	 
9	Research	Noncompliance with research policy and regulation	Unaware of the policy and regulation, insufficient research training, absence or lack of support and incentive in conducting research. High workload	Low/absence of publications. Reputation damage. Inability to meet Oman Academic Accreditation Authority requirements	0	0	0.00	Accept	No action is required	 	 	 	 
10	 	Loss of intellectual property rights	Absent of intellectual property policy or lack of policy implementation and monitoring	Low staff/student satisfaction. Financial impact	0	0	0.00	Accept	No action is required	 	 	 	 
11	Teaching and learning	Number of academic programs fail to conform with the national frames, standards and trends of higher education and professional practice	Absence of program (academic and professional) standards. Absence of unified curriculum review and approval policy and guidelines, Competition with other HEIs' on clinical placement. 	Low staff/student satisfaction. Low student enrolment and retention. Low staff retention. Low student’s employability. Reputation damage.	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	Head of programmes	Every six month 	 	 
12	Student 	Low student enrolment and retention	Award of diploma, limited infrastructure and learning environment, low student academic support, absence of counselling service. MOHEIs bylaws. 	High training cost per students.  Low entry standards. Reputation damage.	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	QA section/ risk management committee	Every six month 	 	 
13	 	Low students satisfaction	Award of diploma, poor institutions structure and learning environment, low student support (academic and non-academic) services.	Low student retention. Low student performance. Negative students behaviour. Reputation damage.	2	2	4.00	Mitigate	Upgrade curricula to BSc. Improve student bylaw. Improve accommodation, transportation and catering services Improve the academic and non-academic support services. 	DGHRD & deans 	By June 2014/2015	 	 
14	 	Student misconduct	Un-familiarise with/weak MOHEIs bylaw or lack implementation. Poor entry criteria.	Reputation damage. Low student performance and retention. Low staff satisfaction.	1	2	2.00	Accept	 Monitor the risk	HODs	Every six month 	 	 
15	Financial 	Insufficient funding	Poor utilisation of fund, absence of financial strategic plan, no independent budget, long procurement procedure.	Absence of essential assets. Low staff/student satisfaction. Low staff recruitment and retention. Low staff development and promotions opportunities. Reputation damage	2	3	6.00	Mitigate	Provide an independent budget to each institute and monitor utilisation. Utilise the available resources more efficiently. Priorities the institutions need. Out sourcing. Share resources with the nearby MOHEIs.  	DGHRD & Deans.	By June 2014/2015	 	 
16	 	Misuse of fund	Weak financial audit, no clear policy and guidelines on fund utilisation 	Fund cut down. Legal consequences   Reputation damage.	0	0	0.00	Accept	No action is required	 	 	 	 
17	 	Slow procurement process	Many parties involved in the process, lack of institutions' autonomy. Inefficient follow up. 	Out of date antiviruses, shortage of equipment and learning resources. Low staff/students satisfaction. High purchasing cost.	2	2	4.00	Mitigate	Independent budget. Give MOHEIs more autonomy in procurement. Install A’Shifa programme 	USOAF, DGHRD & Deans.	By June 2014/2015	 	 
18	Legal and Regulatory	Failing to meet legal or contractual obligations	Contractual obligations Negligent and malpractice	Reputation damage. Legal consequences. Financial impact. Failing to accomplish learning outcomes. Delay in repairing of equipment. 	0	0	0.00	Accept	No action is required	 	 	 	 
19	 	Inability to meet Oman Academic Accreditation Authority requirements	Limited fund, insufficient governor support, no clear guideline and procedure on OAAA requirement.	Reputation damage. Cut of fund. Low students enrolment. Low staff recruitment and retention. Low students employability. 	1	2	2.00	Accept	Work on the self-assessment report and Quality audit report. Monitor the risk	QA section/ risk management committee	Immediate and monitor progress every six month 	 	 
20	 	Reputation damage to the MOHEIs	Student, staff, limited fund, poor leadership and management support, absence of total quality management. Poor infrastructure and resources.	Low students enrolment. Low staff recruitment and retention. Cut down of fund. Legal consequences 	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	QA section/ risk management committee	Every six month 	 	 
21		Negligence/ malpractice	Unaware of Civil Services rules. Absences of policy of policy management. Staff attitude 	Reputation damage. Legal consequences. Financial impact. Low staff retention.	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	Deans, DoAF at MOHEIs	Every six month 	 	 
22	Human resource	Availability of incompetent staff (administrative and academic)	Poor recruitment process, lack of training opportunities/mentorship, low payment scale. No/unclear job description. Omanisation 	Graduate incompetent students, low student employability. Reputation damage. Low staff/student satisfaction	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	Deans, DpAF at MOHEIs	Every six month 	 	 
23	 	Low staff recruitment and retention	Inadequate infrastructure, low payment scale. No/unclear job description, poor working environment, low incentives and promotions, poor leadership and management, absence of staff support services, absence of development or training opportunities/mentorship.  	Staff shortage, classes disruptions, Failing to accomplish the desired learning outcomes. Low student satisfaction, high training cost. Reputation damage	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	Deans, DoAF at MOHEIs	Every six month 	 	 
24	 	Low staff satisfaction	Inadequate infrastructure, low payment scale. No/unclear job description, poor working environment, low incentives and promotions, poor leadership and management, absence of staff support services, absence of development or training opportunities/mentorship.  Absence of staff support services	Low staff retention. Low staff commitment and creativity.  High complain incidents.  Failing to accomplish the desired learning outcomes	1	2	2.00	Accept	Monitor the risk	Deans, DoAF at MOHEIs	Every six month 	 	 





Appendix 8.2.	Risk management plan 
Treatment Strategy	Current situation 	Operational Activities	Personnel  In-charge 	Due date 	Monitoring time 	Strategic indicators (KPI)
Risk ID: 5	Breakdown of equipment/application
Sign up maintenance contract, and/or insurance coverage. 	Maintenance contracts are available for MM Labs and major equipment in all institutes.Printer, LCDs, class computers etc. are covered in the regional institutes but not in the Muscat institutes.No insurance coverage	Prepare  inventory of all equipment indicating with/without maintenance contract 	Dean/ICT	December 2013	December2014	Respond with 24 hoursRepaired within 48 hours for Muscat institutes and within72 hours for regional institutes 
		Develop the required contract 	DGEA/DGIT 	February  2014		
		Sing up contracts 	DGEA/DGIT 	June 2014		
Setup constant trade-off between the renewals of existing structures versus constructing new facilities.	There is no policy on trade off. However the MOH engineer can condemn old equipment in ad hoc bases through the evaluation of their performance.  	Develop/ approve trade-off policy 	DGEA/DGIT 	December 2014	June 2015	50% of equipment are within the lifespan (six years) 
		Develop trade-off plan	DGEA/DGIT 	February 2014		
		Allocate budget/ agreement according to the trade-off plan	Director of support and maintenance  	June 2014		
Develop operational manuals 	Some institutes have operational manuals. However there are discrepancies in the content 	Develop a unified operational manuals	ICT committee (DGHRD)	June 2014	June 2015	50% drop in mishandling damage 20% increase in user satisfaction 
Install CCTV camera	Two institutes have CCTV cameras in the MM labs	Develop the specifications	ICT committee (DGHRD)	June 2014	December 2015	50% of MM Labs are monitored with CCTV
		identify the  quantity and location 	Institute IT technician	June 2014		
		Allocate budget and purchase the cameras 	DGHRD/ Deans 	December 2015		
Share resources with neighbour institutes.	Foundation, ONI and IHS share some resources 	Identify the institutes need 	Head of programmes	December 2014	June 2015	30% increase in sharing resources among Muscat institutes
		Identify the share resources	ICT committee (DGHRD)	February 2014		
		Develop a central booking system 	ICT committee (DGHRD)	February 2014		
		Develop share resources policy	DGHRD	June 2014		
Risk ID:6	Inadequate infrastructure (Building, IT, learning resources and recreation facilities). This is tackled by the 8th strategic plan goal three indicator  
Building expansion. 	Some institutes have initial building expansion and others are in the process. Only two institutes have recreation facilities (limited facilities)	Identify the institutions building need and develop construction phases	Deans 	January 2014	On going 	100% Completion of building in accordance to the agreed plan
		Gain high authority approval 	DGHRD	March 2014		
		Prepare drawings: Phase one Phase two Phase three	DGEA	June 2014/ September 2014		
		Tendering 	DGEA	September  2014		
		Start construction  (phase one)	Constructor 	January 2015		
Review and provide the required learning resources. The 8th strategic plan goal three strategic indicators have identified the required resources (2-4). 	Electronic archive system is not available in any of the institutes 	Introduce an electronic archive system in all health educational institutions 	DGIT	June 2014	June 2015	Archive system installed in all institutes 
	Two institutes have achieved the ratio of 1:1 staff/computer and 3:1 students/ computer 	Provide computers for students and teachers with sufficient numbers (one for each teacher and one for 3 students)	Deans	December 2014	Every six months 	All institutes achieve the ratio of 1:1 staff/computer and 3:1 students/ computer
	A complete telecommunication network and activate the MPLS service are not available in any institute.	Connect educational institutions with a complete telecommunication network and activate the MPLS service 	DGIT	December 2014	Every six months 	All institutes are connected with a complete telecommunication network and active MPLS service
	An electronic system to manage student information and human resources is not available in any institute.	Introduction of an electronic system to manage student information and human resources in all educational institutions.	Director General of Education & Training	December 2015	Every six months 	A unified electronic management system is available in all institutes
	None of the institutes has A’Shifa system 	Install the latest version of A’Shifa system +3 in multimedia labs in educational institutes 	DGIT	December 2014	Every six months 	All institutes have A’Shifa system
	No educational portal  in the institutes  	Develop an educational portal for health educational institutions (including website 	DGIT	December 2014	Every six months 	Functioning portal system is in place
	No library in the regional institutes. Muscat institutes have limited resources in the central library and the two satellite libraries.	Availability of an electronic scientific library that includes the latest journals/periodicals	Director of CPD/DGHRD	December 2014	Every six months 	Functioning electronic scientific library with 100% of the identified journals and periodicals are available. 
	IHS has 10 Mbps internet  line in the MM Lab  	Address Omantel to upgrade the speed of the Internet in all the Institutes to 8 Mbps at least	Deans	December 2014	Every six months 	All institutes have lines with minimum speed of 8 Mbps
		Purchase 20 digital simulators	DGHRD	December 2015	Every six months 	20 digital simulators are available in the identified institutions 
	Two institutes have a digital smart Board each. IHS has 5 e-Beam units. 	Provide a total number of 14 digital Smart Boards and allocate one board per Institute and evaluate its effectiveness in interactive learning.	Deans 	December 2015	Every six months  	14 Digital Smart Boards are available in the identified institutes  
Risk ID: 7	Breach of IT or data security
Install up to date anti-virus and firewall. 	The antivirus is only installed in some institutes where servers are available. However there is an issue of update and efficiency. 	Identify the most useful antivirus and firewall 	DGIT	October 2014		The suitable antivirus and firewall supplier are identified
		Identify the number of users to be included in the antivirus  licence 	DGHRD-ICT committee 	October 2014		The number of users are identified 
		Sign up a five year antivirus and firewall contract 	DGIT	January 2014	On going 	Up to date antivirus and firewall are installed with a five year licence 
		Develop an electronic  logbook to record the incidents of breaking the IT security system 	DHET-ICT committee 	October 2014	On going 	Annual incident report is submitted to DGIT
Develop IT and document handing polices. 	Some institutes have brief IT and document handing polices.  	Develop a standard, comprehensive policy on IT and document handing	DGHRD-ICT committee 	February 2014	On going 	Approved IT and document handing polices.
Provide IT technical support.   	Limited IT support through IT teachers 	Appoint one IT technician in each institute.   	DGHRD	January 2015	September 2014	IT technicians are recruited 
Risk ID: 10	Low students satisfaction
 Upgrade curricula to BSc. 	All programmes are at diploma level. Two institutes have top up degrees 	Identify the resources necessary to implement the updated curriculum during the year before implementation 	Deans 	September 2013	Annually for minor changes and every four years for extensive review	BSc programmes are running with the required resources 
		Apply the curricula that have been updated and upgraded to grant the bachelor's degree	Deans 	September 2014		
Improve the academic and non-academic support services.	No counselling services 	Appoint Counsellors  	Deans 	February  2015	October  2015	Available counselling services
	Ministerial decision 167/2008 and its amendment 80/2011 have a lot of issues such as system of study, academic progression, students’ absenteeism and penalty for student misconduct. 	Review and improve the student bylaw. 	The Higher Council  	September 2014	Annually 	Implementation of the improved bylaw
	Free accommodation is provided, however, it is not suitable for students.	Develop  accommodation specifications Rent accommodation according to the sited criteria 	Deans/ DAF 	June 2014	Annually 	60% student satisfaction   on the service by 2015.
	Staff and student have complained about the food variety, quantity and quality. 	Establish a task force to review the contract conditions (student and staff to be represented)Tender the catering service with the new conditions	DGA/ DAF 	June 2014	Annually 	60% staff/student satisfaction on the service
	One institute has budget for extracurricular activities, however the other institutes outsource it and therefore they have limited activities. 	Allocate budget to each institute Establish a student council to look after extracurricular activities for Muscat institutes. Regional institutes to collaborate with nearby HEIs and share resources Set unified terms of reference for the students’ council 	Deans/ Section head of student affair 	October  2014	Annually 	Approved Budgets60% students satisfaction on the extracurricular services 
		Develop and conduct unified staff/ student satisfaction surveys on the above services 	QA section 	June 2014	Annually 	
Risk ID: 12	Insufficient funding
Provide an independent budget to each institute.	Regional institutes’ have individual Budgets but controlled by DG of Health Services. Others subsumed budget with DGHRD	Identify budget needs in accordance to the last three years utilisation with 10% increase	DAF	November 2014	Annually 	Minister of Health issued a ministerial decision on this.100% of the identified budget has been approved with full authority to utilise it at the institutes’ level.
		Approve the identified Budgets 	USOAF	March 2014		
		Gain authority for direct utilisation of the budget 	 DGHRD	March 2014		
Utilise the available resources more efficiently.	Resources are mainly used during working hours (6 hours). Similar resources are purchased by different institutes and departments	Create departmental/programmes electronic inventory 	Head of departments/ programmes 	September 2014	Annually 	30% of the  resources are shared (through central booking system)
		Develop an electronic comprehensive inventory where institutes can get access to the available resources (including human resource)	DGHRD ICT committee 	January 2015		
Out sourcing.	Very limited	Identify the activities/ projects 	Deans 	December 2014	Every six month 	30% increase in outsourcing 
		Develop a financial sourcing plan to include estimated required fund				
		Approach the potential sources (Banks, LNG, PDO, etc.)				
Risk ID: 13	Slow procurement process
Give MOHEIs more autonomy in procurement. 	The procurement process is very long and has to go through many sections that can take more than one year before receiving the requested items	As 12.1				
Install A’Shifa software 	First the head of departments have to enter their budget request in an excel sheet. Secondly  the section head of finance with a representative from department/programme have to go to MOH headquarter/ DGHS to enter the budget request in A’Shifa software 	Identify the IT requirement to install A’Shifa  software 	ICT committee	January 2014	Annually	100% budget entered to A’Shifa is done within the institutions and by the institutions staff.
		Install A’Shifa software 	DGIT  	April 2014		
		Train staff on A’Shifa software 	DGIT	April 2014		
Risk ID: 20	Rising cost of employment 
Develop human resource development plan. 	13-71% Omanisation Scholarship plan is approved for Omanis	Develop recruitment and retention plan. Run in house training and mentoring system Recruit senior expatriate to support junior Omanis develop their teaching capability 	Deans/staff development committee	September 2015	Annually 	100% of staff sent on scholarships are according the plan 80% Staff participation on the training plan100% Junior staff are allocated mentor  70% Omanisation
Improve payment scale. 	His Majesty decree 33/2013 on new payment scale  (20/05/2013)	It is not part of the research outcomes	   	  		
Introduce the external tutoring system/ introduce part time tutoring	In most institutes the staff are in full time contract.Some institutes sign short term teaching contract.No part time tutoring system 	Identify the courses that current teachers cannot cover or that do not require full time staff Identify the potential skilled practitioners who are available and willing to teach Communicate with them and their organisation to release them as per the teaching schedule Approach the MOH to pay them on hour base 	Head of departments/ programmes	June/ January	At the end of semester 	100% of external tutors are paid by end of the semester they participated in. 80% student satisfaction on the course evaluation taught by those tutors.
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Figure 9:  IRM, AIRMIC & ALARM risk management process (2002. P.5)
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^1	  The Higher Council (HC) is the governing, decision-making and regulatory body of MOH EIs, chaired by His Excellency the Minister of Health. The HC consists of His Excellency the Undersecretary for Planning Affairs; Directors General of Education and Training, Health Affairs, Pharmaceutical Affairs and Drug Control; Deans of the institutes; Director of Nursing; a representative from the Ministry of Higher Education; and 3 members nominated by His Excellency the Minister of Health (QAS, 2012, p14).
^2	  The Technical Committee (TC), chaired by the Undersecretary for Planning Affairs, is empowered with academic, advisory, regulatory, administrative and consultative functions. The TC is composed of the Director General of Education and Training, two Deans of general nursing institutes, Deans of other institutes, the Education Officer – DGET, Education Consultant – DGET, as well as a representative from the teaching faculty (QAS, 2012, p15).
^3	  Source: Quality Assurance Section (2012, p.21)
^4	  Quranic refers to the Islamic Holy Qura’an book
^5	  One Rial Omani = 1.5 £
^6	  Self-assessment report is an evaluative portfolio which identifies areas of strengths and opportunities for improvement using the ADRI analytical tool (Approach, deployment, result and improvement), (Goodliffe & Razvi , 2011)
^7	  IHS: Institute of Health Sciences OAPI: Oman Assistant Pharmacy InstituteOHIMI: Oman Health Information Management Institute
^8	  A stakeholder is “a person, group or organization that has an interest or concern in an organization” source: (http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/stakeholder.html#ixzz3G005iY BI).
^9	  Al-Roya is one of Oman daily Arabic newspapers. Al-Roya “الرؤيا " can be translated to “The Vision”
^10	  Oman labour market including higher education sector rely heavily on expatriates (43% of Oman’s population are expatriate who work mainly in the private sector (National Centre for Statistic and Information, 2014) 
^11	  Regions of Oman are not well developed in comparison to the capital region; hence many well-qualified staff refuse to be employed in these regions.
^12	  Accomplishment of or ability to accomplish a job with a minimum expenditure of time and effort (source: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/efficiency)
^13	  The obligation of an individual or organization to account for its activities, accept responsibility for them, and to disclose the results in a transparent manner. (source: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/accountability.html#ixzz3JrWa17Uh)
^14	  “A duty or obligation to satisfactorily perform or complete a task (assigned by someone, or created by one's own promise or circumstances) that one must fulfill, and which has a consequent penalty for failure” (http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/responsibility.html#ixzz3JrXUVzj9)
^15	  Anthropology is “the study of humans, past and present. To understand the full sweep and complexity of cultures across all of human history, anthropology draws and builds upon knowledge from the social and biological sciences as well as the humanities and physical science”(American Anthropological Association, 2003)
^16	  An American higher education association dedicated to the improvement of HEIs’ boards of trustee. 
^17	  Is a membership organization representing more than 2,500 HEIs around the world. The association’s mission is to advance the economic viability, business practices and support for HEIs in fulfillment of their missions (National Association of College and University Business Officers, 2015)
^18	  Policy is the set of basic principles and associated guidelines, formulated and enforced by the governing body of an organization, to direct and limit its actions in pursuit of long-term goals (Businessdictionary.com, 2015a).
^19	  Procedure is a fixed, step-by-step sequence of activities or course of action that must be followed in the same order to correctly perform a task (Businessdictionary.com, 2015b).
^20	  COSO=Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway Commission’s: sponsored and funded by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the American Accounting Association (AAA), the Financial Executives Institute (FEI), the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) and the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations, 2015).
^21	  Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers ( 2004.p. 15)
^22	  Deductive approach is a top down process that starts from general to specific. It begins with the theory to develop specific hypotheses that are tested through collection and analysis of data to confirmation or reject the theory (Trochim et al., 2014). 
^23	  Inductive approach is a bottom-up process which starts with specific observations (data), analysis of the data, formulates tentative hypotheses and finally develops conclusion or theory and concludes with broader generalizations and theories (Trochim et al. 2014). 
^24	  Commonly referred to as the panellists, experts or respondents, but the term participants will be used in this research for certain reasons that will be explained later in the chapter
^25	  MOHEIs QA portfolio is the self-assessment report on MOHEIs operational quality. It was compiled in December 2012 and submitted to OAAA as part of applying process for institutional audit (Quality Assurance Section, 2012).
^26	  Strength, weakness, opportunities and threat (SWOT) analysis is a tool that enables organisation to assess its environment based on participants’ perception of risk in order to make decisions that are related to risk management (Hopkin. 2010).
^27	  www.secondcopy.com. Version: 8.0.2.0: ©1991-2010
^28	  Mean is “the sum of the observations divided by the number of observations” (American Gastroenterological Association, 2015)
^29	  The standard deviation (SD) “is the most common measure of variability, measuring the spread of the data set and the relationship of the mean to the rest of the data. If the data points are close to the mean, indicating that the responses are fairly uniform, then the standard deviation will be small. Conversely, if many data points are far from the mean, indicating that there is a wide variance in the responses, then the standard deviation will be large. However, the standard deviation alone is not particularly useful without a context within which one can determine meaning” (American Gastroenterological Association, 2015)
^30	 Coefficient of variation (CV) “Indicates how the standard deviation relates to the mean. The closer the CV is to 0, the greater the uniformity of data. The closer the CV is to 1, the greater the variability of the data” (American Gastroenterological Association, 2015)
^31	  Potential risk are the items listed in round two survey
^32	  The risk perceived by participants of round two
^33	  Organisational Variables:“Organisation Development, Policies of Compensation and Benefit, Promotion and Career Development, Job Satisfaction, Job Security, Working Environment & Condition, Relationship with Supervisor, Work Group, Leadership Style, Group outgoing (feel like a part of family), Encouragement and feedback, Use of internet and other technology for doing job. Personal Variables: Personality, Expectation, Age, education, Gender Differences”(Sageer et al., 2012, p.107-109)
^34	  (http://www.oaaa.gov.om/Review/MOHEI%20report%20final%20to%20
^35	  A'Shifa Programme is a health information management system which operates in all Ministry of Health Institutions, Oman. It includes more than 30 clinical specializations and it is composed of sub-systems (Information Technology Authority, 2011).
^36	  This document contains the requirements for a new system of Quality Assurance in Higher Education in the Sultanate of Oman.
^37	  A Clinical Preceptorship is an organized clinical/ laboratory experience that allows for a student to attach with a clinical preceptor for the purpose of achieving clinical specific clinical learning objectives (Altmann, 2006).
